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PUBLISHING

PORTLAND

CO.,

At 108 EiutiME St., Poexlaxd.
Tkmis: Klrht Dollars a Toar. To mall sntjjert’)
m Seven DgiIbtb a Year, If paid In advance.

THE

MAINE~STATE

Rates or Alvehtisino: One inch of cpaee, the
enclh of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 oente per
week after; three insertions or loss, $1.00: oontinu
ins every other day after first week, 60 oente.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 sente;
*• week, $1.00 ; 60 eents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements” and "Auction
Sales," $2 .00 per square per week; three insertions or lees, $1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press (which has a largo oircnlation in ©very part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for tirst insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subsequent

The Udm litual Ufe Inm« Company.
Maine Non-forfeiture Law, provided uone of the condiThe foregoing Policy, No.
, issued under the
tions thereof other than the payment of premiums has been violated, secures the results named m the following statement. But if there remain any dividend-additions in favor of the policy, or any indebtedness against
the
the policy when it goes under the Maine Non-forfeiture Law, the results will be modified according to
provisions of that Law and the foregoing contract.

Theatre.
•

Frank Cpbtis.Proprietor and Manager.

S

end Saturday aud Saturday Matinee, Nov. 4th and 5th, 1881.

Friday

GRAYMOPERA CO
FRIDAY EYENFNG, in*
Gilbert A Sullivan’* I\n» ;E«tbrtic Opera

PATIENCE.
SATURDAY EVENING:

3 aunnal premiums will

secure

premiums
5 annual premiums

will

secure

will

secure

4 annual

q
O

^

S
^

premiums will

6 annual

secure

7 auuusl premium* will
S annual premiums will

secure

will

secure

JO aunnal premiums will

secure

9 annual

premiums

secure

It annual premiums will
12 annual premiums will
13 annual premiums will

W

14 annual

^

15 annual

premiums
premiums

Matinee: OLIVETTE.
Seats 75 and 50 cts.; Gallery 35 cts. Sale of seats
commences at box ofllee, Wednesday, Nov. 2.
dlw
oc31

GRANDFAIR!
Bosnortli Post, So. 2, (I. A. R„

15 years insurance and
15 rears insurance and
15 years insurance aud

256.91, if

the insured

if

the insured

if

the

15 years insurance aud
15 years insurance and

if

secure
secure
secure

will

secure

will

secure

326.11,
425.62,
520.-46,
610.56,

if

lives

to

of

said

of

sai»l 15 ye*rs.

15

,_

years, if less than the full number of premiums agreed upon
is insured dies after such di-continuance, and within the period of the extension secured by this contract under the Maine Non-forfeiture Law,the amount due as a deatnas follows:
claim, if no condition of the policy other than the payment of premium lias been violated, will be

921.91 will be paid

on

each

1000 insured.

on

each

1000 insured.

each

1000 insured.

If

death

occurs

the 4th year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, 892.14 will be paid

If

death

occurs

the

5th year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, 860.32 will be paid

on

If death occurs after the fifth year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance, the deduction shall not exceed the five annual life premiums as aforesaid, with interest as provided m the Maine

Non-forfeitnre Law.

..
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traua
BENSON’S
CAPCINE

exhib tion.

*•

Received.

Just

from

Silver Mini end milling Go.
OF NEVADA.

uiia

vuut

-OF THE-

OFFICE OF COMPANY:

54 Broad

Farmers’ Loan aud Trust Co., New York

POTATOES,

CONGRESS

Nov. 9.

mCSIC BY CHANDLER.
Hoots open at 7.15.
Skating from 7.30 to 10.00.
Admission 45 ct*. Regular sessions every WedEfficnesday evening from 7 30 to 10.00 p. m
ient and obliging aids will be in attendance to

The Exchange Silver Mining and Milling Company. of Nevada, has declared its fourth mon'hlv
dividend of lYa per cent., payable on t>ie 8l»t. ult.
Reports from the mine show a marked improvement
In the value of the ore in the lower levels, (very rich);
and as the leased mill is now being made available,
As soon
a large increase in bullion is anticipated.
as the addition to the mill is made the Company
expect to pay from 20 to 26 cents per share per
month. The managers who are practical mining
men, are engaged in demonstrating the fact that
mii ing, when honestly and judiciously conducted,
is as safe and profitable a business as manufactur-

■■

dd

ners.

skate is to be usel which is
popular iu all ihe leading rinks.
new

becoming very
nov3dlw

300 Tubs Vermont

HAVE BEEN

ing or farming.

OFFICERS.
W. H. Guion, President; li. J. Rogers, Vice PresiN. W. Nowell, Treasurer; R. E. Gallagher,

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters
Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively cure wnereotlier
remedies will not even relieve.
Price 25 cen*s.
Beware of cheap Plasters made
with lead poisons.
SEABURY Sc JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
'■ SURE REMEDY AT CAST. Price 25cts.
A MEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
(nol)S.W&wlly
aug31

dent;

Secretary.
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT
SHARE, BY

FOURTH ASSEMBLY.

BUTTER.

mechanics’ Hall.

lc

NO- 30 EXCHANGE ST.
nov4-dtf
TRADEMARK.

Theatre.

Frank Curtis,.Proprietor & Manager.

Co.

W. L. Wilson

New England Comedy,

l_l
with a firm faith in Si Pette n gill’s
inven-ions, the

AN N I H I LATOR
and

the famous

Prices as usual. Sale of scats commences Friday,
nov3d* d
November 4th.

SA1ARITAN_ASSOCIATION
PROMENADE CONCERT
THURSDAY EVENING, NOV. 10.

by

CHANDLER.

To be Lad at W. E.
Tickets 35 or 3 for $1 00.
Chandler's Music Store, 177 Middle St., and at the
door.

_nov2dtd

WALTZING.
SHALL open school for Waltzin?, the “German” and Racquet, on Monday Evening, Nov. 7.
Tern s for the course of Fix lessons, Gentlemen,
$3.00. Ladle*, $2.< 0.

Waltzing ibor.mgly taught in this classa.
Respectfully,

M, B. GILBERT#

nov2dtf

514

Congress St.,

over Millett
(DOW’S NEW BLOCK,)

&

truly

The

only

Finest Photographic Display

ever

exhibited in New
graphy, among which is the

Single adm'ssion Gent with Ladies, 75 c. Tickets
oct27d5m
a course of .is assemblies, $3.00.

for

Truss Hoops
FOR SALE

I3S FORE 8T.,

many

new

styles

*■

■

vat

Qi

K

kBf n

ft

•

n K I lib ■

1881.
PARKER,

Come All!

joachTm
58

bazar,

CHANDELIERS, LAMPS AND LAMP

POCKET

PICTIJRKS, FRAMES, MATS, CORDS, Ac.,

Agent

GREAT VARIETY.

for

of all

^1

K3

OltIGI.VVI.

WM. M.

of the Reasonable Pleasures
{8
Of life, a properly cooked meal, afford? little or no
present enjoyment and much suDsequcnt torture <o a
confirmed dyspeptic. But when chronic indigestion
is combatted with Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, the
food is eaten with relish, and mo9t important of all,
Use
is assimilated by and nourishes the ►ystem.
this grand tonic and corrective also to remedy constipation biliousm ss, rheumatism, fever and ague.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.

POWDER,
Electric Fuse.

I
TIills.

ThST&wlm

nov3

STANLEY

& SON,

111

tWi FORE ST., POBTL4IVD MB.
doc31
_

j

Homs ¥ Winter.
S&SJSfS
167 High St., Portland.

oct22dtf

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,
OPPOSITE

Fine

FALMOUTH

Portrait Work
Especial

Aims-TO PLEASE.

Facilities

for

a

mountains will collapse. Tentn day: All
Elevhuman beings will be struck dumb.

Graves will yawn. Twelfth day:
A shower of stars. Thirteenth day: Demise of the entire human race. Fourteenth
day: Heaven and earth will be consumed
by fire. Fifteenth day: Universal resurAs facetious
rection and last judgment.
advertisers say, “Cut this out and paste it
enth day:

in your

hat.’1___

Gavan
Chabt.es
Duffy, once
known as one of the extremest of Irishmen,
has published a pamphlet in which he says,
speaking of the land act: “Now, my friends
s this not a measuro to be received gratefully, and to bo utilized to its utmost possibility of good? I mean, nothing is clearer than
that all the producti ve energy, all the generous enthusiasm of the people should be
immediately directed to this task; that we
should seize all points of vantage without
delay. If I were a bishop I would write a
pastoral; if I were a priest I would preach a
discourse; if I were a journalist I would
make myself heard from the rostrum of the
professiou; if I could do no better I would
beat a drum on the highway to command
the ear and fix the attention of the Irish
Sib

splendid opportunity they
possess of becoming prosperous and happy.’’
people

tho

on

The venerable Archibishop of Tuam has
joined hands with his colleague of Cashel in
denouncing the anti-rent manifesto of the
Land League. This is a denunciation
which will carry with it even greater weight
tLon tlmf

rtf A vphliialinn

flrnto

Job Printing

Specialty.
promptly attained
a

Particular attention paid to R

Pamphlet Printing
*
frJ

to.

k

TulhStf

_

210 Federal Street.

3

r'“

"II 111 11

—'

Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,
tmwholsomo food, cramps, chills, malaria, ex-

cessive heat and the thousand and

one ills that beset the traveler or family ore nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford’s
Ginger, “the delicious.” As a beverage it
cuenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves the head,
regulates the stomach and bowels, eradicates a
new life to the
craving for intoxicants and
languid, careworn, overworked,nervous and sleepless. Beware of imitations said to be as good. Ask
for Sanford’s Ginger and take no other.
Sold everywhere. Weeks & Potter, Boston, i

imparts

augl3

8oplO-Tu-Th-&-S-3-ra

eod&wSm

Mew Gazetteer of Maine.
wanted in every town to
splen
did book. It supplies
AGENTS
real want; every citineeds
and
Exclusive
sell this

Specialty

Joiin
!

NO.
0023

Proctor

REMOVED HIS OFFICE TO
EXCHANGE STREET,
U3W
IXU CENrEJXIAL BLOCK.

HAS

Fife Size Crayons.

o.

»S

JH/Pfl

now

_

capitol._'

There is the same rottenness and the same
carelessness and negligence on tho part of the
responsible authorities of the institution.
Here is a fine chance for Jersey justiceThe cashier confesses himself to be a forger,
liar, perjurer, thief. What confession are
the Directors going to make?”
The Washington Post proposes for that
city a statue to “the wisest statesman, the
most

profound lawyer,

tion.

and

*

Thp

past hisnintieth year,
has won the affections of the Irish Catholics
by a life of beneficent labor. He is deeply
and deservedly reverenced, and with many
what he recommends will have all the
weight of law.
prelate of Taum,

and the

grandest

generation,” Daniel Webster,

or-

and

The Czar has postponed his coronation
until April. Spring has been pronounced
by competent authority the most beautiful
season of the year, but it is not probable
that this fact influenced the Czar in his ac-

Exchange,

| J ILSLEY BROTHERS, I
jtlNDEBTAKEBS

HOTEL.

Jly7eodtf

day: All the rocks burst asunder. Eighth
day: General earthquake. Ninth day: The

suggests the 100th anniversary of his birth
next Januarj as a fitting occasion to begin the project. “Even,” it says, “if we
were obliged to melt up a few of the horses
which paw at us from so many elevations,
the sacrifice would not be too great.”

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Vine

]

Importers,

month. His
prophecy reads like a fire-works programme.
On the day named the sea will overflow tho
coasts. Second day: The lowlands will
be submerged. Third day: All fresh water
fish will die. Fourth day: All saltwater
creatures will perish. Fifth day: All the
birds will expire. Sixth day: All the houses
in the world will tumble down. Seventh
to an end on the loth of this

ator of his

STREET.

MARKS,

Ordors oy mall or in person

PACKAGES,

of last year as the Pope's personal organ.
According to Leonardo Aretino, the name
of the prophet, the world will begin to come

“The failure of the Mechanics Bank of

Mi, Card, end Job Printer,

FANCY GOODS IN
eod2w

—FOR 8A.I.K BY—

An Italian has gone into the prophecy
business. His. plan is a tremendous one.
It is published in the ill-starred Aurora of
Rome, which was founded at th e beginning

Newark, N. J., recalls,” to the Baltimore
American, “that of the Glasgow Bank.

Ct" BAILEY.

P .'inters'

LIQUORS

and, considering tlio opportunities for
peculation and the money it handles, far
more fidelity on the part of the servants
than other monied institutions, the honest
merchant, and bank cashier, and treasurer
of this or that charitable association, will
continue to cry aloud against the corruption
of politics. Great is cant.
ness,

for her

One

A,L1S

municipal

providing for equal taxation, prohibiting
special legislation, and regulating the pay of
legislators, and Colorado will fix the place

REJfDROCK,

FALMOUTH HOTEL,

MIDDLE

„30

GOODS,

kinds, in the

in National and State and

administration. In those rare cases where a
government officer is found short in his accounts, or convicted of abusing the opportunities of his position for the sake of pecuniary gain, it is the fashi m to throw the entire blame upon “politics,” and to treat the
offender’s misdeeds as a necessary outcome
of the political system as much as the
result of his own weakness and wickedness.
In fairness those so hasty to condemn the
shortcomings of government service ought
to saddle upon trade the misdeeds of the
shop-keeper who swindles his creditors or
defrauds his customers. They ought to visit upon religion the sins of the ministers
who make it a cloak for wickedness.
This, however, will not he done. The severest and most voluble denouncers of the
civil service will he found in that class which
weekly furnishes a long list of breaches of
Notfiuancial trust and mercantile honor.
withstanding the fact that government service shows a far less per centage of financial
wrong-doing than any other branch of busi-

At tho coming election tho voters of Nebraska will decide whether women of that
State shall have the right to vote; Wisconsin
will pass upon the question of biennial elections and legislative sessions; Maryland will
decide upon the time of electing judges;
Minnesota will consider three amendments

CUTLERY

Rupont’s Piiwih*

OPPOSITE

CUTLERY
nl«o

Nj

REVOLVERS,

I

L OA DIX G

SILVER ELATES) WARE,
FRAMED
novl

TACKLE,

BREECH

CAPS, GLOVES, UMBRELLAS AND CANES,
AND

^/V/|
dtf

—!
1 1 I!
!

221

TABLE

2112)

CjT |FI$UilVG
w

aud

UNION STREET

EXTENSION

CO.,

744 Broadway, IV. Y.
Consultation Free.
Dr. Holman attends daily.
Suitable rooms for the reception of lady patents.
Box

We cure B.II VCMATISM and NEURALGIA in their worst form*, and all other pains,
Free of Charge, and will send you the medicine
by express. This is no humbug, as thousands in
the Cttw or Boston will testify. Kncloe stamp, and
address K. R. M’F’G CO., 29 Summer St., Boston
ocilOdim

NEW7 STORE.
ST.

HOLMAN PAD

FREE OF CHARGE!

photo-

in

IMPORTED"

R.

mn

lm

oct6

WINES &

Journal.

morals have been drawn from the

_

Maine#

X*oi timid.

■-Jtm

--

BY

JOS. BRADFORD,

■*%

FOX

HATS AND

Commencing Not. 8d.

through

‘“‘tffeServTForces and
“"’the Circulation.

HOLMAN’S PAD is the OBlGIIJAIi
and ONIif genuine curative
PAD, the only remedy that has an honestly-acword “PAD,” in
quired right to use the title
connection with a treatment for chronic diseases of
the STOMACH. LIVKB. S 1*1,1’KN and
MAI-AKIAI, BLIIOD POISONING.
HOLMAN’S PAD has sneh oomplete eo ntrol over
the most persistent CBBONIC DISBASKN
of the STOMACH and LIVER. including INDIGESTION, all forms of DYSPEPSIA,
BII.IOCS anrt'SICK II EADACHE, NE KPROSTRATION and SLEEPVHII8
LESSNESS, as to AMPLY instify the eminent
Loomis’
Professor
high encomium: “IT IS NEAJtTHAN ANYER A UNIVERSAD PANACEA
!”
MEDICINE
IN
THING
BEWARE OP BOGUS AND IMITATION PADS. EACH GV1NUINK HOL.
MAN PAD bears the PRIl lTK REVENUE STAMP of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY,
being the above Trade Mark printed in green.
EOR SAUE BY ILL DRUGGISTS.
Or sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of §3.00.
FULL TREATISE SENT FREE.

(P. 0.

jy29

ASSEMBLIES

EVERY THURSDAY EVENING,

PAD
by Absorption

Little’s,

THE FIRST PRIZE AT RHINE STATE FAIR,
Come One l

STREET,

Under^the Falmouth Hotel,

Thursday Evening, Nov. 3d, Friday and Saturday Af“
ternoon and Evening, Nov. 4th & 5th, 1881.
east of New York.
Palace in connection with
This is
the
Photography
England, including

13, tSSi.

arch

Hade to measure at 111 MIDDLE

^jQOX^Tl PHOTOGRAPHER,

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.

%

atenteiS

-OF-

a

1

Gaiter

]

Exhibited for the first time in Maine by us, as well as the beautiful Display of Photographs
lor which was awarded

Hall,

Oily

I

BEJAUTIPUL FASTSIj POH.TRAIT

AT-

Music

f ID OPEIG AT THE fflW Sill

BRACELETS.

MAINE

THE WHITNEY

eod3me«

yct27

Uncle Dan’l
iu E. A. Locke’s

s

Dr.

dtf

B. McAULEY

n

BARNES, Jr.,

Portland, Me., Nov. 3, 18S1.

MONDAY and TUESDAY, 3*or. 7tli & 8th.

UOLMAN’S

$2.00 PER

March, 8.30.

Portland

New

B.

NIGHT.

THANKSGIVING
Manic by Chandler.
nov6

IMITATED,

And their excellent reputation injured by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar soundSee that the word
ing names.
C-A-P-C-I-N-E is correctly spelled.

St., New York.

REGISTRARS:

Roller Skating Rink
HALL,
Wednesday Eve.,

Nevada

White Pine Co.,

Egan Mts„

ROSE

TWO CARS WHITE

©PEOTG

GRAID

LOCATION OF MINE:

lO cts.

» ivbvw.

iv vcui

100,000 Shares.

Capital, $1,000,000.

;

2 till 6 o'clock.

for Children,

Admission

PLASTERS

THE EXCHANGE

SATURDAY AFTERNOON,

A

certain to afford relief. No family can afford to
be without it. Sold hy all druggists at 35c.,
60c., and $1 a bottle.
PERRY DAViS t: SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

CHANDLER'S ORCHESTRA,

Open

for Sore

cure

lapse,

If death occurs the 3d year after lapse, and within the period of continued insurance,

CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINMENT

begi

speedy

on each $1000 insured.
If death occurs the 1st year after lapse, and within the period of continuad insurance, $975.71 will be paid
en
each 1000 insured.
he
will
949.72
paid
If do th occurs the 2d year after
and within the pciiod of continued insurance,

Tickets, (including Gift) 25 cts. For sale at W.
S. Banks’ apothecary store, W. E. Thornes’ crockoc27-dtd
ery store, Stockbridge’s music store.

assist

A sure and

Perfectly rajetonmintemally or externally,cmA

iiv.

AT

For INTERNAL and EXTERNAL Use.

Chills,Diarrhea,Dysentery .Cramps,
Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick
Headache, Nenralgia, Rheumatism,
Bruises, Cuts, Sprains, etc.

policy has been violated.
After the policy has been in force three full
in the policy is paid, and the party whose life

WEEK,
and. Evening,

Sale of Useful and Fancy Articles.
Pottery Ware Manufacturing and Glass Engraving
on

PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

IS A

5 years.

snid

ihe end of

to

of the

ONE

ENTERTAINMENTS EACH EVENING.

no

PAIN KILLER

said 15 years.
years.
lives to the end o« said
years.
lives to the end of said
years.
lives to the end of s-tid
lives to the end of

696-40,
778 09,
855.80
929.70,

jobbery

Grand Fair at

Monday Eve., Oct. 31
-

PERRY DAVIS’

before discontinuing the payment of premiums, the whole of the sum insured, including dividend-additions,
less any indebtedness due the Company on this contract, will he paid as a death-claim, provided no condition

-COMMENCING-

MUSIC

sears.

insured

if the insured
if the in-ured
if the insured
if the insured
15 years insurance and
15 years insurance aud 1,000.00, if the insured lives

15 years insurance and
15 years insurance aud
15 years insurance aud

the end
the end

lives
lives to the en~ of said Ij years.
to the end of said 15 years.
lives
the insured
the insured lives to the cad of snid 15 years.
to

IF THE PARTY WHOSE LIFE IS INSURED DIES

CITY HALL, PORTLAND,
Afternoon

our

the Newark defalcation, and much good adby the newspapers. I' is nowhere suggested, however,
that hanking is a dirty business with which
honest and prudent men do not care to meddle, and that consequently it has fallen into
the hands of professional cashiers who run
the banking machine to suit themselves.
Men engaged in mercantile affairs, those
managing benevolent and educational enterprises, and those who till the soil are fond
of talking, in time and out of time, of the
debasing effect of politics, of the venality of
officeholders, of the alleged corruption and

Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria,

HELEN E. H. CAeiER^B0Sr^tiooof

FOR

15 years insurance and
15 years insurance and
15 years iusurnnee and

339.59, if the insured lives to the end of said 15 years.
115.48, if the insured lives to the end of said 15 years.
187.86, if the insured lives to the end of said 15 years,

MASCOT.

announce a

Many

b

2

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY

respectfully

every person claiming to represent

Politics and Business.

President.

Secretary,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

THE

of

JOHN E. DeWITT,

HENRY D. SMITH,

PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.

Portland

Is furnished
Every regular attaclui of Jho PB
with a Oani ocrtlttoata signed by Stauloy Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotol managers
will confor a favor upon us by demanding credentials

vice is offered to hank directors

all communications to

New

We do not read anonymous letters and oommun
oationa. The name and address of the writer are In
all caseB indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or pres ve com
munications that are not used.

PRESS

ii published everv Tbumday Moknlnq at $2.60 a
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

^fnstrtinn
Address

SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 5.

all 15-year Endowment Policies isThis Definite Contract is printed in plain type
and
a similar agreement for
sued at age 30, annual premium, $00.77,
every other plan and age of issue.

a

no competiit.
territory
tion. For particulars, address the publisher,
B. B. RUSSELL, G7 Cornhill, Boston.
d&wlm
oct8

The

longer

he

postpones

his corona-

tion the less chance there will be of his assassination on that occasion.

Iteadjuster leaders in Virginia exto
poll about 00,000 white votes and
pect
from 55,000 to 00,000 colored votes, which
will insure them a majority of from 15,000
to 20,000. They are confident of the Legislature, which will elect a United States SenThe

ator.

Bayard Taylor's Homo Ballads (Boston:
Houghton & Mifflin; Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon), This volume, prepared for a
holiday gift-book, is not only elegant in the
appointments suitable for ite purpose of precontains a group of poems
which are good to repd again and again; their
sincere and warm-hearted homeliness, their

sentation—but

simple beauty of wording and rhythm never
fail to impress and charm the reader’s mind.
Mr. Taylor thought much of the relations of
art to life; he was not content to let his verse
live for beauty alone—and this seriousness of
poetic conviction sometimes hindered the free
and swift movement of his song. In a remarkable volume of short poems, published a
Mr. Tayyear or so before his lamented doath,
lor expressed the belief that, sought after with
longing over the world, Song sat at the honsedoor of every singer, a familiar and not an
alien spirit. The poems contained in this
group wore of brilliant, varied and satisfying
quality—perhaps none more so than those
from among which the five

poetic sketohes

are

zen

The net funded debt of New York city
amounts to

$00,201,000.

that hare impressed
their remembrance, and will be able to recall
the manner in which his delivery would array
them. The sermon entitled the Candle of the
Lord, was given in Westminster Abbey, July
4, 1880, and takes an added interest from the
time and

circumstances.

contained in the volume

The

other sermons

examples of Mr.
Brooks’s line of thought upon various religious

are

topics.

Without a Home. By Edward P. Boe.
(New York: Dodd & Mead; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.) A powerful and fairly
well-written story, with a benevolent purpose.
The distresses which beset the family of the
heroin

are

all caused by the father’s slavery
taken pains to

morphia, and the author has
verify the dark picture which

to

he draws, by
reference to medical testimony from experts.
Incidentally, too, an earnest plea is made for
the health and comfort of women employed in
retail stores; and in several ways Mr. Boe
takes the opportunity to speak a word for those
who need such help. The interest of the story
will find for it many readers, and its plain

chosen to make up the present volume. They
the quiet, repressed and
aro descriptive of
sound-hearted folk among whom Bayard Taylor passed his youth. Among theso, the Quaker Widow is exquisite in gentleand restrained

speaking

pathos, and the peaceful atmosphere that rests
upon the verse. From this to the strongly
characterized figure of the old Pennsylvania
Farmer, siltiug iu the spring sun, grumbling
at uow-fashioned wajs of ploughing and seeding, is a wide range of portraiture; and the
Holiytree and John Heed, -nd Jane Reed take
a medium coloring, between the delicate tints

The Children’s Book. Edited by Horace E.
Scudder. (Boston: Houghton. Mifflin &Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) A sumptuous Christmas gift is prepared for little people, by Mr. Scudder, who has no superior in

of the first and the stronger shades of the latter
picture. The illustrations are worthy of the
eminent arpoems, designed and engraved by
tists; and cho binding, type etc., are in fine

“talking down” from polysyllabic heights, or
of gotten up and fantastic imaginings that bewilder the new minds to which the world as it
stands is wonder enough- in. brief, Mr. Scudder knows that children like bright, straightforward stories and he instinctively writes in

taste.
Edwin Forrest. By Lawrenco Barrett (BosJ. R. Osgood & Co.; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon). This generous and full
memoir of one of the last of the sons of stage
ton:

thunder will be found exceedingly interesting.
Mr. Forrost was of the good old robust school of
tragedians who could tear a passion to tatters
iu majestic fashion, and who had little in
common with the languid elegance and draw-

ing-room repose of the modern stage, where
the lifting of an eyelid, or removal of a glove
13 if sen ior

mo
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gave him a prominent place in theatrical annals of his day; and Mr. Barrett gives an impartial, though very kindly, account of Forrest’s career, passing as lightly as might he
over

his

the groat defects of temper that ruined
and mueh marred his useful-

happiness

ness.

The Outbreak of Rebellion. By John G.
Nicolay (New York: Scribners; Portland: Lorof a series
ing, Short & Harmon). This is one
of volumes entitled Campaigns of the Civil
War, which are to bo written by experts in
military affairs and men prominent in the
fields of war and military history. The time
is ripo now for such books; the smoke and
heat of war are past, but its events ate fresh in

men. The writers employed
of their
upon this series have the advantages
experience, of official records, of journalistic
reports, and various other authorities. Mr.
Nicolay, in his capacity of private secretary to

the

minds of

President Lincoln, had, of course, remarkable
opportunities for observing the course of the
Rebellion, and his work is compact, vigorous
and able.
maps illustrate the course of

Eight

the war, recorded in this volume as far as the
disaster of Bull Run.
tip HmI
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F. Force, (New York: Scribners; Portland:
of
Loring, Short & Harmon) is another volume
the Campaigns of the Civil War Series, coverto
ing the period from the Summer of 1861
1862. Col. Force was in command of the

May,

20th Ohio regiment at Shiloh, and gives a rapid and soldierlike narrative of the compaign in
the West. Nine volumes will complete the
series, indispensable to every patriotic citizen
who desires a clear, authoritative history of
the Rebellion. And it may here be added that
the substantial form and low price of the volumes are further recommendations to popular

acceptance.
Before and After the President’s Death. By
P.
Henry W. Bellows, D. D. (New York: G.
Putnam’s Song; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon). This pamphlet contains two serSouls’
mons, delivered by Dr. Bellows in All
church, New York city, upon the Sundays immediately before and following the death of
President Garfield. The large faith, pious confidence and warm humanity and patriotism of
these sermons commend them to the nation that
mourns its greatest and best beloved citizen.
Martin Luther. (New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). This
is the most recent addition to the New Pin
tarch Series, and contains an interesting and
life

of

Martin

circumstantial account of the
Luthor; the writer rather choosing to observe
the character of the great reformer in his efficient and practical work as an apostle of liberty
than as viewed from the ground of polemical
differences and technicalities. The power and
tenderness of Luther and the stirring events of
his life are clearly described; and the memoir
is both interesting and valuable.
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ess’s adventures and experiences in the course
of a tour through Colorado, Utah and CaliforBut
nia is minute in observation and record..
is
the reader is led to consider how important
in a landscape.
a clear atmosphero in a book as
a
Mrs. Dali’s observations seem made through
travelthe
besets
as
such
of
alkali
dust,
cloud
ler iu travorsing a certain section of country on
the road to the Pacific. She sees mountains
in their grandeur, prairies like a sea with floware
ers for foam—but the irritating particles
not gotton away with. In plain terms the writer appears quite too apt to notice annoyances,
to resent' little lacks of courtesy,
ple and things to conform to her
and—final fault of a tourist—to
with tho evil seen than

pressed

expect peoconvenience;

to

be more imwith the good.

Unless subsequent outings are more genially
and winningly recorded than this one writer
and readers may be well enough content that
her first holiday should be her last so far as
is concerned—though her

literary enjoyment

work contains a good degree of information
and—where the prospect pleases and there are
-some very
no inhabitants to be delineated
of
writing.
descriptive
pages
agreeable
the Woman
Suffrage
Massachusetts in
Movement. By Harriet H. Robinson. (Boston: Roberts Brothers;
PortlamJ: Loring,
Short & Harmon.) This volume recapitulates
tho history and progress of the Woman’s
conRights movement in Massachusetts. It
the book, six chapas tho substance of

tains,

ters and an appendix of fourteen sections—afletter
ter the usual proportion of the feminine
and postscript. It is most gratifying, indeed,
for
to seo how large a field has been opened
work, and how the community is

woman’s

to a sense of
social admission for women who can werk well. But the
women who insist upou the ballot as the universal remedy—and the over-strenuous and
too-vocal sisters are many and “suffrage is the

gradually and healthily arousing
justice as to pay, protection and

their tribo”—do much less to bring
about a happy solution of affairs than may be
hoped from the moderate, intelligent and humane efforts of good men, who are used to leg
islation and to affairs, and who, having in

badge of all

mind their own mothers, wives and sisters,
to do well by all women.
may be safely trusted
Tho Candle of the Lord aud Other Sermons.
By Phillips Brooks. (New York: E. P. Dutton
&Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.)
The many hearers who have enjoyed the stirring power, the large magnetism, the earnest
torrent of Mr
conviction and rich,
Brooks's oratory will

impetuous
recognize

Juvenile Books.

entertaining children. The pleasant,
easy style in which he writes for them suits
them precisely; in his work is no suspicion of

the art ot

the very way to delight them. With this sympathy with children and their likings, Mr.
Scudder is the appropriate man to select and
arrange a large volume of standard selections
for young readers; and for this purpose he has
gone over a great field of folk lore, and taken
from fables, ballads, fairy tales and wonder
stories to make up a most delightful volume.
Here are some of Esop’s Fables, with innumerable pictures of the animals and their doings;
stories from the fairy, book of the Brothers
■
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in this selec-
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above sleepy eyes; stories, like
Cinderella and Foss in Boots and Jack the Giant-Killer, that are old as language itself;
some of Hans Christian Andersen’s neverwearying tales, and tales from the treasurethe

twilight

house of the Arabian Nights; olden ballads;
the amazing stories of Lilliput and of Baron
Munchausen; and a few lovely Greek myths—
which altogether make an Inexhaustible store
of delight for the children. The illustrations
are many and good, the binding, type and paper of this large volume are rich and tasteful.
The frontispiece, designed by Miss Rosina Emmet, is exquisite in outline, coloring and imagination.
_

To Messrs. Scribner of New York the Pbxss
is indebted for two volumes, bound in brilliant
red and gold, containing the numbers for the
current year of the St. Nicholas Magazine. The
variety, delightful quality and lasting worth
of this ideal magazine for children are particularly evident when the numbers are collected
at a glance.
so that the contents may be seen
Mrs. Mary Mapes Dodge is remarkably fitted
for her task as editor; and the St. Nicholas

magazine has come to be an indispensable visitor in almost every household where
there are children. No holiday gift could be
more acceptable to a child (and childhood is a
period indefinitely extended if enjoyment of
St. Nicholas be the measure of its season) than
the bound volumes of 1881—and
to the same for 1882.

a

subscription

Our Little Ones. Edited by William T.
Adams (Oliver Optic.) (Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon).
This charming volume, with its artistic cover
of dainty design by Miss C. A. Norlham, contains the numbers for 1881 of a magazine edited by the familiar friend of young folks, Oliver
Optic. It is designed to please the wee ones,
that like pictures and jingles and stories about
dolls and kitties—on the way to promotion to
St. Nioholas stories. It is good praise, and

good for this little magazine, to say
that it is perfect in its way. The stories are
bright and brief, the illustrations remarkable
for their aptness to teach little children to like
beautiful pictures by accustoming their eyes to
correct and spirited drawing; and the authors
none too

of the songs and stories are among the best
writers for young people.

Chatterbox Junior (New York: R. Worthington; Portland: Dresser & McLellan). This
is an annual for children; and is showy in apand
pearance, with short stories, anecdotes
some of which are
and
pictures,
many
poems,
very pretty. The volume is suited to a variety
of ages, from the tiny ones of three
years to the “almost grown-up” young

or

four

people.

The Glad Year Round. By A. G. Plymptoa
J. R. Osgood & Co). This is a volume of songs with decorative-art illustrations
in the Btyle made popular by the work of Kate
Greenaway and Rosina Emmet. Some of the
others lack
songs are very bright and tuneable,
the daintiness that is an essential quality of
these little figures that should be the very
Dresden porcelain of poetry. The illustrations
differ much in the degree of cate and taste be-

(Boston:

stowed upon them,

My First Holiday. By Mrs. Caroline H. Dali.
Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring,
n.

and humane intent cannot fail to be

beneficial.

/laimm

decade or so since wonld have raised the pit
and shaken the gallery with muscular efficiency. The commanding physique, portentous voice and untamed impulses together
with the really great dramatic talent of Forrest
a

_

The latest on dit is that if the South is to
have a representative in the Cabinet of
President Arthur, ex-Senator Spencer of
Alabama will be the person chosen.

now

or

thought and expression
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twenty-one sermons, the qualities
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Recent Publications.

THE PBESS.

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published ovary day (Sunday* oxceptod,) by tba

some

are

fairly charming,

while others want fineness of touch and dearSome of the conventional
ness of design.
flowers thrown lightly on the pages are very
well treated; and the volume is attractive as a
whole, and among the choice holiday volumes.

TuttiFrutti New York; (George W. Harlan)
a book of songs for children, with decorative
designs in black and white. The songs are by
Miss Laura Ledyard and W. T. Peters, and

is

and bright—somo of them full of
But a word of protest may be
made here against the touches of coquetry,
that amnse older readers in these Watteau-like
little men and maids, but which children do
not understand, and which in so much lessen
are

singable

baby grace.

the desirability of the book for little readers.
Coming, Little Miss Turner, Little Elsie,
Shopping and The Tin Coachman, will be
found delicious songs for the children; and

and aunties, who will be called upon
the mediieval lettering, will be
rewarded by a song of such exquisite fancy and
mammas

to make

plain

music

Then and Now.

as

Boston Town.
By Horace E. Scudder.
(Boston: Houghton & Mifflin; Portland: Lorrair 10
ing, Short & Harmon.). Although it 13

suppose that this book is prepared especially
for a holiday gift to Boston boys and girls—
their young contemporaries all over the counin the historic
try may well take an interest
stories told so delightfully by Mr. Scudder.

Two boys and their grand lather—who must
be of kin to the energetic, merry and wise
Bodley family, so fresh and contagious is their
interest in everything worth knowing about
—visit the old landmarks of Bostou, and the

boys learn about the early days when Indians,
pirates, Tories and teapots that held a harbor
full of water were the order of the day. Fine,
clear type and creamy paper and good illustrations are appropriately given to the volume.

By Samuel Adams
Around the Hub.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
of deBoring, Short & Harmon) is a volume
work. It is
sign similar to Mr. Scudder's
Brake.

rather more general in its plan, giving an account of the settlement and subsequent history
of Boston and its vicinity and is an excellent
and pleasant companion for young students of
American annals. It is fully and well illustrated.
Snsau
Cross Patch and Other Stories. By
Brothers: PortCoolidge. (Boston: Roberts
land: Loriug, Short & Harmon.) These stories are Ingeniously adapted from the suggestive lyrics of Mother Goose—though it may
fairly be said that not much of the original
framework is to be seen, so thickly is it covered with leaf and flower of pretty fancies of
the

story-teller.

Miss

Coolidge writes with

8ATUBDAY M0BS1XG, SOVEMBEB 5.
sweetness, and each
charm, originality
holiday season her contribution to Christmas
literature is sure to be of the choicest and
most accentable. Cross Patch was little Patty
Cross—a wee maiden of quick temper but

in tklegru’ii.

Motion to Dismiss
Argument
the Information.

and

heart, who learned her lesson of patience
Little
visit to some lovely Quaker auuts.
Tommy Tucker, with bis clear voice and baby
obivalry for his little Elsie, is a pretty sketch.
Miss Jane was a little girl who was apt to let
warm

in

a

the moose ont of the bag by telling all she
knew about everything every time. The Old
Woman in the Shoe contains wholesome doc'
trine for people who undertake to bring up

children

on

theory.

Mildred and Elsie.
By Martha Finley.
(New York: Dodd & Mead; Portland; Loring,
Short & Harmon) is of the religious-novelette
description and will be sought for by those
who like that style of volume for young girls.
It is written with

good intention.

Books Received,
E,ife’» A incainl. By David Christie Mur"
New York: Har
ray. Paper, 72 pp., 20 cents.
Har.
p?r A Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short A

A

mon.

By Charles Gibbon
New York: Harper &
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

The Rraea of If arrow.
Paper. 76 pp., 20 cents.

Brothers.

Cambridge Trifle*.or Spluttering*
IJndergi adnate Pen. By the author of “A
L>ay of My Life at Katcn.” Cloth, 249 pp., $1.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland: Lorfrom

ing,

an

Short Sc llarmon.

martin Luther and III* Work*. By John
H. treadwell. New Plutarch. Cloth, 243 pp.:
$L. New York G. P Putman’s Sons. Portland,
Loring Short & Harmon.
President’* Death.
Two Sermons Preached by Henry W. Bellows.
Paper, f>2 pp,, 25 cents. New York: G. P. PutPortland: Loring, Short Sc Harmon.
nam’* Sons
the

Before and After

Picture* end

Legends from Normandy and

on

MAINE.
Stabbing Affray.
,Iohn
Banoob, Not. 4.—A man man named
Nolan was terribly cut by a negro late tonight
with
In a saloon. The wounds were inflicted
fatal.
razor, and it is feared may prove
About 12 o'clock the police arrested Charles
steamer
R. Lewis, a negro, who runs on the
a

Katalidin and Nolan immediately identified

bim as the man that cut him. Lewis is about
24 years old and denies all knowledge of the
offense.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Wendell Phillips and the Land League.
Boston, Nov. 4.—In response to an invitation from prominent land leaguers to go as re^
reseutative of American sentiment to Ireland
of
Wendell Phillips has declined on account
his health, but sends a vigorous letter of ento
adhesion
couragement to the cause, urging
the policy of passive resistance.
The German Guests in Boston.
The German guests visited Harvard Univerinforsity this afternoou and were afterwards
Governor
mally received at the State house by the
hotel
Long and staff, and took dinner at
Vendome. In the evening they were tendered
and
a grand reception by the German citizens,
also spent a pleasaut hour at the rooms of the
11
at
York
club. They leave for New

Orpheus

a. m.

The Best Rifle Score on Record.
At Wakefield in the local rifle tournament,
A. Maynard of Medford in a 200 yards match
made 105 out of a possible 105, the bett score
ou record.
Boycotting English Manufacturers.
Central branch laud league of this city tomembers
uight adopted resolutions pledging
to purchase no goods of English manufacture
for personal use, and to influence their friends
to the same end, Also requesting President
oollins to ask the national secretary of the
league to urge similar action at the national
convention of the league.

Brittany.
By Thomas and Katherine Mac
Quoid Cloth, illustrated, 320 pp., $2.50. New
Portland: Loring
York:©. P. Putman’s Sons.
Short & Harmon.

Boys’ Book about Boston.
Drake.
Cloth, illustrated,
A

Around the Hub.

By Samuel Adams
2t>7 pp., $2. P os ton: Koberts Brothers.
land:

Loring,

Port-

Short & Harmon.

By Pfr*.t Holiday: or Letters Home from Col"
orado, Utah and California. By Caroline H. Dali.
ViDID, you (r^.,
ers. i'o tlai'd:

iji.uu

Loriug,

uvovuu.

Short

ivv jv*

& Harmon.

Chronicle of a rear,
Ouurry
chiefly in a Car ‘.en. By George Milner, Cloth,
345 pp. $1.50. Boston: Roberts Brothers. PortPiemurc-s.

land:

Loriug,

The

Short & Harmon.

Rorrurui.

Suffrage
general political, legal and legin lire
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Wcman

1774 to 1841.
By Harriet
IT. Robiuson.
Cloth, 265 pp., $1.25. Boston:
Portland: Lorlng, Short &
Roberts Brothers.
Harmon.
Heror. A Story. By Flora L Shaw. Cloth, illustrated, 340 pp., $1. Boston: Roberts Broth
Portland: Lorirg, Short & Harmon.
ers.
•d. iliea of the I,aw. By Franklin Fisk Heard.
Cloth 192 pp. Boston: Soule & Bugbee.
islative

history

from

A Book of Child-Songs. By Laura
Edward and W. T. Peters. With Designs by D.
C luton Peters. Boards, 34 pp., New York: GeoW. Harlan.
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For New England,
Fair weather, winds shifting to southeast and
southwest, rising followed by falling barometer and stationary or slight rise in temperature.

_

[special bulletin.]
The storm which was central in the Northeast yesterday continues over St. Lawrence
valley, with southerly gales over the Gulf of
St. Lawrence and Nova Scotia.$ Light rain or
snowaDd partly cloudy weather prevailed in
the northern districts of the United States during the day and local rains are reported from
Texas to-mght. Very strong northwest winds
continue on the Atlantic coast. The temperature has fallen and is below the mean for the
month on the Atlantic coast.
Indications are that fair weather will prevail to- day on the Atlantic coast with slightly
warmer southerly and westerly winds followed
by partly cloudy weather and light rains on

Sunday.

*

_

Reception of the New British Minister.
Philadelphia, Nov. 4.—The committee of
reception to Lionel Sackville West, the new
B itish minister, boarded the steamer Indiana
this morning near League Island in Delaware
Bay, and read an address of welcome from
the mayor, extending to him the hospitalities of the city. Mr. West replied hoping that
the good feeling between the United States and
Great Britain at present and heretofore prevailing, might be lasting and assured his listthat he would do all in his power to prothat end.
On their arrival at Philadelphia the party
were taken to the hotel.
The British societies this evening tendered
the new British Minister a banquet at St
eners

mote

*j«orgeis nowi. ot*uretary x>iaiue wuuscunaiiu
was drank, standing, said in reply be would
echo most heartily and cheerfully every word
that had been said In reference to sympathy
and fraternity between the two countries. He
said it should be remembered that at the time
the two countries were at war, there were but

sixty million of English speaking people on the
face of the earth. One-half of the commercial
aod three fourths of the intelligence of the
world are represented by the people of Eugland
and America. I came here late, continued the
secretary, because I merely wanted to enjoy
in advance, the greeting to her Majesty’s representative that it will be my dnty and pleasure
to repeat formally in Washington. I came
especially to pay a tribute to the great sovereign he represents. In loyalty to that lady
and in admiration of that gracious sovereign’s
feelings, this people is not to be eutdone by
the people of England. I offer you the toast,
“The Queen.” This also was drank standing.
Her Majesty's name was heartily cheered.
Confederate Bonds.
New Orleans, Nov. 4.—General Joseph
Davis, Dephew of Jefferson Davis, says
there is no money in the Bank of England to
the credit of the Confederate government. He
alse stales that bis oncle had expressed a similar opinion to him jrgt before his departure
for England.
General Davis says that at the
lime of the surrender of Lee there was in the
hands of Jacob Thompson in Canada about
8150,000 and probably ad much more with Governor McRea, financial agent of the ConfederThese were all the funds
acy in England.
owned bv the Confederate government at the
time of the surrender.
McRea sent a considerable sum to Charles
O’Couor to defend Davis and other Confederates threatened with prosecution by the Fed*
oral government. The old lawyer, however,
refused to accept any compensation for defending Jefferson Davis.
General Davis believes these funds have all
been expended long since.
The Case of Lieut. Flipper.
Galveston, Nov. 4.—A Fort Davis special
say-: Before proceeding to arraign Lieut. Flipper on the origiual charges Thursday morning
the judge advocate stated that it would not be
proper to present additional charges against
the accused which have been preferred since
unless the prisoner
the original charges,
agreed voluntarily that the two sets of charges
be combined and tried at the same time by the
Capt. Baroriginal conrt as now constituted.
ber, counsel for defendant, asked if the judge
advocate would agree that the court as now
constituted should try both charges in case the
defendant prefei red to be tiled on the charges
separately, to which he replied that he was not
authorized to make any such agreement,
but that if a second trial was held those members of the court detailed would be called upon
to act so far as he was concerned.
The court
then adjourned until Friday.
The Garfield Memorial Hospital.
Washington, Nov. 4.—The chairman of the
commituee on ways and means for a National
Garfield Memorial Hospital to-day received the
following from Mrs. Garfield:
Mentor, Oct 31.
Dear Sir: Your letter of Oct. 22, giving an
account of the action of the memorial hospital
committee was duly received. In regard to
project as a grand tribute to the memory of
Gen. Garfield, and one which wonld be to him
most gratifying. The high character of those
engaged in it is the best assurance of its accomplishment in the most worthy manner. It
will be my pleasure to contribute to this object.
Very truly jours,
Lucrrtia R. Garfield.
The Massachusetts Ninth Regiment.
Richmond, Nov. 4.—The Massachusetts military commission concluded the taking of evidence this evening. To-morrow they will visit
several places where in the coarse of the investigation it was developed that members of
the regiment had damaged property and committed other! wanton acts,
and at 6 p. m.
they will leave for home. There is nothing to
base an opinion as to what recommendations
the commissioners will make in their report as
they have made no statements whatever in
relation to the matter. An astonishing amount
of testimony has been taken which is much
more damaging than was anticipated by previous

representations.

The Newark Bank Robbery.
Newark, N. J., Nov. 3.—Henry B. Mauchbank, a well known resident of Belleville, and
a former
corresponding clork of tbo Mechanics
National bank, was arrested, last night on
charge of being a defaulter to the'bank in 550,OJj within the last three years. Maucbbunk
left the hank about two years ago, and the defalcation was ooverod up. He has not yet given
ball.

NEW

YORK.

GEORGE BLISS

WASHINGTON.
District Attorney Corkhill Likely to be
Removed.
Washington, Nov. 4. It is learned from
good authority that President Arthur is seriously considering the question of superseding
District Attorney Corkhill, a strong pressure
having been brought to insure a change which
it is well known Attorney General MacVeagh
has for some time favored. It is said by an intimate friend of the late President Garfield
that he had become satisfied that the public
good demanded a change, and upon the
evening before he was shot he had formally
decided upon the removal of Col. Corkhill.
Subsequent events, however, postponed any
action upon the matter until quite recently.
Redemption of 31-2 Per Cents.
The Treasury will redeem each Wednesday
of this month 82,000,000 of uncalled continued
per cents.
Needs of the Pension Bureau.
Commissioner of Pensions,
Col. Dudley,
recommends the appropriation of $100,000,000
for disbursements by his office during the next
fiscal year, and an immediate deficiency apof $20,000,000 for the current fiscal

propriation

year.
Minister Foster’s Resignation Accepted.
The resignation of Hon. John W. Foster,
Mr.
minister to Russia, was to-day accepted.
Fosters successor is not yet decioea ou.
The Christiancy Divorce Suit.
In the Christiancy divorce case to-day the
examination of the hackman, Dennis Bland,
Mrs. Chrisliaucy seemed a good
was resumed.
deal disturbed. She said she did not see the
necessity for her coming; that the hackman
would say she was the person he drove to the
St. James Hotel whether it was true or not.
She became quite excited when the witness,
Dennis
Bland, was confronted with Mrs.
Christiancy and was^asked if she was the person whom he drove to the hotel on Christmas
Day, 1879. He hesitated for a moment and
He then
ihe counsel repeated the question.
said he did not want to make any trouble but
to
carried
he
the
woman
that
was
before God
the hotel and back to 311 D street on that day.
Upon cross examination he said that he had
times since the day she
seen the lady three
was in his carriage and he was oertain of her

identity.

_

FINANCIAL MATTERS.
and Gossip in Wall
Street.
New York, Not. 4.—Wall street reports
state that the break in Pacific Mail was caused by the announcement that the Union Pacific Railroad Company had canceled its agreement with the Pacific Mail. The agreement
bound the Pacific Mail to charge specified
rates in consideration of a specified revenue—
either party was at liberty to cancel the agreement after the completion of a second overland
line upen fifteen days’ notice. That notice has
been given by the tfnion Pacific Company. It
is reported that the Union and Central Pacific
Companies are willing to form a new alliance
with the Pacific Mail upon terms somewhat
less favorable to the steamship company, and
also to purchase the two Pacific Mail steamshins forming the China line.
Officers of the American Cable Company say
that another call on subscriptions will be made.
It is reported that the statement of the
Michigan Central, to be made public in about
three weeks, will be unfavorable.
The scheme for the extension of the Atlantic
and Pacific road across the Indian Territory
will soon be announced.
The earnings of the Boston and New York
Air Line |have increased about 26 per cent,
A dividend will be paid this
over last year.
month.
First-class bonds are in good demand. The
best borrowing demand yesterday was for Metropolitan, Lake Shore and Michigan Central.
Unlisted securities are reported firm, but dull.
Confederate bonds are weak.
Current

Reports

THE PISTOL.

Its Bloody Work at the West and South.
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 4.— John Ferris and J.
S. Majbery of Hamilton, Ohio, quarreled today aboHt a division of corn. Mayberry shot
Ferris in the head.
The Gazette’s Grayson, Ky., special says a
shooting affray occurred there between a party
of Moonshiners nnder arrest and one of the
guarus.
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through the body. Allfray, a Moonshiner, was
shot iu the side, and Foster, one of the witStamper will die.
nesses, was shot in the arm.
Little Rock, Nov. 4.—The Gazette’s Hot
Springs special says: Last evening Col. G. M.
Murphy, a leading attorney here, shot and
mortally wounded George Sadler. Murphy
was one of the principal attorneys in the prose-

cution of Sadler in his recent trial for the murder of Dr. Lyon. It was reported to Murphy
that Sadler avowed he would kill him, whereupon Murphy hunted Sadler and found him in
City Hall, and shot him four times, once in the
back, once in the left breast, once in the left
side and in the stomach.

STEAMER DEMOLISHED.
And Eight of Her Passengers Drowned.
Keokuk, la., Nov. 4.—A terrible accident
occurred here this morning at seven o’clock.
Steamer War Eagle going south ran against a
span of the Ktokuk and Hamilton bridge,
jreaking it into fragments. The boat was completely demolished. Eight persons are known
;o be drowned.

ABSCONDED.
rhe Cashier of the Canadian Express Company a Defaulter.
Montreal, Nov. 4.—J. D. Carmichael, cash
ier of the Canadian Express Company here,
las absconded, alter embezzling sums estimat)d from $2,000 to $10,000.
—

Suppressing Illicit Seal Killing.
Washington, Nov. 4.—The commander of
Ihe revenue steamer Rush, ordered during
ast summer to cruise among the seal islands
illicit trading
,n pursuit of vessels engaged in
ind illegal killing of fur bearing animals in
Alaskan waters, reports the object of her mislion has been successfully accomplished.
Hannibal Hamlin off for Spain.
Philadelphia, Nov. 4.—Hon. Hannibal
Samlm with his wife sails for Europe in
it arnship Illinois from this port to-morrow.
Kiss Blaine, daughter of Secretary Blame,
tnd ex-Senator | John Scott and
sity also sail in the same vessel.

wife
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REPLIES TO MR. WIL-

Difficulty of Dealing with the Ladies League.
LARGE REDUCTION OF RENTS BY THE
LAND COURT.

SON.

Washington, Not. 4.—The argument on
the motion to set aside the criminal information in the Star route cases was resumed this
morning before Judge Cox.
George Bliss spoke on behalf of the Government and said:
It has been assigned to me on the part of the
government to present to the |court such reasons as led the oounsel on the part of the government to take what we admit to be be the
somewhat unusual proceeding of filing or seeking to file this information. As was stated at
the time when we made the application for
that permission, we were put in thisjcondition.
The Grand Jury had been adjourned till the
3d of October, and what we regarded as some
of the most important and effective overt acts
in pursuance of this conspiracy had taken
place on the 1st of October, 1878. It was open
to the claim, therefore, that under the three
years’ statute of limitations, unless the proceedings were commenced in court before the
1st of October, 1881, they would be barred under the statute. Under the circumstances it
we prewas not open to us to oonsider whether
ferred to go before the Graud Jury or whether
informaan
file
to
seek
or
we preferred to file
tion. We were placed in the condition that if
information
we did not file, or seek to file an
to
we felt we should not have done our duty
the
therefore
We
adopted
the government.
proceeding by information, subject, of course,
I think that we
to a motion to set it aside.
to
mav claim to be here without being exposed
heard yesterday
we
which
the'denunciations
of having made an attack upon the people, of
having (undertaken to violate their dearest
rights (Mr. Brady having substituted himself
iu the place of the people). The position of
myself and my associates iu this case is briefly
this.
We have no desire, under ordinary circumstauces, to proceed outside of the general practice in criminal cases. We have no desire to
avoid the grand jury, and we think that we
is
might just as well charge that the other side
seeking to avoid the petit jury as that they
avoid
should charge that we are seeking to
We have no desire to do it
the grand jury.
where we can show cause why it shonld
except
j_
T
that nni?Ai> sirrlinarv fiirflii mi_

Failures for the Week.
New York, Nov. 4.—D in.Winan & Co., rebeen someport the iailures for the week have
what eventful, the sensation being the Mechanics Bank catastrophe at Newark. The
failures for the whole country aggregate 129.
which is larger than usual. To this the EastIu the
17 failures.
ern States contributes
South they seem to increase, and advices from
that quarter indicate that the business embarrassments will be unusually frequent through
the winter.
Political Assessment of Policemen.
Mayor Grace has written to the police commissioners asking them to aid in suppressing
political assessments levied on policemen, and
m.tifvimr t.hft latter that he is ready to receive
any complaints on the subject.
President Arthur in New York.
President Arthur remained at his residence
nearly all day and saw but few callers.
Secretary Hunt visited the post office to-day
and will to-morrow leave for Boston. He will
inspect the navy yards at Charlestown and
Portsmouth.
Snow Along the Hudson.
Poughkeepsie, Nov. 4.—Tnere were snow
squallB along the Hudson this afternoon.

THE IRISH AGITATION.

THE STAR ROUTES.

/.n«na

stances, and without good cause being shown,
the proper and expedient way is to proceed beThe chief ground, and
fore the grand jury.
the one which should be first considered, beof the whole proceedbasis
the
cause it goes to
ing, is apparently that no criminal information can bt, constitutionally filed in this couu
The
try, but that an indictment is necessary.
fifth amendment to the constitution declares
“that no person shall be held to answer for a
unless on
capital or otherwise infamous crime
a preseui mentor indictment of a grand jury,
naval
land
or
in
the
cases
in
arising
except
forces or in the militia when in actual services
in time of war or public danger, nor shall any
or property
person be deprived of life, liberty
without due process of law.” As to this provision, it is first to be noticed that by specifying
certain crimes which can only be prosecuted
"on a presentment or indictment of a grand
there are
jury,” it necessarily implies that
crimes which may be prosecuted in some other
that
there is
way, and it will not be pretended
If
any other way except by an information.
the crime charged is not infamous then there
can be no doubt that an information may
properly be filed. By the common law of
England there were two kinds of information,
one filed by the Attorney General of his motion and known as an ex-officio information,
and one filed by the Crown Prosecutor on the
relation of some one who felt injured. That
common law passed over to us and was adopted by the constitution and its amendments.
Mr. Bliss cited several acts of the Revised
Statutes to show that the prosecution had a
right to proceed by information in criminal
cases, and that it had been repeatedly recognized by Congress by authorizing criminal proceeding by “indictment or information,” and
cited cases where the right to file information
had been sanctioned by the courts. The question remains whether the crime charged in this
information is one- coming within the class in
which informations are not allowable,viz., “for
This
a capital or otherwise infamous crime.”
information being clearly not capital, it only
remains to ascertain whether it is infamous;
There is no decision that conspiracy to defraud
does not concern the
or any conspiracy which
administration of justice is an infamous
crime. We therefore broadly say that conspirbeen held by the
acy to defraud has never
courts to be an infamous crime. It follows
is
in the case
as
such
charged
that a conspiracy
before the court is not an infamous crime, but
if the court Bhould regard the question as
doubtful, the safer and fairer way is to allow
the case to proceed. If there is a conviction,
the higher court will protect the accused
against the enforcement of the judgment if its
is an acquitvery basis is adjudged bad. If there
tal no injury will be done, and defendants will
obtain what they insist is their due.
Mr. Bliss mentioned that under section 6440,
R. 8., the information certainly did charge defendants with the crime of conspiracy and in
that the
legal eud piupct ohape, and^inmotari
for
was not only possible
alleged conspiracy
.1.
4-It at
linn rl i/1 In fo/>f
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Court adjourned until to-morrow morning
when Mr. Ingersoll concludes his argument.
The White House Cooling Apparatue.B
Washington, Nov. 4.—The Board of Engithe cooling apneers appointed to investigate
the
paratus used at the White House during
made its rehas
illness of President Garfield
the
difof
examination
detailed
a
port. After
ferent systems the board comes to the following conclusions: During the 24-hours’ run 8734
pounds of ice were melted, or 43.67 pounds per
boar. This, at 55 per ton, or one-quarter of a
:ent per pound, would be 51.09 per hour. This
was the cost necessary to supply 22 799 cubic
feet of air at 50° Fahrenheit at the register per
hour. Had time been offered for experiments,
more economior had experience suggested a
cal method of cooling tne rresiaeni s ruorn,
material
of
might
waste
much of the
cooling
Our operations at the
have been avoided.
Executive Mansion have proved that it is possible to place the dew points or relative humid
ity of definite quantities of air at any desired
point, and there is no reason why this hygrometrie condition may not be maintained with
as much certainty as the amount and temperature supplied for proper ventilation and warmThis field of study presents great opporing.
tunities for effecting a better condition of the
itmospbere of our rooms, and our personal
pomfort and health may be improved in proportion to our careful observation of the bygronetric condition of the air in which we live'
be esHospitals and public buildings ought toattendjecially protected from the evil results
we can
ng a vitiated condition of the air, and
lee no reasc n why their atmosphere may not
under
and
seasons
all
at
comfortable
>e made
ill conditions of the outside.
Indian Troubles in Mexico.
San Feancisco, Nov. 4.—Tombstone dia_
patches say advices from Sonora say the hos
;iles, who recently broke out at San Carlos'
yere camped at Casa de Jalis, to the number
pf 250 warriors, with their families. They were
auiryiDg to make peace with the Mexican
horities there. Gen. Terrazoo was near them
with 400 troops. He was wait!ug the arrival
if Col. Nunez with 164 more troops from Baithe Indians
■ope, as is supposed here to attack
jefore thev can get to the mountains. Theau.horities, as a blind, were holding out inducenents to the Indians till they are ready to atack them. It is reported that Juh’s band of
)0 Indians, have left the main band, and are
naking a campaign into Sonora. It was also
eported that the Indians had all left for Guaylaha Mountains, and if this is true it is said
hat the Indians cannot be subdued for years
_

Btrikes ou the DeLesseps Canal.
Panama, Nov. 4.—Strikes are of frequent
iccurrence among the laborers on the DeLesThose in charge of the work apf eps canal.
the
>ear to be utterly incompetent to deal with
the workman exarge force under them, and
►ress the most
profound contempt for their
french masters.

Hanged for Murder.
Jonesboro, Ga., Nov. 4.—Tom Betts, (col*
< red) was hung today lor the murder o" Judge
1 lillyard

iiewB at
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of the fears entertained in some quarters in regard to a block iu the working of the land act,
says it is obviously absurd to suppose that because so many thousands of natives have been
served, they will all or even a decent part ol
them ever come to trial. As soon as a few decisions have been given, and as soon as the
tendency of the decisions begins to be grasped
by landlord and tenant, an amicable arrangement will take place in an overwhelming nroportion of cases.
The sub-oommission at Belfast gave four addition decisions to-day, reducing the rent rate
in each case about 28 per cent. The day being
market day there was a large attendance al
farmers who received the announcement with

great delight.
Belfast, Nov. 4.—The sub-commission oi
the Land Court has given judgment in cases ol

of Archdeacon
fifteen tenants
Crawford, in all except one case largely reducthe estate

on

ing

rents.

Dublin, Nov. 4.—Mr. Courtwell, the honor-

ary secretary, and Mr. Kenney, Treasurer oi
the Castle Corner (County Kilkenny) Land
League, have been arrested and conveyed tc
the Naas jail.
Limerick, Nov. 4.—It is reported a serious
collision has taken place between the police and
people of Ogannelloe, county Clare, in consequence of the sheriff making seizures for rent,

FORBIGN.
Favorable Response at Madrid to Senator Hamlin’s Speech.
Madrid, Nov. 4.—Many Madrid papers comment favorably on the speech of Minister
Hamlin in Boston, and express the hope thal
the reform policy of the Madrid government
both in the peninsular and Cuban tariffs will
induce the American government to facilitate
trade between Caba and the United States by
some counter reduction in the flag and tariff
Senor Sagasta and his fiduties of America.
nance and colonial ministers are very well dishalf way.
America
to
meet
posed
Failure of the Cropa in Northern Russia,
Berlin. Nov. 4.—A famine is feared in
Northern Russia because of the failure of the
crops.
Foreign Notes.
The statement of the Central News that it is
contemplated to summon Parliament to meet
on the 19th of January, is denied.
The King of Greece has consented to dieDive tne

cnamDer

oi

representative)),

general elections, in which the new provinces
participate, are fixed for the first of January.

u

Mr. Bliss having rested his case, Mr. Inger.
soil commenced his argument. He took up
seriatim the counts in the information, criticising and ridiculing them as he proceeded. He
then proceeded to call the attention of the
court te what he termed the inconsistencies apparent upon the face of the information, asserting that it charged Mr. McDonough with conspiracy to detraud himself; that it charged
Brady and McDonough with conspiracy and
then
charged Mr. McDonough with paying bis client Brown, 513,500 for influenc
ing Brady to conspire. Was it possible, he
asked, that one conspirator would apply to an
outsider to use his influence to get a co-conspirator to conspire? If it Bhould turn out to
be true that Mr. McDonough paid Mr. Brown
to influence Mr. Brady to conspire that allegation would be evidence that Mr. Brady had

o come.
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execute it to the injury of the government.and
their own enrichment. The objection that the
information is not filed by any officer authorized to file the same is directly in the face of the
decision in U. S. vs. Black, which holds it may
be filed by a United States attorney. In this
inforcase moreover for greater precaution the
mation is filed by the direct representative of
the attorney general, and by express authority
of the attorney general.
Mr. Bliss attacked the position taken yesteragainst
day that Brady could not belessproceeded
by information.
even by indictment, much
all
commit
Mr.
said
Bliss,
might
An officer,
sorts of crimes and might then resign. He
could then go scot free because the only remedy was by impeachment, and impeachment did
not lie against a person out of office. That
was tbo doctrine the Court was asked to establish here, that an officer might defraud the
Government and, having resigned, might snap
his fingers and say, in the words of Tweed,
“What are you going to do about it?”
Mr. Bliss replied in detail to the criticism advanced yesterday upon the form of the information, and in conclusion said the last objection seeks in effect to try the gnilt of the accused on affidavit. In such a mode a trial the
defendant, if guilty, as we believe, could
doubtless answer the Government. We prefer
to try them where the constitution and laws
of
give us the right to try them, before a jury
twelve men and with witnesses facing the
Court and jury and subject to cross examiua-

not

Lougubka, Nov. 4—Alter the tenant farmer
Doherty, who was decoyed out of his house at
Carrigan during Wednesday night, was shot
the murderers visited the house of his cousin,
who had also been boycotted in cennection
with an agrarian dispute, and after vainly endeavoring to decoy him from the house fired
through the windows but without effect.
New York, Nov. 4.—A Dublin special, dated last night, says Dublin Castle is at its wit’s
end regarding the Ladies’ Land League. The
branches all over the country are being suphere can find
pressed, and yet the law officers
with the central
no grounds on which to deal
this
met
afternoon
again
executive, which
quite openly in the old offices of the League.
Miss Parnell presided, and among those present was Miss Helen Taylor, a member of the
London School Board. Miss Taylor said that
every Englishman or English woman who had
the smallest respect for constitutional liberty
was morally bound to enter the strongest protest against the iniquities which are now disgracing England iu Ireland. She almost felt
who were born in Ireland the
as if to those
name Englishman must be just ground for hatred and contempt. She could assure them
that there were thousands of people in England, and that there would before long be millions, who would make their voices heard unanswerable iu protest against its iniquities.
She hoped that punishment would soon fall on
those who were oppressing Ireland. She did
not now Bpeak of political oppression, bnt of
the state of things in which young girls, old
women and blind boys were put to death by
the bayonet thrusts of the police without a
shadow of excuse. There was not power in
England to put individuals into prison for denouncing Mr. Gladstone as a wicked, unscrupulous and cruel man. Miss Taylor had the
honor of being appointed a member of Miss
Parnell’s new organization, the political prisoner’s aid society, which devotes itself to the
care of the families of prisoners arrested foi
political reasons under the coercion act, and
which caters for the prisoners themselves. A
good deal of jubilation exists in League quarters at the result of the municipal elections iu
the great Irish centres of England on Tuesday.
When the Kilkenny hounds met at Killeen
cover yester a party of farmers assembled and
told the hunting party that they would not allow them to pursue their sport over theii
farms. Many gentlemen left tne field and the
hounds were taken back to their kennels.
London, Nov. 4 —The correspondent of the

Moore last fall.

National Thanksgiving.

Washington, Nov. 4.—The President has
decided to designate Thursday, Nov. 24th, as

The proclamation is
a national thanksgiving.
now being prepared, and is to be sent to New
York to-morrow for the President’s signature.
The Mackerel Catch.

Boston, Nov. 4.—The total receipts of mackerel for the Bix’fishing months np to Nov. 1, at
all New England ports, including Boston, was
321,436 barrels against 240,061 last year.
Apaches Murdering Settlers.
Tucson, Nov. 4.—The Apaches are reported
to be depredating in district, Sonora. They

killed five men, two women and one child.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The annual convention of the Young Men’s
Christian Association and churches of Vermont commenced their fifteenth session at
Newport Tuesday evening, and closed Thursday noon. There was a good attendance ef
delegates and pastors from different sections of
the State and of the people thereabouts. The
deepest feeling was manifested. The convention was one of the best ever held. Rev. E. T.
Sanford of St. Johusbury was president.
The trial of Arthur Lefroy for the murder
of T. J. Gold on the Brighton railway express
train in June has commenced at Maidstone,
England. The prisoner appears calm and
pleaded “Not guilty.” The court was densely
crowded.
Peter W. Abbott has given himself up to answer to the charge of murdering S. H. Clugston of Valley Forge, last spring.
The execution of Henry King who murdered Michael Hazel in Clinton Prison New York,
at 11.32
on July 13th, took place at Platsburg
yesterday morning in the county jail.
Graduating exercises at Dartmouth Medical
college, which will be more extensive than usual, will be held in the college church on Tuesday evening, November 15th. Moses W. Russell, M. D., will deliver the annual address.
H. J. Harriman of St. Johusbury, Vt., has
been elected valedictorian.
At a meeting of dissatisfied Jefferson Democrats in Brooklyn last night, Seth Low, the Republican candidate for mayor was endorsed.
A Danish officer is about to go in search of
the Jeannette.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Pnllul Dally Wholesale Market.
Portland, Nov. 4.
Sugar declined Vfco to-day; granulated is quoted
at 10%c and Extra C at 944c.
Sweet potatoes are
very scarce and 26c higher. The Western markels
for Breadstuffs and Provisions are very weak and
unsettled. Mackerel are firm and tending upward.
Til© sour Mwara r.. w e osier oi

uioucesiert
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to have stocked $24,146 in mackerel
fishery this season; last year the Webster stocked
is

reported

$19,746.76.
At Liverpool

day Flour was quoted 10s 6d@13s;
6d@lls Id; Spring do 9s lOd®
10s Ed; California average at 10s 10d@lls ld;Club
do at 11s ld@lls 6d; Corn at 6s 10d;Peas at 7s Id.
Provisions, Ate.,—Pork at 77s 6d; Bacon 48s@49s;
Lard at 58s 6d; Cheese 57s; Tallow 42s, at London
to

Winter Wheat 10s

44s.
The following are today’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. Ao.
vjvrniH,

M. Corn,
oar lota
Oata,
Sacked Bran..
60
Mlda..
Cotton Seed,car lot
@8 26
bag lota

Superfine..6 OO&U
Extra Spring..6 75®7
IX Spring....7 50® 8
Patent Spring
Wheat*.8 76g9
Mlohlgan Win-

ter bast.8
Common

60
00
OC

H.

Michigan....7 26 ®7 60 ™«,
St. I .out* WinOata,
ter fair
7 76@8 00 Bran,
Winter good.. 8 00® 8 26 Mtda,
Winter beet...8 60@8 76 Rye,

..

"

...

Preduce.

..
..

••

Maine.

6

66
24 00
27 00
34 00
35 60
83
80
67
20 00
30 00

130

..

Prerlaiou.

Men Beef.. 11
Ex Moes.,12
Plate.14
Ex Plate..14
25 Freab Beef,

14® 16
Turkeys.
Spring Chlokensl4®16
Fowl..
12®14
26®27
Eggs.

Onions,!? bbl. 3 00®3
orate
00®00
Ornberrlee, V bbl

80

00@11

60

26*12 60
00*14 25
60*14 76

HindQnr... 6@10c
ForeQur.... 6*/a@7

60S 7 60 Pork—

OapeQod,8 60®!) 00
8®9

Baeka.. ..23

00*2.3

26

Clear-22 00*22 26
S u gar.
Mesa.20 26*20 60
Granulated... ......10V4 Hama (covered) 13*13*4
I,are
Extra 0. 9%
Bonnd Hogs....

Prutl

Mnsc'tl Raisins3 00®8 40
London

Layers!! 20®3

30

Valencia" loVi® I0:!ic
Turkish Prunes.7@7V4c
Oranges.
Palermo* pbx-6 bO®6 00

Me*slna,$’box.O 00®0

00

Valenola poase..
Ex large ease $00 00®00
Lemons.
Messina.0 00®0 00
Palermo*.4 50@5 00
Malaga.4 00® 6 00
Nuts.
Peanuts—
Wilmington.l 60®2 00;
Virginia.... 1 76®2 00
Tennessee...1 45®1 76
9@10c
Castana,^ H>.
Walnuts
12V4®14c
filbert*
Pecan

"

12

(gl4c

12%@13o

4 00®8 OC
ears
8 91
louoord Grapes
latawba Grapes—2 CP lot »—are quoted at 2 26?.
dot.

New York, Nov. 4.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 11% 0.
New Orleans, Nov. 4.—Cotton is quiet:Middling

Irish Potatoes 2 50@2 75 *> bbl.
Sweet potatoes 4 76@5 00,
10 lb baskets Isabella Grapes 7o
lb.
Catawba
101b
lOgllc

uplands 11 %e.
Mobile, Nov. 3.—Cotton is steady; Middling up
lands4at llo.
Savannah, Nov. 4.—Cotton Arm; Middling uplands 10% e.
Memphis,|Nov. 4.—Cotton steady; Middling up-

Foreign Imports,
MONCTON, NB. Schr Jennie—2500 railroad
ties to B & M Railroad Co.

Receipts

of

Maine Central.
Portland, Not. 3.

_

(By Telegraph.)

W. Truck Co.

Nov. 4.—American

London,
States bonds, 4y28,116%.
Liverpool, Nov. 4—12.30P. M.—Cotton market
steady; Uplands at 6*/sd; Orleans 6%d;sales 12,000
bales: speculation and export 2,000; futures quiet.

Coro, Wart & Bunion Salient.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in eaoh bottle.

riet Brackett of Denmark.
In Oxford, Oct. 16, Geo, E. Ham and Miss Flora
F. Packard, both of Bridgton.
in Augusta. Oct. 29, Cnas. W. Bickford and Miss
Ellen M. Hodgkins.
In Dover, Oct. 26, Jos. W. Curtis of Topsnam and
Miss Nellie K. Grinnell of Bath.

Ask for Schlotterbeck’s Corn
Solvent and take no otber.
nov23

In this city, Nov. 4, Bridget, wife of Peter Kee
gan, aged 30 years.
[Funeral service on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at her late residence, No. 331 Commercial street.
In this city, Nov. 4, Stillman J. Clark, aged 54
years.
In Windham, Nov. 3, Abba H. Little, aged 69 yrs.
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon, at 2 o’clock.]
In Bridgton, Oct. 20. Frank F., son of Josiah C.
and S. S. Ballard, aged 31 years.
In Brunswick, Nov. 1, Mrs. Olive B. Lincoln, aged
7 9 years.
In South Boston, Nov. 2, John J. Duran, aged
49 years,

UNBLEACKKD COTTONS.

Fine 7-4.14@17
Heavy 86 In. 7Vfc@ 8
Med. 36 in. 0%<g 7% Fine S-4.16®20
36
Fine 9-4.20it2«
in.
6
Light
@0

ia-4....27Vi§32’A

BAifilNO DAYS OF

@20

@11

@23
@26
@30

(g

Tickings,

Best.16
Medium... 11
8

Light.

TICKINGS, BTC.
Drills.
@17V4 Corset Jeans....

8@
7

Denims.12V4@ieV4 Silesias.10^20
Cotton Flannels. 7 del 6
Ducks-Brown 9
@12

••
Fanoy 12V4@16V4 Twine & Warps
catting—cost..

Good.

New Ywrk

18@28y»

8%ll

Lake Nepigon.Montreal ...Liverpool....Nov
Samaria.
.Boston.Liverpool.Nov

Stack and Money market.

Britanii.New York..Liverpool. ...Nov
Egypt.New York..Liverpool....Nov
Utopia.New York..London.Nov
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Nov

(By Telegraph.)

New Yobk, Not. 4—Evening. -Money ruled between 6@6 on call and closed at 6; prime mercantile paper at 6@7. Exchange is tirm at 480% for
long and 484% for short. Governments moderate y
active but Arm and Vs higher for 6s. State bonds in
light request. Railroad bonds in fair demand but

irregular.
me

transactions at the Stoak

Caldera.New York..Marseilles...Nov
France.New York..Havre.Nov

MARINE

United States 6’s.ext.10iy8
United States new, 4Va’s, reg. 112
United States new, 4%’s coup.113
United States new, 4’s, reg.116
uuirou

UCIf

-M

Of

at

OF

—

8
9
9
2
9
10
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
16
16

—

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

Acknowledged Standard of Excellence.
And its construction has demonstrated
that it embodies most of all that is practical and beautiful in the art of sewing
Machine building, and in ease of operation and range of work stands without
Examine it.
an equal.

now on

Frank P. Moss, Agt.,
IVo. 12 EimSt., Portlaud, Me.
Also, wholesale and retail dealer in
needles for all machines, Oils ana At-

Stitching:
of all kinds neatly aud promptly executed. Orders by mail wifi receive prompt
attention. Send for our new illustrated
Catalogue of “Domestic” Machines, or
call at the

Short

Loring,

& Harmon’s

HANSON
Gold

Ophir.

OF CALIFORNIA.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT’S

of colors of

Johns'

Liquid Asbestos Paints,
TO

—

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

31 market Square. Portland,

Agents for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.

Barque Eva H Fisk, of Boston, 633 tons, built at
Canulen in 1864, was sold by auction at New York
a few days since, to Philadelphia parties, for $6600.

Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING NOV. 3.
Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots,
and jobbing lots command an advance on our fig-

you are about to paint send for sample card

If

ocl

rodtf

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

p qtl

for large and
$4% for medium; Bank $4%@$4% for large and
cured Bank at $5 p qtl for
$3% for medium;
large and $4 for medium. Shore Codfish, pickledcured, at $5% for large and $4 for medium. Bay
trawl $4% for large; Jf* S. Shore $5. Newfoundland $5%.
We quote Cusk at $2% @$3, Haddock $2% :Hake
at $2@$2% p qtl.; Pollock at $2%@$2%; English do $3.
Boneless and prepared fish from 3@5c p lb for
Hake and Cusk to 5%@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Halibut at 10%c p lb. Smoked Salmon 18c; Scaled
Herring 16@22c p box. Smoked Alewives 80c p
hundred.
Mackerel—In good demand prices vary with quality of lots: we quote straight cull of good quality at
$17@$18 p bbl for Is, $9 for 2s, $6@$6% for 3s.
Prinoe Edward Island held at $10, $11, $9 for Is,
2s and 3s; Nova Scotia large 3s, $6.
Herring—$2% @$3 p bbl for ohoice split and
gibbed; large Nova Scotia Shres $5; ordinary do $4
to $4%.
Fresh Halibut—Receipts
for week confined to
small lots of Georges, with last sales at 13c and 9c
P lb for white and white.
Trout $14 p bbl: Swordfish at $6@7; Codfish at
Halibut Heads $3V2, Hali$6, Haddock at
but Fins $9 bbl, Eins and Napes at $4%, Tongues
$6, Tongues and Sounds at $10; Alewives at $3!@
$3%; Halifax Salmon $21@$22; California do at

dry

SIBERIAN 8CIRREJL LINED,

Ship Jamestown, reported

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 20th, ship Majestic, Hat-

$15.

Pure Medicine Oil at $1 p gal, crude do at 60c;
Blackflsh Oil^50c; Cod do 35@36c; Shore do at 35c;
Porgie do 30c.
Porgie scrap, $12 p ton: Fish do $8 to $10; Liver
ao $»ya; mvers oofgjijoc & Ducxet.

flol* Seatle
NEW ORLEANS—Ar
can, Boston.

3d, ship Swallow,

Dun-

PENSACOLA—C!d 31st, barque Jennie Cobb,
Small. Aspinwall.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 31st, sch J P Wyman,
Urann. Boston.
CHARLESTON—Sid 3d, schs MC Moseley, Port
Royal; Dora M French, Jacksonville.
Ar 31 st, sch J P Wyman. Urann. Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 2d, sc^ Grace Davis, Davis, from
Charleston.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 2d, sch C Hanrahan, Whit-

Chicago Lire Stock market.

(By Telegraph.)

Chicago, Nov. 4.—Hogs—Receipts 27,000 head;
shipment* 4,000; weak and 6c lowe*; light 5 76@
6|00; mixed packing at 5 76(5)6 25; heavy at 6 40@
6 80; market closed with several thousand unsold.
Cattle -Receipts 6600 head shipments 3400 head;
market steady: prime exports 7 16; good to choice
bullocks 6 66<§6 90; fair to choice shipping 6 26@
6 25; Steers at 3 40@4 10.
Sheep— receipts 1500 head; shipments 200 head;
good to fanoy active at 4 60w5 26; medium weak at
8 25(5)4 25; Lambs 3 00 $> head.

(By Telegraph.)

Star, Gray, Newport.
Ar 4tb, brig Emily T Sholdon, Hayes, Brunswick.
Cld 3d, barque C B Hazeltine, Gilkey, for Buenoe
\yres; Bowdoin. Randall,Chester, Pa.
Passed the Gate 3d, schs senator, and Quoddy,
:rom New York for Boston, Judge Low, do for Providence; T Benedici, do for Portland; H T Townsmd. Newburg for Boston; Odell, Amboy for Portland; Emma McAdam, Amboy for t- astport; M J
Laughton, do for Plymouth; Viola May, Elizabeth)ort for New Bedford.
PROVIDENCE-Sid
Sew York.

port* 173,880 bush; opened %(t$l%c lower, closing
with decline partly recovered with moderate export

fairly

strong

1

2d,

sch

tondout for Boston.
In port 2d. ecbs Laina Cobb, fm Philadelphia for
Belle Brown,Rondont for Salem; E Arcuariu9, do for Boston; Corvo, Tyler, New York for
Joe ton.
BCSTON—Cld 3d, ship Hattie E Taplcy, Eaton,
1 iydney, NSW, and Brisbane.
Cld 4th, schs Laura Bridgman, Hart, Gardiner,
o load for New York; Brunette, Babbidge, Portand.
In port, brig R W Meseer, Brewster, for Portland,
( o load for Cuba.

Jortland;

SALEM—Sid 2d, barque Levi S Andrews, (from
Dhomaston) for Brunswick.
In port, schs Wm Doming, fm Calais for Bristol;
; jonisa Wilson, Sullivan for Vineyard-Haven; Wm
] Jeazley, Bangor for New York; Lackawanna, from
1 I'rankfort for New York; Richmond for do; JW
Voodiutf, Bath for do; John Baicb, from Calais for
] )ightou; Laura H Jones. Bangor for Vineyard-Haeu; H S Boynton, Rock port for New York; Sea
] \>am, Bangor for Hyannis; Melville, de for Newrk; Moses Eddy, Rockland for New York, July
| 'ourth, Bangor for do; Annie Gus, Whiting for do;
| B Nichols, Eastport for do; Acara, Two Rivers,
] IS, for do.
DANVERS—Ar 3d, sch Telegraph. Post, Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 3d, sell Monticello, Melvin,
1 Lockland for

Newport.

PORTSMOUTH

Vinslow, Locke,

In port
for Portland.
—

|

Woodbury & fflonlton
Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

Bay and sell llrst-class State, City,
Town and Railroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly
on hand. Correspondence solicited. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges*
nov3

eodtf

BONDS.
Cook County, 111. 7s.
Chicago, Milwaukee

St, Paul

R. R. 1st Mort. 7s.
fie Michigan It. R. 1st
Mort. 5s.
Pacific
R. R. Gen’l Mort. 6s.
No.
Eastern Car Trust Co. 6s,

Dayton

and

other desirable securities,
-FOR SALE

Oct 11, barque Jose D Bueno,

Ar at CienfuegoB Oct 19, brig Atalaya, Eye, from
luebec.
Sid 2Gth, barque Eliza White, Wotton, Havana
a nd North of H&tteras.
Ar at Havana 20th, barque Havana, Rica, from
i few York.
Sid 29th, brig Emma, Richardson, Boston.
Sid fm Matauzas 28th. barque Josie Mildred, He(

a in, Havana.
Cld at Hillsboro 1st inst, schs Emma K Smalley,
<; ousins, and E C Paine. Hillvard, New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 3d inst, ship Andrew Johne >n, Crawford, Antwerp.

SPOKEN.
the Equator, Ion 37 24 W, ship MelFrench, from New York for Melbourne.
No date, lat 30 N, Ion 133 20 W, barque Florence
I 1 reat, from Burrard Inlet for Sydney, NNW.

Sept 27, on

r

>se,

B,

Jr.,

BABNES,

STREET.
dtf

WYER GREECE & CO
Are Daily receiving Fall and Winter Styles in Fine Boots and Shoes.
We will mention some of om
Knppinltipfi'

Gent’s Fine Cloth Top Congress
and BUTTON BOOTS in Hand and
Machine Sewed.
Gents’ Gt. Leg Opera Boots.
Ladies’ Chamois
Lined Goat
Boots, warm and nice. Ladies’
High Cat, Scallop Top, Cnpaeoa Kid
Button. CommonGoodsalwayson
hand.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

Store open jivery

Evening

Wyer Greene & Co.,
480 CONGRESS

ST.y

OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.

SWAN &

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

FORME1ST

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.
«eii!3eodtt

MUNICIPAL
-AND

—

WEIGHING

Two Hundred

Bonds

Railway

POUNDS, AND OVER,

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

STO O KS
bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL
oct8

194

HANSON,

Middle

offer a special JOB
LOT of medium weight,
clouded shirts and drawers,
in sizes 46, 48 and 50, at
we

Street.

eodtl

$1.00 each.

Western Bonds

—

Information furnished regarding

Mnnlcipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and sales. Also buyers and sel-

lers of

same.

b‘.

JOHN F. ZEBLFY A CO.,
3 Broad St., (Drexel Building,) New York.
m,w&*3m
augl5

■

REST
PORTLAND
St. LOUIS
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
LEEDS & FARMINGTON B. R.
PORTLAND & OGDENSBUHG
R, R. “GOLD”
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R.
“GOLD”
Secured by Land Grant of
For sale

seven

million

32 Exchange Street.

YOUR

6s.

Fine
On
Holbrook’s
Boots in every style,
sold only by

6s.

E. T. MERRILL.

6s.

acres.

by

H. M. PAYSON &
eot?

6s.
6s.
7s.

CO.,

Don't you forget those Common
Sense Boots. E. T. NEHKII.L
is making a specialty of
them.

eodtl

FOREION PORTS.

Ar at Guantanamo

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED BY

oct6

POTATOES, APPLES

s isson, St Jago.

H. BkFED.
Lynn
EDGAR SHAW.
M. G. PALMER,.Portland

BY-

BARGAINS IN

Rangoon.

Boston

Secretary—GEO. E. BIRD, .Portland
Asst. Secretary—a. E. A v ER.$ Boston
LYMAN R. BL % KE,.
"
GORDOV MCKAY,.
J. H. GOODSPKED,
W.
FRENCH
Ph
Directors
D..
SMITH,

BOOTS

M1LLBR1DGE—Ar 28th, sch Mabel, Strout, Port
1 ind.

1

OFFICERS:
President—LYMAN R. BLAKE.
Treasurer—E. P. HURD

TIIEJST

4th, brig Elizabeth

Ar at Callao Oct 9th, ship Herman, Parks, from
ral paralso
Sid fm Vera Cruz Oct 19, brig Mary Knowlton,
IcKie, Laguna and New York.
Cld at Liverpool Oct 21, ship J B Brown, Kcazer,

privately, paying

Subscriptions for 25,000 shares of the stock at
91.00 per *hare are offered, payable in four equal
monthly instalments, beginning at date of subscription, the entire amount to be expended in rebuilding and developing the property.

30EXCHANGE

Maggie Bell, Torrey,

NEWPORT—Sid 2d, schs Milford, (from Richnond) for Boston.
In port, sch Sedona, Holbrook,Weehawken for do;
f Coffin, Bellatty, Rondout for do; Frank Maria,;
Boboken for do; Vandalia, Alley, New York for do;
K S Emery, do for Wareham; Angola, Dyer, do for
iuH’van: Pennsylvania, do for Lynp.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sailed 2d, schs S P
^dams, from Providence lor New York; Swallow,
Eastport for do; Prospect, Clark’s Island for do;
daud Webster, Nantucket for do; Webster Bernard,
^rtland for do; Kobie L Foster. Hart, Kennebec
or Baltimore; Garland, Libby, do for Portland;
>ea Breeze, Kent, Portland for New York.
In port, sch C H Spofford, Amboy for Portsmouth;
Starlight, Webster, and Hamburg, Libby, NYork
or Portland; Normandy. Adams, Bath for Darien;
Vgnes. Lowry, Boston for New York.
VINE YARD-HA VEN-Ar 2d, schs F N Tower,
Idams, Baltimore for Boston ; Jas Freeman, Keler, Amboy for Thomaston.
In port, brigs Morancy, and Carrie Bertba; schs
Liam Bowlby. Cha* Cooper, Wreath, Telumah, R L
veunev, Charlotte Fish, Island City, Hattie, Clara
^eavitt, Omaha, S P Brown, Redondo, Trade Wind,
rennessee, Yankee Maid, Hope Haynes, Robert B
imith, Rising Sun, Jas Freeman, F N Tower.
ED IARTOWN—Ar 31st. sch Alice Hall. Hall.

worked

vided

FINANCIAL.

BALTIMORE—Cld 2d, sch Graoe Webster,Young,

•“’kw Yokk, Nov. 4—Evening,—Floor market
still in buyers favor without decided change in
prices with moderate export demand, mainly for low
grades, and light home trade inquiry.
Receipts of Flour 21,683 bbls; exports-bbls;
•ales 17,760 bbls; No 2 at 3 3054 60; Superfine
Western and State 4 00(25 25;common to good ext.
Western and State 5 20@6 40; good to choice Wester** extra at 6 60<ffi9 00; common to choice White
Whe*t Western extra 7 25@ 8 25: fancy do at 8 30
g9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 6 60(28 25
common to choioe extra St. Louis at 5 60(59 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 6 80@7 25; choice to
double extra at 8 6CK89 00, including 33<>0 bbls
lity Mill extra at 7 10(27 25 for W I; 3400 bbls
No 2 at 3 30@4 20; 1400 bbls Superfine at 4 O'Jfffi
®6 26; 700 bbls low extra at 6 20vg5 75; 3600 bbfi
winter Wheat extra 6 60@9 00; 4200 bbls Minnesota extra at at5 20@9 00; Southern flour—common to fair extra at 6 90@6 90; good to choice do
7 00c£8 60. Wheat—receipts 199,128 bush, ex-

was

Eastman, Bros. & Bancroft’s.

Jersey City.

Domestic markets.

mine

$72,000 by crude working for free gold oniy, the
sulphurets remaining and being very rich. At bottom of main shaft, 2o0 feet, tbe vrin is 3 Va ft.wide.
Conservative experts report the mine can pay $7,000 to $9,000 per month. Home management, low
priced subscriptions and earnings to be Justly di

qot4

more, Boston.

Cld 3d, sch Electric Light, Case, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, sch O D WithereU,
Jarfield, Kennebec.
Old 2d, sch Lizzie Lane. West, Galveston; Jacob
VI Haskell, Crowell, Boston.
Cld 3d, sch Lizzie Lane, West, Galveston.
Cld 3d. ship Martha Cobb Greenbank, for Hiogo;
t>rig Ellen H Munroe, Whitaker, New Orleans.
Below, barque Nellie May, from Cadiz; sch Meissa A Trask.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 3d, brig Martha A
Berry, for Portland; sch A K Weeks, do.
BRIDGPORT—Ar 1st, brig Harry Stewart, Peniletoii, Curacoa.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, brig Cascatelle. Allen. Baltimore; schs Fonnie A Mi Hi ken, Roberts, Hallo well;

This v aluable mining property is anion? the most
desirable on the Pacino coast. The < ffleers and
stockholders of the Company are wealthy and influential men, including parties connected with the
McKay Sewing Machine Co., and the shoe interests
at Lynn. Fire recently destroyed their mil)-up to

AT

registered

$3%,

29 HIGH ST., BOSTON, MASS.

SATIN De LYON CIRCULARS,

MEMORANDA.
ashore by the U S ship
Alliance between Reikanes Light and Skager, sailed
from St John, NB. Nov 10. 1880, for Liverpool,
with a cargo of lumber, and was abandoned Feb 14.
1881, with loss of rudder. She was seen several
times after and was once taken in tow. She seems
to have drifted ashore about June 26.
Sch Ella, supposed to have been lost on the pas106 tons,
sage from Boston to Baracoa,
was built at Harrington in 1872 and bailed from
Boston.
Sch Henry A, from Boston, went ashore near the
Narrows, below Waldoboro, during the gale 2d inst,
and remains.
Sch Horteusia. Robinson, from Newburyport, arrived at Machiasport 28th, with loss of an anchor
and chain.
Sch Charlie Ross, of Pembroke, broke from her
anchorage at St Andrews 25th, and drifted oat of
Her crew of two
the bay. knocking oft' rudder.
Tbe vessel
men left her and went aBhore in a oat.
in.
an&
towed
was picked up next day

California,

Co.,

COMPANY:

A.

Sid fm Bremen 2d inst, ship Union, Barstow, for
Shields.
Ar at Singapore Oct 30tb, barque Helen Angler,
Geary, Cardiff'.
Sid fm Carthageua Oct 17, ship Ellen Goodspeed,
Morse, New York.

ures.

OF

McKay Sewing Machine Co.

that time the

I

parties.

Gloucester Fisk

Eecelpts 23,000 buab; shipments 23,000,

AT

OUB CORRESPOKDEJTT.
CRANBERRY ISLES, Oct 28—Ar, sch Sea Bird,
L
M
Rogers, Hamor, Boston.
Stanley,-;
Sid, sch Silver Heels, Bulger, Red Beach, to load
York.
New
for
Oct 29—Ar, sch S L Foster. Stanley. Portland,
Oct 31—i»ld. sch Van, Stanley, Portland.
OCU Agues Dtmt, AV iuub, him uotu buju w wvowm

Belle.....
14%
3%
Savage
Yellow Jacket.... 5

150 bbls new mess on spot at 17 60@17 76; do
November at 17 26; January at 18 60. A.nrd 20@
@2Ee 4' 100 lbs lower; closed heavy and more dolng; sales 190<> tes prime steam on the spot, part
late yesterday, 1140@11 46; 176 oity steam 11 30,
closing at 11 26; reflned for Continent quoteu at
11 62%. Bauer about steady.41heesr unchanged.
Freights to Liverpool stronger; W beat f>8 team o%
Cuicauo.Nov. 4.—Flour dull and nominal. Wheat
active, lower,unsettled and very weak;No 2 Chicago
Spring at 1 26% oash; 1 26% for November; 1 28
bid December; 1 29 bid January; No 3 at 113%;
rejected 92@93c. Corn is weak and unsettled; gilt
edge at 6Cc for oash: 69%c November; 60%o for
December; 60%c for January; 66%c May; sales at
68%@60c November; 69%c«j62%c December; rejeoted 67%c. Oats weak and lower at 42%c cash;
42 %o November; 42% c December and January.
Eye dull and lower at 9«c. Barley easier at 1 06.
Pork lower at 16 75@1G 00 cash; 17 12%@17 16
for January;17 36@17 37% for February.
Lard
dull, weak and lower at 10 96gll Oocasli; 11 10
for Decemberjll 17%@11 20 for January;ll 32%
@11 85 for February. BulkMeats lower; sbouldeis
at 6 26; short ribs at 8 60; short clear 9 00.
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
Irregular at 1 2o%@l 26% for November; 1 27%
1 2/% for December; 1 28% for January. Corn is
firmer but not higher.
Oats easier at 42% c asked
for November; 42%cfor December and January.
Pork dull and lower at 17 10 January; 17 22% for
February. Lard declined 2%o.
ttooeipts—11,000 bbls Hour, 8,000 bush wheat,
190.000 bush sorn, 46,000 bush cats, 6,000 bush
rye. 26,000 bush barley.
Shipments 10 000 bbls Bour, 60,000 bush whea*,
297.000 bush corn, 62,000 bush oats, 4,600 bush
rye, 26,000 buah barley.
ST. Louis, Nov. 4.—Flour—treble extra at 6 80@
6 06; choice to fancy 7 60@7 10. Wheat is lower
and very unsettled; No 2 Red Fall 1 33% for cash;
1 37 for Deoember; 1 40 for January; 1 42% for
February; No 3 do at 1 26 asked; No 4 do 1 15%.
Corn lower and unsettled at 69% e oash; 62%c for
December; 63%c for January; 65%c for February;
68%c May. Oats lower at 48%c for cash; 48c for
November; 44%c for December; 48c May.
Keoeipts-7,000 bbls bour, 26,000 on-a wheat
35,0004 bush corn, 12,000 bush oats, 0,00 > bush
rye, 10,000 bush barley.
Shtpments-6,000 bbls Bour, 4,000 bush wheat,
44.000 buah oorn, 6,000 buab oats, 0,000 bush
Barley, 1,000 buab rye.
Dbtboit. Nov. 3.—Wheat dull and quiet; No 1
White oaab and November at 1 82%;. December at
1 34%; January 1 86%; February 1 39%; March
1 42%; all year 1 32%; No 2 White 1 31.

DOLMANS

FROM

3
9
7

I.w.

Sacques
AXD

Brig Hyporion, Williams, Havana—Phinney &
Jackson.
Sch Alaska, Hamilton, New York—J L Whitmore
Sch Everglade. Shaw, Calais—Orlando Nickerson.
Sch Paragon, Norton, Lubec—N Blake.
Sch Alice Dean, Watts. Pembroke—Nath’l Blake.
Sch Express, Wass, Addison—N Blake.
Sch Robt Ripley. Freethy, Camden—N Blake.
Sch Mechanic. Kimball, NGrtli Boothbay—N Blake
Sch Exact, Kimball, North Boothbay—N Blake.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton Boothbay—D Choate
Sch Robs Woedraff, Lewis, Wiscasset—N Blake.
SAILED—Barques Warrior, and Jupiter; brig
Zanoni.

Northern

ruV/.nn> nn/1 ..nminnll.

Seal

Cleared*

SHAKES.

C. ». PATENT,

Yuba
OFFICE

Steamship Franconia, Mangum, New York—Henry

11%
6%
2%
7

:

LOCATION OP MINE.

Hansoiwilte,

Fox.

the

active trade in options; sales 2,621,000
bosh,including 285,GOO bush on the soot; ungraded
Red at 1 24@1 44; No 3 do 1 87@1 38% No 2 do
at 1 41%@1 43%; steamer do at 1 38; No 1 Red
at 1 44%@1 44%; ungraded White at 1 26@1 43;
No 2 do at 1 37; No 1 do, 9500 bush at 1 39% >r
1 41. Rye weak at 1 02@1 04%.
Corn opened
with slight reaction and
%@lo lower,closing
light export and fair speculative business: receipts
304,800 bush; exports 116,128 bush; sales 1,279,000 bush, including 167,000 on the spot;ungraded
at 68@70c: No 3 at 68%c; steamer at 69c; No 2 at
69@70c; No 2 White 70%c; Yellow 73c; No 2 for
November 68%@69%70c. closing at 68%c; 69 December at 70% (a71%c, closing 70%: January at
72% «73%c, closing at 72% c, including 16,000
bush No 2 f o b at 69%c.
Oats %@lc lower and
more active; receipt* 84,090 bush; sales 493,000
bush; No 3 at 47c; do White 49%@60%c; No 2 do
48(249%c; White at 50%@52%c; No I at 49c;
White do 53%c; Mixed Western 45ffi49c; White do
at 50@54c; White State at 61@64%c, including
170,000 bush No 2 for November at 47% @49c: 6,600 do December at 49%(@498/aa; 6,000 do January at 61c; 120.000 do February 51%@52c. «««gar firm; refined strong; White t£x at 0 8%@8% ;
Yellow do at 7%(g8%c. molauwea is unchanged.
Petroleum weak and nominal; united at 8 %c;
refined 7%c asked. Tallow is Bteady; sales 40,-

Call early, when we can show the beet assortment, and avoid the crowd during the holidays.
nov5 Sh 4w

Sch Hunter, Perry, Phipsburg.

Nevada... 13%
Con. ..... 13

at $6

#250,000. 100,000

CAPITAL

Randall & McAllister.
Steamer Falmouth, Chisholm, Boston for Eastport
and St John. NB.
Sch A H Hnlbert, Crosby, Bluehill for Boston.

Eureka.116%

Georges Codfish—Sales

4.

Steamer Perkimon, Miller, Philadelphia—coal to

California

AfCurry...

Nov.

Arrived.

47Vs
90%
Illinois Central.132%
Lake Shore.122%
Michigan Central. 94%
New Jersey Central... 95%
Northwestern.127%
Northwestern preferred.. 139%
New York Central.140%
Rock Island .134%
Milwaukee & St. Paul.108%
St. Paul preferred .122
Union Pacific stock.120%
Western Union Tel. Co... 86%

Bodie.
Con. Virginia.
G ould'
Hale & Norcross....
Mexican.......

Mining Company

TITI.E

Erie.
Erie preferred.

are

ELM STREET.
__dim

_

...

Timing Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Not. 4 —The following
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher.

12

NO.
ool9

FIRST CLASS INVESTMENTS.

exhibition at

Under Falmouth Hotel.
FRIDAY,

‘\

“DOMESTIC” ROOMS
A Beautiful Collection of Prang’s. Marcus Ward’s, Do La Rue’s, and
otber Imported Cards,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

The following are the closing quotations of stocks :
131
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Alton preferred..140
C. B. Quincy.137%

and

Lined,

GRAND OPENING

INEWS.

Pacific 6’sof 96.130

Sierra
tTnion

The first to depart from the old styles
of small arms, bard running and noisy
machines of the past, its introduction
was one of the most
important changes
in the history of rewing machines. The
first Large-Armed, Light-Running, and
almost Noiseless Machine, its extensive
imitation marks it as the

tachments.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOVEMBER 5.
Sun rises.6.43 I High water, (a ML.10.26
0.00
Sun sets. 4 44 | Moon rises.

Exchange aggregat-

846.240 shares.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Governmen tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex .101 Vs

ed

competitors.

BROADWAY, IVJBW YORK.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft's.

8

....

Satteens. 8@ 9Vi
Cambrics. 6@ 6y»

@14
@10

Fur and Satin

Fifteen years of unprecedented success
has demonstrated that it is the acknowledged Standard of Excellence by all its

“DOMESTIC" SEWING MACHINE CO,

SILK DOLMANS,

6
6
6
5
8
8

York..Glasgow......Nov

Oder..New York..Bremen —Nov
Pascal.New York..River Platte.Nov
Santiago.;.New York..St Jago.Nov
Arabic.New York..Liveri>»ol. ..Nov
Nov
Flamborough.New York..Trinidad
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.... Nov
Algeria...New York..Liverpool.. ..Nov
Elba.New York..Bremen.Nov
Lake Manitoba.Montreal...Liverpool.. ..Nov
St Laurent.New York..Havre.Nov
Knickerbocker.... New York..Hav& VCruzNov
City of Montreal.. New York. .Liverpool.. ..Nov

9
8

Wart

sndtf

FOR

Celtic.New York..Liverpool....Nov
Anchoria.New

and

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

...27%@32%

Callous,

tSTA CURB IS G ITARAXTRRn M*
Price tlS cents.
For sale by all Druggists.
Trv it and yon will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testily to its value.

DEATHS

Dry Gssda Wholesale Market.

Corns'

”

DOMESTIC

entt

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

In Denmark, Nov. 2, by Rev. A. H. Witham, Jonathan P. Stinchfleld of New Gloucester and Mrs. Har-

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros, k Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 54 k 56 Middle street:

Fine

“

BY USING

m arriacmEm.

The

THE LIGHT-HUNK

at

Lining,

Cure Your

~

9

Satin

Nov5

European markets.
By Telegraph.)
securities-United

(Mock Market.

The following quotations of stocks were recclred
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets:
Owning. Closing.
Boston Land. 8%
8%
Water Power. 7%
7%
28
Flint k Pcre Marquette’oommon i 28%
Hartford k Erie 7s. 08
67%
A.T.4 8.T.141
140%
Boston k Maine.151%
151%
50
Eastern. 49%
C. S. k ciey. 263.4
27%
95
Flint k Pere Marquette preferred. 95%
09%
L. R.k Ft. Smith. 70
%
%
Catalpa.
18%
Summit Branch. 18%
81%
Denser k Rio Grande. 80Vs
82
82%
Northern Pacific preferred..
•'
Common. 40%
40%
at
Not.
4'.
Board,
Boston,
the|Broker’s
U [Sales
.87c
Deer Isle Mining Company.
Douglas Mining Company...1 00%

BLEACHED COTTONS.
Fine 6-4.16
Beet 86in..llJ*@13
Fine 7-4.19
Med. 36 in.. 8
6
7Vi Fine 8-4.21
light36In..
Fine 9-4.26
fine 42 in.. 10
@14
Fine 10-4
Fine 6-4....11
@17

IT STANDS AT THE H

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft’s.

Havana. Nov. 4.—Sugar quiet.
Spanish gold 1.86%@1.86%. Exchange tirm;on
United States 60 days gold 8%@9% prem; short
sight do at 9% @10% prem.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water oonyeyanoe—1000 bash Oorameal to G

7%@

SEAL PLUSH GARMENTS,

Havana market.

For Portland, oars 30 miscellaneous merchandise
for connecting roads 111 ears miscellaneous mer,
landise.

40 in.

MISCELLANEOUS

Quilted

lands at llo.

0

Fine

SPECIAL NOTICES.

And

CANNED GOODS, .lightly damaged by dre.

"WINCHESTER,
Commercial Street.

MOTLEY &
133

"old

fashioned

Sons.

fashioned Andirons
condition, which we will sell at
Also
Grandfather's
Clocks, all
prices.
order, can be seen at
L. E. LUNT A Co’s,
210 Fore St., Portland. Me.
dim
lew set. of old

WE inhare
perfect
a

reasonable
in ruoning

oet24

Cate

J. H. BATES,
of 8. M. PeKengUl * Co.

NewspaperjlAdvertisln

Agent,

NEW VORK Cm.

riiose

Donga Boots!!.

The most easy tilt ting and Durable Stock In th«
tarket. Great attention gi»en to Difficult Feet.

E.T. MERRILL

t itartllngly Low Prices in Children’s Goods 1
Children’s Spring Heel Extension Edge
Boots, in a variety of Stock.

Solid Leather
School Boots, $1.00

Hisses

—d«

EVANS’
and Printers’
Warehouse,
BOSTON.
I O# WASHINGTON St.,
Dealer In Wood and Metal Type, and all kind* of
T.

C.

Advertising Agency

Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
! ’rinters’
aper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’

< west

prices

Send for estimates.

N

THE F>;BESS.

The Record of thegFlfth Day.

SATURDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 6.

\

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ot N. G
Feseeuden, Marquis, Brunei A Oo., Andrews, Arm'
strong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland
7«MiddleSt., Welander, Boston A Mains Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run ont of th<
city.
Aubnrn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pieroe.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, ot J. O. Show.
Btddeford, F. M. Burnham.
deliersou's Bookstore.

Oumnorland Mills, F. A. Verrtll.

Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar!
FTeoport. W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. llarmon and Shirley A Levis.
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallowell, O. L. Spaulding.
Lew&ton, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.

ly

pleasant day, and was consequent-

very well patronized.
Ward 1 table yesterday

cigars.

At Ward 2 table the elegant easel bearing
the beautiful framed engraving of “The Captive Mate” was drawn by Mrs. James Hawley. This table received a superior pair oi
ladies’ boots from the Whitney Gaiter Co.
Ward 3 table had a present of a very hand-

tidy from Mrs. Morse.
On Ward 4 table can be found the elegant
Past Chancellor’s K. of P. jewel, which will
be voted to the most popular Past Chancelloi
in Portland. Here also are tome very pretty
table mats from Mrs. George H. Libby.
Ward 5 table has received a splendid Housesome

hold

sewing machine from Mr. Hussey, which
will do everything any other machine will do,
valued at $55, which some lucky one will get.
On Ward 7 table will be found some handsome vases from C. E. Jose & Co., and vases

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

filled with gold fish.
The public should bear in mind the chil.
dren’s entertainment this afternoon at the
hall. Prof. Maynard witl give some excellent

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Union Rowing Association.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Kastman Bros. A Bancroft—4.
Grand Opening— Loring, Short A Harmon.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Merry -!>.

selections,

musical

and other amusements will

be afforded.
Last evening there was another very large
audience gathered in the hall and the booths,
the shooting gallery, smoking and refreshment
The tabrooms were all liberally patronized.
leaux exhibited were three in number and very
beautiful, representing “Peace,” “The Camp

Coe—6.
C. K. Hawes—I.
H, I. Nelson A Co,

| 1.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ladles—Brown.
Mann's Health Lift.
81,000 Shares
Money—C. H. Stubbing.
The Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co.
The Wonder—Merry.

Fire” and “The Empty Cradle.”
Joseph Tufts was the lucky holder of the
ticket that drew the sewing machine. He re-

Wolf Robes—Coo.

The sale of preferred treasury stock of
the North Horn Silver Mining Company, an
advertisement of which appears in another
column, will commend itself to the attention of
investors. The property of the company is
situated on the famous Horn Silver ledge,
which is now considered by the best authorities the richest eilver bearing vein in the world.
Experts who have examined the North Horn
Silver property express the belief that with development it will rival its neighbor in the production of the precious metal. This development will be carried forward rapidly, with the
most approved appliances, as soon as snflicient
w'

benefits of a

Bear"

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. O. Andrews.
Babattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saocarappa, at the Post Office.
Baco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,
Tbomaston, S. Delano.
Viualhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
WaterrUle, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

^

fair when he came down town yesterday morn
but Old Probabilties fulfilled his own pre
dictions splendidly, and a bright, cold after
noon and evening resulted. As the fair doei
not open until the afternoon it received all th«

ing,

received a verj
handsome stucco centre piece from Mr. Riohard K. Gatley, and a box of excellent “King

Brldgton, Daniel Diokens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.

NEW

The old story of a stormy day was what thi 1
reporter expected to chronicle in regard to thi 1

fnnds for the purpose have been secured from
the sale of stock. An advantage which this
treasury stock possesses over every other mining stock now on the American market is the
assurance of interest to holders daring the time
the mines are being developed, and of an extra

profit long after they shall have arrived at the
dividend bearing stage. The Mutual Trust
Company of New York, guarantees the payment of 15 cents per share yearly, for six ycars>
to the holders of this treasury stock, or more
than 7 per cent on the price at which the stcck
is now offered.

sides on Brackett near Pine street, while other
valuable gifts obtained by fortunate ones were
a barrel of flour,
contributed by Norton &

plate glass mirror, toilet
set, album, several pairs of vases and globes of
gold fish.
Chapman,

French

a

Tn.nio’hf; all t.liA artirlAH

on

Fur

Trimmings.

Pianos and Organs, Almost New, To Let by
uov5-3t
C. K. Hawes, 177 Middle Street.

Merry.

Heavy Boiled Brim Hats, Stylish.
Fine Quality Dunlap Style Hats.
Blankets! Blankets!
Best 81 and 82 Hats.

Merry.

Cheap! Cheap. Merry.
Merry, Hatter.
Caps, 50c.

Scotch Caps, $1; Boys’

Merry.

Greatest Bargains yet in Dress Goods, All
Wool Momies 19 cts. per yard; Bronze, Garnet,
Navy, Plum and Black.
H. I. Nelson & Co.

Coe, the hatter.

Oil Buck Gloves, 75 cents.
From

Osborn, of the firm of
Evans, Webster & Co., Boston.
Lieut. Jno.

“Two bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam
a cure in my family that four skilful

effected

physicians {sated to do.”
Sold by Druggists and Dealers

at

35 cts.

M,W,S&w

oc31
New

Dunlap

Hats to-day.

Coe.

It May Interest Our Lady Readers
know that the painful effects of sunburn
upon a delicate skin can be immediately relieved by the use of J. & E. Atkinson’s
o

Toilet Vinegar.
nov2
i/up

"n

aiio

W&S.
uuuu

*■ auou

uw»

Arising from impurity of the blood, torpid
liver, irregular bowels, disordered kidueys,
etc., can be safely and speedily cured by BurPrice $1.00, trial size
dock Blood Bitters.
oct31-dlw
10 cents.
Men's Winter Caps, 30 cents.

Coe.

Horse Blankeits and Lap Robes cheap. Coe.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

John Shaulev and Marlin Conley. Intoxication.
$6 and costs.
Patrick Welch. Uttering obscene language. Fined
•6 and ooets.
Hugh Doherty. Search and seizure. Fined $100

Fined

and costs.

Paid.

Brief
Jottings.
One session of the schools yesterday.
St. Luke’s sewing school will re-open this afternoon at the QBnal time and place.
The 9 o’clock p. m. car, Sunday, on the
Deering line, will, in future, leave at 8.40 p.
m.

Rainy yesterday morning. Mercury 40° at
sunrise, 45° at noon, 41° at sunset, and falling
fast at night. The storm c’eared about 3 p.
with wind west.
There was a quite a snow-storm at Gorham,

m.,

N. H., yesterday.
The regular monthly business meeting of the
Diet Mission will be held at Fraternity Hall, 4
Free street block, this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Rev. Mr. Dalton's first Saturday lecture
National ideals: How Nations became great
and grow great men," will bo given in St.
Stephen’s church, this afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Grand Master M. F. King, F. and A. M
has requested the Masonic lodges of Maine to
contribute to the relief of the Masonic sufferers by the late Michigan fires. Temple Lodge,
on

left Lewiston on the 11 o'clock train Friday
night and went to Lowell, Mass. He left Lowell on the following day and went to Canada
He was
via the Vermont Central railroad.
shrewd enough not to attempt to go through to
His creditor8
Canada on the Grand Trunk.
expected Chat he would take this course, and
had prepared to nab him at Island Fond,
where the officers had a telegraphic order from

without the departThe store had just
ment being called upon.
been repaired and was damaged somewhat.
were

extinguished

Personal.
The Lewiston Journal says Homer A. N orris of that city has been offered the position ol
organist of the Free street church in this city.
He will

probably

try

the

Free street organ

next Sunday.
Dr. George F. French, formerly of Portland
is vioe president of a new medical college ii
Minneapolis. Dr. Thomas F. Quimby, form
erly of Deering, is one of the faculty.
The examination of David C. Pike and wifi
of Cornish, began at Alfred last Tuesday, be
fore Judge Hobbs. Mr. Pike was a member o
the Cameron-Bstes Plow Company, and

large part of his individual indebtedness arosi
E. S
from bis connection with that concern.
Rid ion, Esq., of this city, appeared for thi
Hon. W. F. Lunt appeared for th
creditors.
insolvent:
Mr. Williamson’s subject before the Histoi
ical Society will be “General Knox”; Rev. H
S. Barrage's, “The field day of ’81,” and R. K

Sewall’s, “Capt. Geo. Weymouth’s voyage

t<

the coast of Maine in 1005.”
The Rev. D. V. Bowen, formerly a Units
rian minister in this State but now of Bostoi
Highlands, will preach at the New Jerusaler 1

ehurch to-morrow morning and evening.
Rev. Mr. Barrows yesterday preached befor 3
a very large congregation his farewell sermo:
Thoug
as (pastor of Kirk street church.
there was nothing of ibe ordinary valedictor f
character about it, yet it was as impressiv a
and touching as if it had been one long “gooc

active work* r
by.” Mr. Barrows has been an He
has mad a
for good in this ^community.
himself felt in many movements for the get
his
wi I
and
the
departure
oral welfare of
city,
remove a live man from the community—on e
He goes wit ti
who will be generally missed.
the good wishes of all for his future Euccei is
and prosperity.—Lowell Courier.

to arrest

the embezzler,

described.

off the first of this month, and make arrangementaJor big trains from all parts of the State
Ross and Hanlan
and an immense crowd.
however, have replied that they received better inducements from other parties and will
not come to Maranacook.
The Maine Central directors did make an
offer, but nothing like 83,500. If they had the
race would have been rowed at the lake this
fall. The race as is well known is off for this
season.

Y. M. C A. Gospel Meetings.
There will be a gospel meetiug at the rooms
of the Youne Men’s Christian Association this
evening at 7.30 o’clock.
On Sunday four services will be held as fol
lows: Gospel meetings at the rooms at 9 a. m.,
and 7 p. m.; at 10.30 a. m., a service will be
held at the county jail, which will consist of
address by Rev. Francis Southworth; services of song at the rooms at 4.30 pm., lasting one hour, singing led by cornet and
piano and interspersed with brief gospel talks.

singing and

an

The meeting at the rooms at 7 p.m., will open
with a short praise service after which there
will be an address by the Rev. S. Wincheste
Adriance of Woodford’s.

Mystic Lodge.
installed as officers of
Mystic Lodge at their last meeting:
W. C. T.—Fremont Wilbur.
W. V. T.—MrB. Thompson.
W. R. S.—W. Herbert Lincoln.
W. C.—Albert T. Marsh.
W. T.—Thomas Burnham.
W. F. S.—A. H. Spear.
W. M.—F. Thurston.
P. W. C. T.—N. H. Campbell.
W. I. G.—Samuel Starbird.
W. O. G.—John F. St. John.
W. D. M. -Miss Fannie Stevens
W. R. H. S.—George Ulmer.
W. L. H. S.—Miss L. Woodill.
The following

were

Revival Services.
The Gospel Mission was full last night when
Rev. Homer A. King preached a very impressive sermon from II Tim. ii:3. After an earnest invitation several came to the altar for
prayers. To-night Mr. King will lecture on
the Transfiguration, using one of the large

paintings. At 9 a. m. to-morrow there will be
a social service; at 10.30 a. m., Sabbath school;
at 3 p. m. Mr. King will preach from Dan.
iii:7, using the great chart to illustrate; at
G.30 there will be a season of song, followed by
All are invited to these
a sermon on charity.

meetings.___
[Roller Skating.
This pleasing and entertaining exercise will
b8 introduced at Congress Hall next Wednesday evening. Every effort will be made by
the management to make this rink all that can
be desired.
Competent aids will be present tc
assist beginners ana teacn an tne lancy moveThe Marshall skate will be used,
ments.
which is becoming popular in all the leading
rinks.
10 p. m.

regular session will be from 7.30 to
Music will be furnished by Chandler.

The

Letter Carriers’ Report.
The following is the letter carriers’ report for
October, 1881:
DELIVERED.
Letters.
Cards.....

29,060
Papers. 67,521

contribution of $40.

flames

minutely

The Hanlan-Ross Race.
The Lewiston Journal says that the Maine
Central railroad offered Hanlan and Ross, the
oarsmen, the sum of 83,500 in cash, if they
would row there approaching race on Lake
Maran'cook. If the oarmen had accepted, the
Maine Central proposed to have the race come

No. 86, Saccarappa, was the first to respond
which it did Wednesday evening with a
In the back store of Dr. Edward Mason yesterday, a mixture which he was treating boiled
over, and the stove being open, the liquid
ought fire and blazed to the ceiling. The

Wfir<1 t,still AS

The Lewiston Swindler.
The creditors think that they are on the
track of Ulric Chaltiain,the fugitive Lewiston
grocer and embezzler. They have ascertained
that several letters have been written by Chaltrain stating that he is in Canada and proposes
to open a store there. They also have information accounting for the mysterious way in
The fellow
which Chaltrain eluded them.

who was

Bovs Winter Caps, 25o, Coe, the Hatter.

t.ViA

remaining unsold, as well as those in the grocery store, will be disposed of by gift.

City Marshal Bridges
Cob beats them all

nn

COLLECTED.

80,996
Letters..
..... 33,650
Cards
Papers. 12,066
..

....

Serious Accident.
We hear that John Andigee, the wel
known colored man of this city, while travel
ling with a show in New Hampshire had a leg
taken off by falling under a railroad car anc
the wheel going over It. The doctors amputated the limb at the knee, but gangrene set ii
and it had to bo amputated at the thigh.
Free Baptist Missionary Society.
The Free Baptist Missionary Society is hold
iDg its annual meeting in Allbarn. The iirs
session was held Wednesday evening. A ser
mon was preached by Rev. J. W. Parsons o:
“Christian Beneficence,” from the text, “Free
ye have received, freely give.”
Thursday morning, a prayer meeting wa
held in the vestry from 9 to 9.30 o’clock. 1
business meeting of the board followed. Th
report of the corresponding secretary was sat
mittod to the board, prior to its presentation t
the public, and was approved. Another sut
ject for consideration was a basis for a un<on c
this state society with the parent board. N
decision was reached, and it is still an ope:
question. Interesting addresses were then de
livered as follows:
By ltev. J. B. Davis, “How Best to Consoli
date Weak Churches;” by Rev. S. C. Whil
comb, “The Most Economical Use of Horn
Missionary Money;” by Rev. J. M. Lewder
“The Relation of litis Society to the Educ;
tional Interests of Maine.” The addresse b
elicited discussion.
In the afternoon, at two o’clock, the repoi 1
of the corresponding secreiary, Rov. H. i
White of Bath, was read. He presented a n 1
cord of the society’s work in strengthenin ?
weak churches, during the year, and especiall S’
of the labors ot the State Missionary, Rev. Mi
1
Boyd. During the year, he has attended fi
teen quarterly meetings, and two yearly mee iings, preached 200 sermons, and travelled 3,0t 0
miles. He has raised $500 in money, and ol
tained several bequests and legacies.

ly

At the close of this very interesting repor ;,
there were able addresses as follows: By M
Rufus Deering, “The Claims of this Social •
upon the churches of Maine.” By Rev. J. «
Hall, “The Relation of our State WorktoGei i-

eral Home Missionary Interests.”

PATIENCE.

“Patience, or Bunthorne’s Bride,” the latest work of Messrs. Gilbert and Sullivan, reoeived its first representation in Portland last
evening before a very large, fashionable and
critical audience, tbe audience, without doubt,

sane

a

AROOSTOOK

their arrangement,
iting
while others have piled Pelion upon Ossa, so
to .speak, turning their apartments into old
curiosity shops. These tethetics have also
adopted a language of their own, a style of
costume, and carriage of the person, and even
a

copy of what the lords and ladies of medieval times believed to be the correct thing.
All this Gilbert has satirized most admirably
in the dialogue of the operetta, which fairly
sparkles, while Sullivan has linked to the
words some of the most delightful music im-

cold at first but became, gradually, stirred
up, and towards the close of the first act applauded liberally. One feature, that has been
a source of the great success of this piece when
presented elsewhere, was wanting in this pro-

We refer to the superb costumes of
the {esthetic school which have made a good
part of the reputation attained by other comStill the extravaganza was well
panies.
enough put upon the stage, and will probably
become one of the principal operas in the repertoire of the troupe. The orchestra was fair
duction.

The Ventilating Water-proof Company of
Kennebunk, with a capacity for forty to sixty
cates per day, is now running about 123 hands
and reports business rapidly increasing,and will
soon be in full operation with about 100 hands.

Merry has got something to say in this

ing’s paper

tomers

readers.

at fair

prices.

a man does lives long after him, so the
really good medicine will last for ages,
and although Dr. Grave*’ Balsam of Wild Cherry
and Tar may be new to you, its healing properties
have long been known and apprcci ted, and when
we reoemmend you to give Dr. Graves’ Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar a trial for the oertain cure of
Sore shroat, Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough.
Hoarseness, &c., we only ask you to use and be benefited by the same medicine that has given so mnch

The

good

virtues of

a

relief t o others. The Mat eria Medioa does not furnish better remedies for the di oases of the pulmonary organs thm Wild Cherry and Tar. Their virbeen known and appreciated, and
tues have

long

you cannot fail Of relief if you
Bals-m a trial *ben afflicted.
cts.; large bottle, only 60-cts.

give Dr, Graves’
Sample bottle 10

Biliousness, Dyspepsia. Constipation, or LivComplaint, use Improved Family Catharic Fills,
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, 25 cts. per box.
salo at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co., Portland,
For

er

91,000 Shares

OP UTAH.

CO.

TRUST

ADVERTISEMENTS

#1* is paving daily nearly $2000 for death losses.
7 It has for t«n sears given to the public printed
detailed statements of its dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.

Katrina liflfln

nutria

ROBES,
WOLF
ROBES.
We are now ready to show an immense stock of
Our robes are all plush
Wolf and Buffalo Rob*s.
lined and the prices are low.

Middle street, looking at a patent folding boat,
a red faced, rather good looking, youngish man
with a cigar in his mouth, fell into conversation with him, and made many inquiries about
the boat, and also ascertained that the other

LAP
ROBES.

stranger in the city. He shortly .switched off from the subject of the wonderful boat
to that of another and greater curiosity—the
"greatest curiosity he had ever seen” namely
the horse which had but two legs. Tbe animal, he said, bad been imported, and would
was a

We liava in

exhibition, but “could
now be seen in a stable a few steps off.” “Come
on let’s see it.” The Bridgton man accepted the
invitation with an alacrity which went to show
that he was an easy victim to the trap, at the
same time, however, he kept a sharp lookout
for his pocket book. The delightful stranger
led him down a deserted street, keeping up a
running fire of conversational remark “and at
length told him bow a rascal at the county
fair had swindled him out of twenty dollars;

some

on

stock about thirty

elegant designs

in

different

patterns,

plush.

TRUNKS
HORSE
Blankets

which he paused to illustrate. He displayed
five address cards, on the back of one of which
was written in pencil, President Arthur’s name
and on the front of which was an infinitesimal
dot, by which mark the rascal could win the
$20 bet that he could draw the Arthur card

This year we have putin twenty-five styles ol
Horse Blankets, and the prices are way down.

GLOVES
AND
BAGS

roll of bank bills. Bridgton man was invited to draw the card—but he
just didn’t that time, but bid them an affec
tionate good day, and walked off. When he
a

turned to look for them, they had disappeared.
It was his “game” to play with them until he
could secure help and their arrest, buttbeuttei

We have Zinc, Canvas and
also make them to order.

Sole Leather trunk!

__

The St. George Murder.

and that Nathan F. Hart was subsequently
convicted of her murder, and sentenced t<

an

offer of the

George
Montgomery who is weakminded.from epileptit

fits states that ho was near the house of Mrs
Meservey on the night of the murder and sav
the crime committed. The murderer, he sayB
was not Hart and he gives the name of a mai
who he says is the guilty party. It would bi ,
unjust to repeat the name of the accused par
ty, especially as Montgomery goes on to relat

:

the movements of the murderer before Mrt
(Meservey returned home and while the hous j

eodtf

NEVTWALTlAi AND ELJ
W atclies,

octSl

111111

large

These

prominent Professional Men.

HEALTH

selling all the

novo

I

For the better accommodation of my Eastern
Wholesale Trade, I shall on Saturday, Nov. 6th,
re-open the old stand No. 560 Congress street, as a
depot for my popular brands of

oigars.
In connection with this, at retail may he found a
full line of Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes, &c. I can and
will sell the best 5 and 10 cent Cigars in this or any
other city. All who call will receive his money’s
worth every time.

*C. H. STEBBINS,
NO.

STREET.

560 CONGRESS

eod2w*

novB

IWllLGOODS
We shall Exhibit

Wednesday,

A Choice Stock of Silks, Sliawis, Table
Linens, Dress Goods, Sackings, Cloakings, Trimmings, &c-, including the
Novelties of the season, and invite our
patrons and the public to eall and see
them.

PLATED
WARE

509 Congress St.
^

oc29

MUTUAL TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW-YORK.
Will for six years from date hereof pay fifteen cent
m
per share per annum, on the shares represented
this certilleate, payable semi-annually on Januar

July

let.

,

rt'ui.......Treasurer.

JOB LOT

ULSTERS,
stock will be
found second to none
in the city and our
prices please the closest buyers.

our

Dont Buy

UNDERWEAR
—AND—

urtoicpv
■

■ IWWIQMI*

Job Lot RUBBER CIRCULARS at
Best bargain in Portland.
iANKETS—We are prepared to offer
special bargains in Wnite and Colored
Blankets.
UNDER WEAR-We hare a large line
of Ladies’ and Gents’ Underwear in
white and colored, that we shall offer
at the lowest price. Please examine
them.
We haTe the best $1 & $1.25 FELT
SKIRT in the city; examine it.
We hare a fine assortment of DRESS
GOODS, Silks, Satins. Plushes,
Velvets, together with Bnttons, Girdles, Fringes, &c., to match all shades.
We are offering special bargains in Lace
Collars, Lace and Mall Ties, Black and
White Silk Fichns, Hosiery, Glores,
Corsets, &c.

11.50.

Sola agent* tor the Celebrated Harper’s Bazar
Pattern*.

9

until you have examined our stock. We
Fine
mean business.
goods and low prices
is our motto.

F. A. ROSS & CO.
Congress & Brown Sts.
eodtf

Cor.
oct22

GRAND DISPLAY
-OF-

FALL and WINTER

STUDLEY,

Dress Goods.

253 Middle M.
nov4__

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros’

Pianos,

Indorsed b) ANNIE LOUISE CARE.
Also

a

ohoioe

stock of ftrat-olast

i

or

obtained.

novo

•

3 Free St.

Block,

•

JBTLANB.
dt<

sep29

CHAMBERLIN k HOMSTEO
Will display this morning, Sept. 17th, a very fine
assortment of Fall and Winter DKKI9M <JOOD*
wirh many novelties for trimmings, such as all wool
Silk ami Wool Stripes, Velvets, Plushes,
iIks and Satins.
Slaids,
selected and purchased

our stock of Dress
in the season, it enables us to exbibit a
could we do if it bad been dethan
variety
greater
ferred until the present time.
We extend a cordial invitation to all our cD8bo<
mere and fronds to come and see our new goods
which we shall take great pleasure in showing.

Having

Goods

early

CHAMBERLIN k HOMSTEO,

BEADY.

0

o

:

■

aug201sd6i a

Attention
Special
Jne4

to

Repairing of all kinds
eodtf

S. R. NILES,
Advertising Agent,
HOHTON
6 TREMONT ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers In a
ltles and towns of the United States, Canada and
British Provinces.

Congress

and Elm Sts.

eodll

Rooms to Let.
Furnished, large and pleasant,
with board, in nice location up
Portland
Address “C,”
town.
Press Office,
...

NOW

Carriages of all descriptions of our
own manufacture. The lowest prices
in the State, taking quality and
style into consideration.

Cor.
s«pl7

ootll___3rdp

21 and 23 Preble Street
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Sat Tu Tb & Sat
_

Me.

Samuel Thurston,

to

THOMAS J. HURLEY & CO
18 Wall-st., New York,
Where maps, reports, and full information can l

aalboro\

511 Congress Street.

Carriage Manufacturers,

tb

the Mutual Trust Company, Trustee, or t
the undersigned, and should aocompany tbe sul
scriptiou. Subscriptions will be received until tb
20th day of November, 1881, at 3 o'clock p. m
and the allotments made on the following day.
Applications may be made to
;
THE MUTUAL TRUST COMPANY,
115 Broadway, New Y’ork,

J. M. DYER & CO.,
T. J. AKELEY & CO.,

OF

Best Style Prints

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

oc4-S,T,Th tf

codtl

NOTICE.

on

Oct. 5,

—AND—

season

CLOAKS,
DOLMANS,

dtf

MONEY!

SILVER

for 87 1-2 cents.

LIFT ROOMS

201 MIDDLE STREET.

WATCHES,
DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY,

goods have been

AKTD

Flint, M. D.,
New York.
I have derived, personally, advantage from its
use. and I have known of its having proved beneficial in several instances. Judiciously used it secures the benefits of physical exercise to both body
and mind.
T. Til. B. Cross, M.
New [York.
Systematically used it imparts increased bodily
and mental vigor, and will be found particularly
valuable in toning up the muscles of the back and
loins.

THE

in COIN S1LVE1I CASES >
only $8.50, warranted.

MM, 531COMSS 31

to the

Trust Company.

ed pro rata for amounts exceeding $2,500.
Checks in payment may be made payable to

197 Middle Street.

Agts. ecdJy

Austin

al

order of

novo

Gorham,

from

under,

HATTER

Local

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT

$2 10 per share.
By spocial contract between tho Syndicate am
the Mutual Trust Company, a fund sufficient fo
the purpose has been deposited with the Trui
Company to cover the interest on the preferre*
stock for a period of six years.
Interest will be adjusted to coinmenoe on date o [
subscription.
The following is the form of the guaranty of in
tereat which is printed upon tho face of the certili
cates and signed by the proper officer of the Mut
ual

Owing

M^nsnsrs

sam<

inscription by the undersigned

New York.1881. ido >,
Fifteen ce.,ts per share JeeQital to 7 1-10 per oou
per annum upon tbe tubseriptibii price.
Allotments will be made in full of amounts o
and the remainder will be allot
*2,500 and

THE

State prison for life. There have been doubti
in the minds of some people as to jthe correct
ness of the conclusions of the jury, .many be
lieving that Hart is an innocent man. Thii
week’s Itockland Opinion contains a somewha
remarkable story alleged to have been told U
the wardeu of the State prison by a convict
named Montgomery who belonged in St
and has been in prison a year for rapt

made for

TO
BUY

-FOR-

.uv w«w

purchased by a syndicate,

now

McLELLAN,

Brier Extracts from Testimonials

nent.”
Since the foregoing report was written furthei
developments have been made which warrant th<
belief that, with an outlay of less than $100,000
the company will be able to place the mines in £
dividend paying condition within the coming year
The entire amount of the treasury stock of tin
company remaining unsold (91,000 shares) having

1st and

COE,

It will be recollected that three or four veari
ago an old lady by the name of Sarah Meservey
was found murdered in,her house at St. George

nov5

■

Our Young Gen‘8’ and Broadway silk hats are sell
ing very ast $3.00 will buy a new style silk hat
We have all the late New York, Philadelphia anc
stiff hats, also children’s hats in great variety.

their victim ere he could have time to reason
out the illogical and otherwise transparent

LEWIS

report

an

Tuuauic

must

*

-ASD-

assaying

been

Silk Hats

performance was rapid, audit was evidently
the design of the two worthies to entangle

PORTLAND,

vein

of the
extract from the
sent out by the Board of Direc“We
tors in duly last to examine the property:
found in the Spanish Tunnel a fine shewing of lowgrade galena ore. This tunnel has been driven a
length of 34 feet—all in mineral. In the Republic the
tunnel has been driven 38 feet, with the expectation
of cross-cutting tno vein, which, by the croppings,
shows a width of from 50 to 150 feet. They are
which has
putting down a shaft also on this mine,
ali eady reached a depth of 50 feet. In company
tli«
we
descended
of
Tim
with Mr.
Foley,
Leadviile,
shaft and found all the workings in a solid body ol
and
with
depth
low-grade gelana ore, improving
very promising. We next visited the Vanderbilt
mine, and there found a tunnel, which is now in 38
next
feet, the woi kings also being in mineral. The commine visited was-the Wolcott, which to your
mittees eems the most promising claim of all. In
the upper tunnel of this mine, which is now in 21
moderately:
f*er, ihey have struck mineral
but the most important fact is, it shows the continuity of the immense vein running through this greal
below we lounc
property. Several hundred feet
the Cope Tunnel, which is now in 05 feet. This tun
a
vein
of
nel has expose
copper ore showing a
width of from 20 to 25 feet, yielding about 30 per
cent in copper. It is proposed to ruu in 45 feet
further and then cross cut the vein. If we get the
veic'here as we have it elsewhere, and only a moderate grade of ore, we will have one of the largesl
tollowlng is

Special Committee

is

we

absence of any other person in that vicinity
just at that time foiled his plans. The whole

the

and
you now that these mines will be the biggest
best ever opened, and fully equal to the Horn Silver.
confirms my
Everyone who has seen these mines
Superintendent Couch is pushing the
opinion.
work with ail post-ible speed, and he is the most
competent man in the Country.”

mines ana

when the five had been shuflied. At this juncture, a third man came up hurriedly and inquired for “Harrington’s.” Was told they
didn’t know. No. 3 got greatly interested in
the card trick, which culminated in his betting (?) twenty dollars that the Bridgton man
couldn’t draw the Arthur card, and his hand-

indications of

West th*t exhibits features so favorable to the development of a great mine, nor one with the samelindted developments that I feel so safe in recoin
mending to the public. Its far-faired neighbor, the
Horn Sliver, with the same openings, was no comparison. But at a depth of one hundred feet it had
no rival.”
All ot the North Horn Silver workings consisting
of four tunnels and two shafts, are now in mineral
—th? Cote Tunnel being in a heavy body of rich
copper ore.
Mr. J. E. Bamberger, the well-known merchant
of Salt Lake City, under date of May 27,1881,
writes concerning this property:
*‘I arrived here early this morning and visited the
mines of the North Horn Silver Company. I found
the developments in a mos; satisfactory condition,
and much beyond my sanguine expectations. They
are now sinking a shaft on ihe Great Republic, and
cross-cutting the vein of the Wolcott. Both of these
workings are in mineral corresponding with that of
the Horn Silver, and of a much more promising
character than the Horn Silver ever had with the
same amount of work.
Furthermore, the croppings
of these mines are the same ss ihose of the Horn
The
Great
Silver.
Republic an 1 Wolcott veins are
from 150 to 200 feet wide, and I do not think there
ia another vein of this extent in the country. I tell

The

DOWN.

itst

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,

traversing the several claims mentioned, are, in my
or vein of
opinion, indicative of a valuable property
I know of no vein in the
ore at no great depth.

WOLF

The Place

STATE A«T., AUBURN.

*

or

MARK

T. T. Merry

the vein from the first location made
because of the immense unparalleled
argentiferous lead ore developed there-

"The surface features

DEALER.
oati

•

of
for
has
The Mutual Li'e of New
of liabilities.
every
i of
The Northwestern Mutual has about
to the Mutual Life’s and
rates for insur4. It
the
full
ance, thus
cies.
has assets
to its
5. It has
49 more than it ho*
on
»inee ire
received for
lion, a showing never raaue-'by any other company
at the same age. (note the power of compound iater-

applied to
body*of*

ATJJCN.

c. w.

General MerchanRegular sale of
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
oet3dtf
m.
Consignment^ solicited.

a

The North Horn Silver Mining Company is organ
ized under the laws of the State of New York, with
a capital of $4,000,000 in 4*j0,000 shares, full-paid
and uon-assessable. The company has acquired title
te the Great Republic, Spanish, Wolcott, Rosa, Cornstock-; and Vanderbilt mines, embracing more than a
mile or the f mdua Horn Silver Ledge, near Friseo,
Utah; about 225 miles southwest of Salt Lake City.
1 he Spanish mine ib only 1,600 feet from the Eiorp
Silver Mine, and the croppings of the North Horn Si1vor Ledge in many places show a width of 160 feet of
vein matter.
Concerning the Horn Silver Ledge
Professor J. S. Newberry, of the Columbia School
oi Mihes, and an authority in both this country and
Europe, *ays: “The Horn Silver Mine contaius the
most valuable body of silver ore known to exist in
’*
And again: “The norn
any mine in the world:
Silver Mine stands to day as having a greater aacer»tkg«
■rfiw imn« kwow*;1
“,**y
taino*
As an Indication of the richness of the ledge it
silver
Horn
that
the
be
said
produced in the
may
first nine months of this year nearly $1,100,000.
iltiiI the quarter y dividends amouut to $300,000.
The properties owued by the North Horn Silver
by Thomas
Company have been reported on
Couqu, formerly superintendent of the Horn Silver,
Professors
indorsed
is
his
Newberry
and
by
report
and Ofayton. Mr. C uch, in his report says:
of
the veto
a
embraces
of
these
claims
part
“Each

to.

18 Exchange 81.

BAILEY,
Furniture and

cost.
insurance at
It
insurance
It
any other
company.
amount of assets in propor3. It holds a
than any other
tion to its
Insurance
New
The Northwestern has
every
liabilities.

OF NEW-YOBK.
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INTEREST AT 7 PER CENT PER ANNUM,
PAYABLE IN GOLD ON JANUARY 1 AND
JULY 1, FOR SIX YEARS, GUARANTEED AND PAYABLE BY

upon It, and

NEW

SHOE

Salesroom
V. O.

stock of* Fine Dress
LIFE IMKDCK COI0PASY. Goods we have on hand
and net wishing to
(CH1BTEBED 1SJJ).
carry them over, we
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
$18,346,212 have this day marked
Assets, Jan. 1st, 1881,
Surplus (New York Standard
4,062,234 down a large line of
Amount paid to Policy
Holders since its Organinice goods from $1.00
zation over
25,000,000
and $1.25 to the low
Seven of the Many Reasons Why You
Should Have Policy in this Company.
prices of 62c, and
actual
1.
gives yon
2.
cheaper than
gives you
75c. We shall at the
greater
liabilities
large company.
same time offer one
York
[See
Report.]
$100 of
$128.50 for
case of fine all wool
The Connecticut Mutual has $115 for every $100
liabilities.
York
$114.80
armures, in all the
$10o
$
surplus
Connecticut Mutual’s $1.
new fall
shades, 44
established
maintains
security against contingenreserving
inches wide, at the
paid
policy holders, and
901
868
hand, $5
of 50c.
low price
organiz*premiums

MINING COMPANY

cilnn.

dtd

Mutual

North Horn Silver

_a.i_IT™_

novD

JOBTBWBSTEM

Stock

OF THE

__

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

F. O.
nov2

BROWN,

THE

Sign_dlt

nov6

»

shall

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

of Gold Hat.

237 Middle St„

THE MUTUAL

tobacco.

The Bridgton News says: One of our citizens, while at Portland the other day was the
intended victim of the twenty dollar card trick,
which bas been “tried on” at fairs in this region quite frequently. While standing on

plot.

our

Nov 12th, at 3 o’clock p. m.,
the large Brick Block of
situated on the west side of Karris
Street. Lot 124v97 ft. Also a lot of land situated
on the westerly side of sa d street, 96 H ft. on Parris St. and about 81 ft. deep. Also a lot on East
side of said street, about 134x102 ft. Also a largo
parcel of Flats and uplands adjoining above lot*.
For terms and full description of property see advertisement in Daily Argus.
ROSWELL M. RICHARDSON,
Administrator Estate N. L. Woodbury.
I

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

hatteh,

the

C. H. Stebbins, the well known cigar maker,
will be found at 5G0 Congress .street, where he
will keep a splendid assortment of cigars and

Not So Green.

ing his confederate

all

please

that will

morn-

Merry is constantly getting all the fresh styles
and shapes, and disposing of them to his cus-

WOV/UVUI

placed

All

kinds.

MERRY

You need not neglect your business when
troubled with a Cough or Cold, if you only use
a reliable remedy at ouce.
Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup i3 the best remedy we know of. Price
only 25 cents.

The Gerster concert, to be given at City
Hall on the 19th, will prove one of the musical events of the year 3nd the plan at Stcckbridge’s shows a large advance sale.
One evening next week Mrs. Hawes, Bertie
Webb, violinist, and the Weber Club will give
a concert at Saccarappa in the Congregational
church course.
The comic opera, in three acts, by C. Hilloecker, “Das Verwunschene” (The Haunted
Castle") with Mme. Marie Geistinger in the
cast, was performed at the Thalia Theatre,
New York, Thursday evening for the first
time in America.
Mme. Janauschek, at the Union Square,
New York, next Monday evening will make
her first appearance in Mr- Salmi Morse’s new
play, “The Doctor of Lima.” This will be
looked forward to with curiosity. Mme. Janauschek has another new drama which she
will bring out shortly in Boston.

t e

All

1881,

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

Goods sent C. 0 D., with privilege to extmim

Preferred, Registered, Treasury

YOEK COUNTY.

NOTES.

long

Ladies’ Cloaks.
prices- 40c and up.
for

lOlli,

SATURDAY,
sell
ON
Five Hou«ra,

It 421 CONGRESS STREET.

FUR TRIMMINGS

NOV.

Administrator’s Sale at Auction.

Children and Misses*
School Boots,

will buy our entire new stock Silk Hatlatest fall styles.

will wairanl

For fall and winter. A large stock to fit anj
man, and prices to suit film.

COUNTY.

pound.

the audience is continually with him, and it
seems entirely natural that Uncle Dan’l should
be considerate, daring and even heroic. A
and actions
hundred different«expressions
each brought down the house, and he was enat the
the
curtain
before
called
thusiastically
close of every act.

ere

we

GENTS’ GLOVES.

Between 817,000 and 818,000 were collected
at the Bangor Custom House in Ootober.

open and honest as day, but with determination in all its lines. He knows but one way,
that of duty, but his heart is as tender as a
child’s. Such is Mr. McAuley’s Deputy Sheruamo

Gems. Our $2.00 Hats
the best for the money.

are

as

er.

oc26-dtd

Fine Stylish Goods in all the leading styles.

OUR $1.00 HATS

Real Estate, Machinery, Fixtures and Tool

inch train, with all the machinery appertaining to
the manufacture of rails and bar iron.
The property is prov ded with a thoroughly built
wharf, at which vessels of 800 tons capacity can lie
at low water, and is directly connected by rail with
all the railroads centering at Portland.
Possession given at once.
J. W. LEAVITT, Treas.

MEN’S

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

narrow-

M N’S

cense.

The mill of H. S. & S. S. Quimby in Wesley
containing single saw and shingle machine was
burned on Saturday evening between dark and
seven o’clock,together with an amountjof lumber and shingles. Cause uukuown, as there
had been no person at work there for two
woeks. Loss 81000; no insurance.
All departments of the ironworks at Pembroke will probably commence running next
week, the first time in several years.
Good beefsteak sells in Machias at 12 cents a

Button, all widths from the
est t > the widest.

SALE.

AT 3 O’CLOCK, P. M.
The property of the Company consists of 69 acres
of land on tide water, in the town of Cape Elizabeth.
Cumberland County, within ten minu'es drive of
the City of Port’and. Besides the mill buildings,
the Company owns 55 tenements in 28 buildings,
one hall used for church purposes, *wo stores and a
thorouglv well fitted office, with fire proof vault,
and all modern improvements. All the buildings
are in gor-d repair.
The mill contains one 10 inch train and one 18

Jers»V Cloth Top Congress. Men’s Jersey Single Sole Congress, bevel edge AA, A, B
and C. Men’s French Calf Balmorals
—AA, A, B and C.

of Chelsea has been arrested
and committed to jail by U. S. Marshal Farfor
selling
liquors without a U. S. lirington

“Uncle Dan’l” by Barney Macauley and company next Monday and Tuesday evenings.
The Buffalo Express says:—“Mr. McAuley’s
Uncle Dan’l is not a caricature, but an honest
Uncle
Down Easter, simple and rugged.
Dan’l is in form a tower of strength, his face

V*

French Kid

MILL

the Ligonia Iron Company, will be sold
THEofauction,
without reservo, to the highest bidSublicat the Mills,

THURSDAY,

Children's wear.

LADIES’

Joseph Hoyt

Will ffivftfl

FOR

Spring Heel Boots—A. B, C and F—the proper

dangerous.

MrB. Carter looked exceedingly well as Patience, and, sang, for the most part, very acceptably. She was not well and it was an effort for her to go through with the part, but as
the opera proceeded the excitement partially
removed the pressure of her illness and she
was heartily encored for her excellent rendering of tbe beautiful ballad “Love is a plaintive
song,” in which her artistic method was admirably shown and her trills were very sweet
and bird-like. Miss Grayson made a very
pleasing Lady Angela, while the gentlemen
were all good. Mr. Perri as Gresvenor, was
admirable. As the “idyllic poet,” with his
velvet suit, and his long flowing blonde locks,
his languid poses, and his delicious intonations,
he fairly took first honors. Mr. Molten as tbe
Duke sang “Your maiden hearts” so’well that
he received the compliment of an encore. Mr.
Maflin as Bunthorne, the “fleshly poet,” was
hardly our idea of the character, but he made
it very amusing, especially in connection with
Mr. Smith's “Lady Jane.” As to the latter
much
created
while it
characterization
laughter, we do not think it quite what Gila
her
bert intended as he called
“gaunt, formidable, portentous, black-haired asthete.”
Messrs. Dalton and Allen were respectively
good as the Colonel and Major.
The music, as we said, is delightful, both
brilliant and pleasing. g^L'ho finales of the two
acts where the soldiers and maidens balance
each other in the chsrus, with the solos interjected by the principals; the delightful chorus,
“Prithee, pretty maiden”; the charming sextette, “I hear the Boft note of the echoing
veice”; the chorus of maidens, “Turn, oh
turn”; the quartette, “If Sophir I choose to
marry”; and the sturdy, solid soldier music,
are a few of the beauties of the opera.
The extravaganza will be repeated this 'afnoon in place of “Olivette” and it should be
In the evening the “Masseen by every one.
cotte” will be presented.
uncle dan’l.
The sale of tickets at Portland Theatre indicates large audiences at the performances of

ROLLING

Cloth Top Button, with low vamp, box too,
quarter over vamp—A A, A, B, C and D.

Boots for

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dtd

F. O.
nov2

CHILD REN’S

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

was

Ill

!

COUNTY.

On Wednesday afternoon, near 5 o’clock,
Daniel Kimball, stage driver from West Mt.
Vernon to North Vienna, took his team to meet
the mail carrier on the lower end of the route,
at West Mt. Vernon bridge, which .is np for
repairs. He drove near this side rapidly, and
turned buick under the guy rope to the derrick
A large iron hook on a rope unobserved just
high enough to catoh him in the right side of
his throat, cut his throat almost from ear
to ear—wound five inches long and two and
a half irches deep at base of tongue—dragging
him from the wagon. His injuries are very

Exchange Street.

Sold only

LADIES’

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The company last evening apparently gave
Patience for the first time, and yet they gave
an interesting and effective
performance despite faults and deficiencies. The audience

VOW

Fine N. Y. Boots ter Lad ©s’
at Sign of the Gold Boot.

John C. Stewart of Farmington has recently
sold portions of his wild lands, situated in the
town of Ivingfield and Mt. Abram township,
He reserves a
bo called, amounting to $6,78!).
This
square mile, 640 acres, as a“ntst egg.”
about
Stewart
property originally cost Mr.
his
and
cents
during
|iwnership
per acre,
eight
he has taken off about 500,000 M of spruce and
pine, and about 1500 M shingles. The sale is
to Boston parties for cash.

aginable.

Island, ®ape

at

one-half acre of land well cultivated and laid out
with fruit trees. Ac. Also at same time another lot
containing 20,290 square feet of choice land for
building or gardening Terms made known at Mis.
For particulars, call on Enoch Knight, No. 100

many styles, all widths and
sizes.

wear.

large,

true

in

BOYD’S

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

artistic taste in

nnA thn annamKIna

Walking Boots,

dark colored animal was seen one
day last week in Darwin Ingall’s cornfield, in
South Bridgton bv two of hie hired men, Mr.
As
Eugene Martin and Mr. Albert Trumbull. and
they approached he uttered hideous cries,
“Great
of
the
made for the woods, in
vicinity
Hill.” He is described as resembling somewhat a cat, having a bushy tail like a fox, of
dark color, size two-thirds that of a large dog,
and uttering at times a cry almost human.
A

w*

consisting of a set of new buildings—convenient ana
well arranged house, shed and stable. There is about

They have been enjoying good sleighing in
Aroostook county. A surveying party number
ing fifteen, from the Maine Central, left Fort
Fairfield last week, on a sled drawn by six
beautiful horses over eight inches of snow.

China and embroidery that has seized upon a
certain set who have adorned their rooms with
Japanese curios, old tapestry and costumes
from the antique, some of the devotees exhib-

a

ett,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

requires thorough
the spectator, of the “{esthetic craze,” sccalled, which has fully taken possession of society in London, and which, in a mild form,
has gained a slight foothold in some of our
larger cities. We have all read of, and some
of us have seen, the rage for pottery, old

kind of versification which they considered

at 12 o’clock

A meeting o£ the executive committoe of the
Maine Universalists convention was held in the
vestry of the Auburn Uoiversalist church Wednesday afternoon. Ara Cushman, Esq., president of the convention, presided. It was decided to continue the mission work another year.
Af-rangements were made for procuring the
funds to carry on the work, and the Rev. Mr.
Mead is reengaged till the annual meeting of
the convention in June.

Boston singer of repute, for its prima donna,
and which has earned an enviable record for
its production of Audran’s “Mascotte.”
“Patience” is a musical extravaganza that
a
knowledge on the part of
a

an

m.,
TUESDAY, Nov. 8th,
ONsituated
shall sell the homestead of the late Eliza Flck,Elizabeth,
Turner’s

idiotic person.

majority

SALES,

Desirable Real Estate at Turner’s Island
bj Auction.

STATE NEWS.

of the musical dilettanti
of the'city. Tbe company was the Grayson
opera troupe, which has Mrs. H. E. H. Carter,

embracing

or

AUCTION

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

was in darkness, indicating that if there is anj
truth in his story he himself was the murderer
While the authorities are making some investigation to test the story there seems to be nc
good reason for attaching much credit.to it. I|
is probably simply the wild talk of a half in-

MUSIC AND THE DEAMA.

G-. A. K.

An

elegant assortment

of

FRENCH, GERMAN,
ENGLISH & PRANG’S AMERICAN

CHRISTMAS CARDS,
tlie finest ever shown in Portland. Gome and se(
them before buying. And we bavo the largest
and fiueet stock of Art Goods in the State.

STUBBS
16 TEMPLE ST.,
novl

BROS.,
PORTLAND, ME
eodlw

dti

Removal.
William Senter &

Co.,

Watch, Clock, Jewelry and Nnntical Store, removed to

No. 51

Exchange street,

directly opposite thoir old

stand_sep6dm3

BEAUTIFUL PARLOR LAMPS.
FINE ART STORE,
593 CONGRESS

STREET.

(jtrusITdav.is,,,

I KE PRESS.
Mother Mine.
When by the ruddy fire I rend,
lit <>T»e old volume and another,
Those ballads haunted by f*ir women,
One of them always seemed mv mother.
In storied song she dwelt, among
Those fairest women nnde> heaven,
The foam o* Binnorie’s bonny mill-dam*,
The bowing birks, the sisters seven.

(which I had been imwas
plored to bring with me), but which
nevertheless gratifying. It was all very
pleasant and homelike, and I quite forgot

thank

Bnrd Helen h%d ihoee great gray eyee,
Tbeir rajs from shadowy 1-shes fl nglng;
Th^t smile me wiusome bride of Yarrow,
Before her tears were sett© singing.

Ballynoggin.
My mother,

in the pride of her heart,
took me to pay visits with her all over the
came
country, so that when the first Sufiday
round I felt quite intimate with at least half
the congregation.
“Who was the funny old lady in a yellow
bonnet and furs, sitting under the pulpit?’’
I asked after dinner.
“Miss Corbett of Brookwood” said my
mother. “You know we called there on
Thursday, but she was out.”
“And the little nigger with her?”
“Oh! that’s a real African prince, her
latest pet, son of Oko Jumbo, king of Bonherny. She wanted a heathen to convert,
of
self, and the missionaries had no end introuble to steal this one for her, as she
sisted on his being of good family,” Gertie

Fair Kos&moa1 was taU as she was.
In those fixed fancies of my childhood.

And when she sang-ah, when she sang!
Bird- are less sweet, and flutes no clearer
In aac eut halls 1 saw the m-nstro1,
And Bha[.«s long dead arose to haar her.
Dar lues of rou I’vs hoard since then,
But no such t "ice as hers .as. swelling
Like bed-notes on the winds of morning,
All angelhood aboat it dwelling.
more within those regions dim
Of rieh romance my thoughts would place her;
Her Ilf- itself is such a poem
She (Wes not need old names to grace her.

So

Long years hare Act, but such her charm,
It smiles to se- that years are fled er;
Scotch songs are etill as s.oet as ever,

infinitely sweeter.

Tor love, that shines through all her ways,
Hinders the stealthy years from booty:
A soul divinely self forgetful
Has some to blowout In her beauty.

explained.
“She’s wild about pets,” Freda continued,
“and she changes them once a fortnight at
least. The place was just like the parrot

yrhil. the low brow, the silver curl,
The twilight glance aud perfect features,

The rose upon a creamy pallor,
Make her the loveliest ef creatures.

Kow, with the thrill along the tone,
The ligbt that on the face has found her.
As sunbeams flowers, a Btrange remoteness,
Half like a halo, hangs around her.
Half like
I

a hale? Nav,
never saw a picture

indeed,
painted—

Such holy work tbe years have rendered—
So like a woman that is saiut-d.
—Harper') Ba>ar.

[temple Bar J

The

Major’s Monkey.

Wlten I,a very young subaltern,first joined

fusileers)

tbe
my regiment (the royal
depot had been for some six months stationed at tbe delightful town of Pallynoggin,
Manx

county Longford, Ireland.
I suppose my brother officers had by that
time contrived to exhaust all the resources
of tbe neighborhood in tbe way of amusement, for on my arrival I found them reduced to three topics of conversation. First,
snipe shooting—a bog with a bird in it lying
within reach; a second, the sayings and do-

McCrans, dazzling
beauties daughters of the local solicitor, who
kept a '‘car’ge” and resided in a stucco villa
with “Casteiiamare” painted on the little
the three Miss

ings of

lorins oi
green gate, on which the manly
two or more of the royal Manx were generally to be seen lounging, in conversation
with the lovely Ger’idine or Nora; third,
Marillier’s monkey, and why he kept

Major

lfc

The snipe became

a

bore now

and

A

then,

Ger’ldine’s bewitching
Irishism’s or Norah’s conquests might even
flag occasionally, but the mention of Congo’s
in

interest

ore’8

of his latest iniquity brought excitement into our flattest moments direetly.
name

or

Congo was a beautiful little creature, with
long, soft fur, dark face and paws, and gen-

tle, mournful eyes, the temper of a wild cat
He
and the morals of an imp of darkness.
was supposed to reside in a house, made of
in Carmody, the major’s sera wine case,
vant’s room ; but except for the purpose of
secreting his plunder in the straw, never
was found there by any chance.
Every device that the mind of man could
conceive, and Carmody hit upon a fresh one
once a week at least, failed to Becure him.
He bit through leather and rope, untied
knots, picked locks, dislocated chains and
always ended by flying like a demon spider,
up and down every passage aud staircase in
the place —Carmody swearing in his wake—
till he gained some coign of vantage whence
it was impossible to dislodge him.
To appreciate be situation one should
have known the Major.
He was a sedate aud dignified personage
about 40, very quiet aud rather precise a«d
“old raaidish” in his ways. I always suspected that lie considered himself created by
nature to be the regular pattern of the British officer and gentleman, aud intended his
demeanor aud conversation to be instructive
stud'es for us youngsters—each was so perfect in its way. I can’t imagine wiiy we
didn’t detest him. I think we were rather
him a credit to
proud of him and considered
Qd «»» •»
l*ie reglwtettu
good,
au
kind hearted fellow,
fond, and It was
he
that
understood
could, if be
generally
chose, do anything better than anybody else.
He didn’t often choose and generally held
aloof from our sports and pastimes, not ouly
refusing to enter his horse for cur steeple
chase, but actually refusing to lend him to
Miss Norali McCran for the same occasion.
His dresv was a study of cut and color,
from the pai ting of his hair to the toes of
his boots; but I think his rooms impressed
me most -such a sombination of military
precision with feminine prettiness; trophies
of warlike weapons; lace flounces to his
shelves and chimney-board;
tiger-skins,
____

1-...I-

nn«i

ninnnooawa

milifortT mCflolQ

and plans, and old china. He had some
valuable engravings and photographs about,
and over the

fire-place bung

a

large

water-

color sketch, “Brockwood,” Leicestershire
—a
magnificent old baronial residence—
which, without the slightest foundation for
the idea, we all agreed to he the major’s
birthplace or inheritance, of which he had
been somehow wrongfully deprived.
There was a big writing table surrounded
by laden book shelves, at which he spent

most of his spare time, elaborating and revising his great works on tactics, of which
we were wont to speak with respectful admiration. Now imagine over this scene of

peaceful propriety a four-armed fiend, rampaging, leaving destruction in his train;
piaying all manner of impish pranks, hiding
a bottle of “brlllantine,” carefully uncorked, in the major’s boots; swallowing every
stud he possessed under the delusion they
bon hons; or bombarding him with
were
freshly-corrected proof-sheets, crumpled and
chewed into pellets—and you’ll have some
notion of the never-failing zest the existence
of Congo gave to life in Ballynoggin.
Why did he keep it?
Some of Congo’s performances turned him

livid with rage, but never drove him to condemning the brute to exile or execution.
“Every man has his pet extravagance,” he
was wont to say, smiling serenely. “I suppose Congo is mine.”
I never but once saw Major Marillier
nearer to being excited than when a rumor
that Congo was lost arose.
He wasn’t, the beast; he had as many hiding holes as a magpie. My bed was one,
and there he was found, (in company with
Cartnody’s blacking-’>rush, and of the major’s immaculate gaiters, and the big owl’s
head with the red glass eyes that used to
adorn Miss Lavinia McCran’s hat) just in
time to prevent his master from bursting
into tears or offering £100 reward, either of
which seemed imminent.
What did it mean?
We speculated, argued, betted, nearly
fought over it, so disproportionate grew the
excitement In the dull stagnation of our
lives in Ballynoggin, and got no nearer the
truth. Once the solution of the enigma
seemed within our grasp—thanks to Terence

O'Flaherty.
He was

a

local

“squireen,” proprietor

of

the before-mentioned bog, whom, in default
of other society, we used to invite contiuualiv to mess.
He was heavy enough when sober; later
on. great on notne rule ami me ueparieu gi
ries of Ireland and his family, “the fighlin’
Flahertys,’’ duelists of note in the brave days
of old. when Castle Flabrrty was kept up in
princely style, and the clar't in the cellars
would have flooded the country for miles

around.

O'Flaherty was mixing himself some
whisky and water one evening before depart-.
ing. romancin the while gloriously, when
suddenly a black figure descended wi'h a
Bwing and a bound from somewhere, alighting on O’Flaherty’s shoulders—Congo, of
course.
He clawed fast at O’ Flaherty’s hair
with one hand and plunged the other into
the scalding brew, presumably in search of
sugar: then chattering wrathl'ully, upset the
boiling mixture on O'Flaheriy’s legs and
vanished with

a

my uniform

how verv much in love with Norah McCran
I had begun to be one short week ago in

That mouth was Just the month that kis*ed
Sir Crad eke under the g eeo wildwood,

But she is

And that was all we ever got out of him.
I got leave In January, and started homeward joyfully.
My father had been promoted to a good
living in th* country since I left home, and
the fust week of my visit was spent in seeing and being seen. My sisters Freda and
Gerta trotted me all over the place, displaying the church, the cow, the pet old woman,
the schools, the new pony-trap, and the
repoints of view. They treated me with a
was entirely
spect and consideration that
to
novel, and for which I suspected I had

lock of his hair.

O’Flaherty’s language was forcible; well it
might he. Maiiller apologized in tlie hand-

somest manner, butthe blood of the descend
ant of the “fightin’ Flahertys” was up, and
mere words had no power to appease him.
He demanded the instant execution of
Congo, or the satisfaction of a gentleman.
“Are those your only alternatives?” asked
the major gravely.

“They are,” blustered Terence.
“Then I accept the latter”' said Marillier,
unhesitatingly,
“You are a gentleman, bedad 1” exclaimed
O’Flaherty, suddenly sobered. “And if you
think that dirty little haste worth flghtin’
about, Terence O’Flaherty’s not the man to
begrudge you the pleasure. Still, I’d be ready
to overlook it, and let bygones be bygones if
you’d give me one single (lacent reason for
keeping the baste.”
A pause, during which we all grew breath-

less with excitement.
Marillier looked as iniperturable as ever.
“If one reason will afford you satisfaction,
Mr. O'Flaherty, I don't see how I can in
fairness refuse you. I keep the beast becaus—I expect him some day to be worth
£4,000 a year to me.”

house at the Zoo once, when we first came,
and the next thing we heard of her was that
Dr. Burnaby was furious at being sent for
The
o»e winter night to see her kangaroos.
climate wasn’t agreeing with them. She
kept tame snakes once, and they escaped
and were never found. No one dared cross
the park for months after, as they were supposed to be hiding there.”
deal more about Miss CorI heard a

good

bett’s eccentricities before long. She had
taken a violent liking to my father, and
used to send for him constantly, much to
Freda’s disgust, as she had to drive him to
Brockwood, “the man,” a compound of
gardner, butler and coachman, being invalided. The old lady’s gravest consideration in life was the disposal of her large
property, which was absolutely under her
as
control. Her prospective heirs were
numerous as her pets, and nearly as often
changed. “She’ll end by dying inestate or
leaviug everything to the county charities,”
mu father
fn Savon (uimin? home from
interviews he had
numerous
one of the
with her on the subject. “She ought in
common decency to provide for her faithful
old servants and that unlucky little African
in her lifetime,and so I told her.”
Next day it was: “Well, I think the old
lady has made up her mind at last. She has
sent for her nephew from London—her natural heir—and made a will in his favor. It is
all very right and nice. I saw it signed and
witnessed, and the old one distroyed; that
is her regular custom before she signs the
new

oue.”

“What is the new one like?” asked Gertie.
“Has he come?”

horror!” broke in Freda, “looks
tradsman—and his manI shan’t go near
are insufferable.
ners
Brockwood again during Jonathan Marillier’s stay.”
“Marillier!” I exclaimed, “I thought I
had met with Brockwood before, but could
not imagine where.”
“What on earth are you talking about?”

“Oh, such

said the girls together.
I explained. When I had done Freda be
gan: “That’s the very Major Marillier that
poor Miss Patty Payne—Miss Corbett’s comTes,
panio—is always telling me about.
he’s a cousin, a distant one, and four years
ago was here on a visit. Miss Patty goes into wild raptures about him on small provocation. He was very kind to her, poor forlorn little woman. Miss Corbett was delighted with him at first, and then quarreled
furiously with him. I belfeve he used disrespectful language about her monkey.”
“The monkey!” I shouted.
“Why, yes, she had one for a pet just
then—a nasty, thieving, mischievous creature. Every one hated it, and it ended by

ousting poor Major Mariller Brockwood.
Miss Patty doesn’t know exactly what the
quarrel was about; but Miss Corbett called
him a swindler and a time-serving hypocrite
one day at dinner, and he got up, said goodbye to her quietly, and left the place at once.
LI is luggage was sent after him—and the
monkey. He left orders with the butler that
if ever it was to be disposed of he’d like it.
Next day Miss Corbett did nothing but cry
and moan after him—saying he had deserted
her. and that the monkey should be hanged.
So Parker, the Butler, took it away, and
It uil

LU

Mai

Majtfi

illiti

wiUkout

her.”
When Freda stopped I began my story,
seeing all the
as

make some advances to Miss Corbett,” said
my father, “I’m sure he would have a good
chance of the succession.”
“That Marillier will never do,” I replied,
“He is not that sort of
emphatically.

man.”
“It’s a shame,” said Freda, indignantly,
“I’ll speak to Miss Corbett myself to-morrow; I know she likes me. No! you shall go
and tell her what a fine fellow her cousin is.
We’ll drive over together.”
That interview never came off. Once only
in our lives were Miss Corbett and I destined to meet. From the moment of Mr. JonMarlllipr’s

ourselves

arrival

all
and

outsiders like i

new

pets being adopted.

One night came a furious peal at the bell
and a mounted groom delivered a note from
Miss Patty begging my father to come without delay. “I’ll drive you,” I called out to

him, plunging into
quarter of

an

hour

some
we

clothes; and in a
on the road,

were

greatly wondering what had caused the
summons.
were

in the Kockwood windows as
drove up. “One!” clanged from the tall
clock tower over our heads as we passed under the echoing archway that led to the big
hall. Brockwood was a rambling old red
sandstone pile smothered in ivy, looking

Lights

we

gloomy and ghost-ridden enough by daylight,

the small hours.
positively
I was left by Parker, who shook his head
dolefully when I inquired after his mistress,
with one candle, in a spacious vault of a
gruesome in

but

Saturday Night.

_

‘‘The Commodore.”
Jos. L. Foote, the Commodore, Elgin, 111.,
says Thomas’ Eclectric Oil cured him of
sciatica with one application, thoroughly applied. It also cured him of a severe cold and
cough. He thinks it a very valuable remedy,
and will never be without it.
A drinking man was told by his physician
hold his breath while he counted his pulse, but
he couldn’t do it. His breath was too strong
for him.—Cincinnati Saturday Night.

to

However watched by loving care,
Home has distempers lurking there,
And human power cannot defend
From ills that constantly impend;
Bui Sanford's Ginger bids pain cease,
And home restores to health and peace.
Mr. Strauss of Cincinnati recently rescued two
friends who fell in the water, thus proving the
truth of the old saying, “Drowning men catch
at

Strauss.”—Philadelphia News.

A Pure and Effective Hair Dressing.
Cocoaine, a compound of Cocoanut Oil,
beautifies the hair and is sure to alloy all itching and irritation of the scalp.
The superiority of Burnett s Flavorin
Ettrahts consists in their Derfect miritv and

strength.
Money isn’t exactly tight, but it is
little exhilarated.—Lowell Courier.

perhaps a

We would like to own a tame cyclone, just to
keep stray cattle out of our garden.—Sutton

Register.

Kidney and Liver Cemplaints, Dyspepsia, Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases of the
For

Urinary Organs aBd Female Complaints, take
It has no

‘•Elixir of Life Root.”

equal.

Grammarians are puzzled over the question
whether “mumps” and “measles” are singular or plural. They often look singular, but
that is no criterion on a question of this kind.
—Lowell Citizen.
In Arkansas when a couple of ten-year-old
bova are not home for supper their mother
looks troubled and observes, “Now, where in
in the world are them children? If they are
out robbing trains again, I’ll take the hide off
of them when they come home,consarn them!”
Norristown Herald.
—

dining room, surrounded by grim portraits
of dead and gone Corbetts, staring out white
from their dingy back-grounds. The gloom
and the stillness grew so appalling that I
fairly jumped when the door suddenly op-

ened, admitting a truly awful apparition,—a
figure with dissheveled blaek ringlets in a
shawl pattern dressing gown, carrying a bed-

candlestick.
“Mr. Marillier, I presume,” I retained sufficient composure to remark.
“Yes, I’m Mr. Marillier, Miss Corbett’s
only nephew. I’ve not the pleasure of your
acquaintance, sir, and at any other time
room

FAMILIES
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can
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their grocer

fresh and
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baker,

reliable at all times, from

as we now
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FRESH EVERY DAY.
5^-Oor
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GENERAL AGENT IN MAINE,
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Excellent Anthems and Easy Choruses will also be
found in Emerson’s new Herald of Praise ($1.00);
in J. P. Cobb’s Festival Chorus Book, ($1.26);
in Zerrahn’a Index ($1.00); in Tourjee’s Chorus
Choir($1.60); in Perkins’ Temple ($1.00); and in
Emerson’s Voice of Worship ($1.00).
-MUSICAL SOCIETIES-

Any book mailed for Retail Price,
tion for quantities.

German and Italian.

Fupils received singly or
Apply at Mis* Sargent and
Sohool, 148 Spring St.

MISS H. E.
will

resume

W. F.

Hayden pastor—Services at

11

d2w*

institution of

jnl-ketniul jmflLaw

p.

BBMNS8B

Studentcadmitted at any time.

of

corner

Congress

at 7.30 p.

meeting

p.

and Lo

Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZER IT BAM NO EQUAL.
OWE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

ROCKLAND,

Society,
NEW YORK,

DOES THE

Business

Of any Life Insurance Company

IN

THE

WORLD.

Why?

general beverage

and Grocers.

J

BECAUSE

It alone issues

Policies,

Udolpho life’s Son k Co.,

Immediately,
of death.

18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK.

BECAUSE
Its policy is clear and conciss, and contains

and obscure

contracts loaded

Admiration

down with

technicalities issued by other companies!

To policy holders

WORLD’S

HairRestorer

IS PERFECTION,t
For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or
FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY. It
renews its life, strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed. A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.

Strength

190

MILLIONS.

Assets Securely Invested

Snrplus Securely Invested, Nearly

10

Established over 40 years.
Enormous and increasing: sales
Throughout Europe and America.

MILLIONS.'

JOTHAM F. CLARK,

MARK

:t(>

fiddresemg

our

|J3p*Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congress St.,
tSaTYoung V Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.
ang29dlyr
..-..

■

ZYLO BALSAMUM

Manager,

Dandruff, allays all itching,
falling Hair and promotes a
healthy growth with a rich, beautiful
gloss, and is delightfully fragrant.
Price Seventy-five Cents in largo
glass stoppered Bottles. Sold by all Druggists,

TBEET,

stops

MAINE.
eod2w

-.

I,

■

fiold
medal Awarded
the Author. A new and great
Medical Work, warranted the
beet and cheapest, indispensable to every man, entitled “the
Science of Lite or Self-Preservation;” bound in finest French
muslin, embossed, full gilt. 300
pp. contains beautiful steel engravings, 125 prescriptions,

back

Addr.ee, Peabody Medical Institute
5. PARKER, No. 4 Bullineh St., Boeton.
>ow

or

Dr.

W.

augISdeodly

B. N. FRESHMAN & BROS.

Advertising Agents,
UNO W. FOURTH 8T„ CINCINNATI

are

Mary

doing as well for their custom-

matter of insurance
as
any oilier Agency in Portland.
0Ct6 dtf

in

<

NOTICE
that the copartnership heretofore
undersigned, under name
of B. F. Whitney & Co., is this day dissolved by
mutual consent, and that the same business will be
continued by the Whitney Gaiter Shoo Company at
the old stand.
BENJAMIN F. WHITNEY.
WILLIAM O. FOX.
Portland. Nov. 1st. 1881.
novldlvr
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FOR

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On

__„

and

Monday,

after

Oct.

Mundwich

New
Zealand aad
Australia.
splendid steamers sail from New
ICth, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Franotsoo

12.30. 3.30 p.

The
Fork

as

at Portland at
Portland for
Bear borough Beach, Bine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Maco, Btddeford, anil Kennebunk, at 8.45 a. m. 1.00, 3.30 and 6.30 p. rn.
For Welh, North Berwick, Malmon Fall*,
Oreat Fallx, Dover, New
Market, Fxeter,
Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell, 8.45 a.
m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. For Boche*ter, and
Farmington, N. II., at 8.45 a. m. 1.00 and
3.30 p. m. For Alton Bay, at 8.46 a. m. and
For Manchester and
3.30 p. m.
Concord,
N. U., (via Lawrence.) at 8.45a. m.; (via New
Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Train
leaves Kennebunk for Portland at 7.25.
Parlor Car on train leaving Portland Portland at
1.00 p. m. Returning on train leaving Boston at
12.30 p. m.
Parlor Car Meat* xccured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office
tJr The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Hound Line Htenmera for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Rail Line* for New
Kork and the Mouth and We«t.
SUNDAY TKAINM Leave Portland for
Boxtou and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boaton
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.
a. m..

12.0o. 6.00, and

arriving

m.,

8.00 p.

MW EHUIiAND AGBNCY,

319 Washington Street, Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,
Oen. Paw. Agent 0. R. R. of N. J.

stations on E. Ar N. A. Railway,
12.40, and tl 1.16 p m.; At. Andrews, At. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook County,
Ittoosebend Luke, and all stations on B. Ar
Piscataquis R. R.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.40 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, BncksptDt, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.80 p. in., 12.4=0 p. in.,
12.30 p. m., 12.40
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m.
p. m., 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Oardiner, Richmond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. in., 12.40 p.
in., 6.16 p. m., til.16 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.40 p. m.. 5.15 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
Uacoln B. R., 7.00 a. in.. 12.40 p.
Ac
in.; Auburn and S.uwistoa, 12.30 p. m.
5,05 p. m. Eewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., til.16 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,

further

Wiuthrop,

Waterville and North
in.,
Farmington via

Brunswick, 7.00 a.

m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From

Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; At.
John, 8.15 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Honlton, 9.00
а. m.;
At. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; ttuc Its port,
б. 00 a. m.. 6. p. m,; Bangor, 7.05 a. m., t7.45
Dexter.
7.10 a. m., 4.15 p. m.; Belfast,
m.;
.25 a. m., 2.46 p. m.; Sko» began, 8 10 a. m.,
2.30 p. m.; Waterville, 9.12*.m. 1.65, flO.OO
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a. m 9.68 a. m.f 2.42 p. m., tl0.55 p. m.;
CSnrdiner, 6.17 a. m.. 10.16 a. m., 3.03 p. m.,
H.04 p. m Rath, 6.55 a. m., 11.05 a. m.t 4.00
7.25 a. m., 11.36 a. m.,
p. m.,
4.30 p. m., tl2.35 a. m., (night.) Rocklaud,
8.20 a. in., 1.25 p. m. l.cwision, 7.20 a. m.,
11.16 a.m., 4.16 p. m. Phillips, 6.30 a. m.
Farmington, 8.10 a. m.; IViuthrop 10.15
as
a. m. being due in Portland
follows: The
from Augusta
and
morning trains
Bath,
8.35 a. m. Lewiston,
8.40.
Tho day trains
from Bangor, and all intermediat stations and
connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.50 *p.
The afternoon
m.
trains from
Watervillo,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland*and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express twin at 1.50

S.

a. sn.

t Sleeping Cara attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.

only.

Bangor every morning, and Skownegaii bunaay Morning, but not Monday. Does

t Runs through to
run

to

morning.

Dexter,

Belfast

or

the

Bucksport, Sunday

1881.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
___

Monday,

Oct.

will
j?**?i*^**^81SN1, Passenger Trains m.,
P^' .''C«3Fort!anil at 7.30

17
leave
sad

3.35 b. <n., arriving at Worcester
2.15 p, n>. and 7130 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.
at

m.

Oilman,
Ayer Jane.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Upping at 7.30 a. tsu. and ft.33 i>. in.
Far Vlnachestc r, Uoacord and points North, at
1.33 p. in.
For Rochester, Spriunvaie, Alfred, Watcrb.ro and Haco Hirer.7.30 a. in., 1.33
i2i., and (mixed) at 6.3(1 p. in. Returning
»ve Kooheeter at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.05
a. m.. and 3.66 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., 11.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For florhnm,
Haccnrnppa, Cumberland
Hills.
Westbraoh and Woodford’s,
at 7.30 a. hi., 11.33, 6.30 and (mixed)
For

R.

*6.30 p.

m.

The 1.33 p. m. tialn from Portland connects at
Ayer Juno, with Uoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New Vork via Norwich Line, and nil rail,
via Npringfleld, also with N. V. & N. E. R.
B, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhilnilelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outfa and with Boston At Albany' «. 11. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk It. R.
Through tickets to ail points South and West, at
Depot oQces and at HolJins & Adams', No. 22 Exchange Street
*
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WEr Snpt
Js24dtf

Shitt.

after MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will run as follows:
uod

17th,

DFPART17RKS:
For Auburn and Lewi* ton. 7.10 a. m..
12.35 and 6.16 p. m.
For tvorham, 7.30 a. tn., 1. 30 and 5.16 p. m.
For ffforhuw. 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston nnd Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30, 3,16 and 0.00 p. in.
From Gfli hnni, 8.30,9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal nnd Quebec,
12.30 p. m.

Montreal and

STEAMSHIP

to

Ogdens-

FOR

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mill wankee
Cindnnoti, St. Loui*, Omaha, SaginPaul,

Salt

Lake

City,

Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest, West
JOSEPH
W.

and Southwest.
HICKSON, General Manager.

J. SPICER .Superintendent.

octl7'itf

J. Holmes.

Just published:—Madeline. A splendid new
lovel by Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, whose novels sell so
iHormously, and are read and re-read with such inerest. Beautifully bound, price $1.50.
%*AJso handsome new editions of Mrs. Holmes,
>ther works—Tempest and Sunshine—Lena Rivers

LEAVES

6.15
8.46
10.80

LINES

Advertising Agents,

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
O SPKl'CE STREET, NEW YORK
The PRK88 m.v oe found or file ft our office.
4 PARK BOW
NEW YORK

F. FHILLIF8& CO., Wholesale Agts I
aug30
TulL&Sly

W.

A.M.

7.10 A.M.
9.16

11.06
2.30 P.M.

10.66
2.20
3.35

P.M.

6.10
6.30

6.00
C.40

Tickets far Round Ti ip 23

cents,

dtf

REAL

ESTATE.

FOR SALE.
Ornngton Flour Mill, situated in the town
of Orrington, Maine, about three miles from
the City of Bangor. Said mill has a never
failing
water power, two run of f ur foot, burrs and all
neccessarv machinery for doing a large custom business.
Always ground more or less western wheat
and has the reputation of being the best flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dwelling bojse goes with tho
mill. Reason for selling: 111 health or
be proprietor. For farther information, call on or address
BRASTOW BROS.,
ect21d<Scwtf43
Brewer Village, Maine

THE

Philadelphia,

Boston
—AHD—

FOR SALE.

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steantslilp f.loe.

of the most

Learcs each Port Erery Wednesday and

r

LougWharf, Boston, 8 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,
•

at 10

For

Freight

or

leSlt

foiTsalr

a. m.

house
\NEW
ments, in
on

Passage apply to
e. U. «A.1iP<ON, Ageul,

Congress St.

FOR SALE

ARRANGEMENT

For Sale.
good working oxen.

Commencing October iiSib.

FOUR
nov8d3t*

T Tinnivnrvar

^CHARLES DEERING.
Mas
r.
■saPgu-w-iaa? ter, will leave Railroad Wharf,
■aSwaSSaaESas Portland,
every
Tuesday
evening, at 11.13 o’olock, or on arrival of
Express Train from Boston,for Rockland, (!aetine, Deer Isle, Nedgwick, No. West Harbor, Bur Harbor and Gill bridge. Will leave
same
wharf every Friday evening at 11.13
o’clork, for Rocl< laud. Caatine, Deer Isle,
Nedgwick oh. West Harbor, Bar Harbor,
and Macbiasporl.
Maehiasport every Mon-

TO

S. 8. Go. steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with steamer for Green’s Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwlok
with stage for Blue Hill.

TO
FOK SAFE

Portland.

oc20-dtf

Steamship Company,

SPmi'Weekly

LETL

T!

OB EXCHANGE.

less

|£y Passengers and shippers of freight will notice
that the steamer does not go to Jonesport or Machlasport on her Tuesday trip.
GEORGE L. DAY. General Tloket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.

Maine

aALt.

The easterly half of double brick house No. 75
Dan’orth street, is ottered for sale or exchange, for
valuable property, or will be leased to a good
party. Possession given Nov. 1. This house is first
class in all its appointments, warm, drt, drainage
perfect, parlor, sitting, dining room anti kitchen on
ground floor, with seven large, nice sleeping rooms,
bath room, hot anti cold water, brick furnace, slate
roof, also stable and carriage house. No chance to
make repairs. Enquire of
SMITH, GAGE & CO.,
oct31dtfNo. 92 Commercial Street.

Coming West,
connects at Rockland (Monday and Thursday', with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangur and River Landings

Oct. 20, 1881.

run

The two flue Horses belonging to es*
tate of the late Dr. Wm. W. Wreene—
one a sorrel, 8 years old, and the other
black, 12 years old. Enquire of D. W.
FESSESDEJf, Adm’r, Jio. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.
_oc2tf-dif

day Horning, at 4.80 o’eloeli, and Mill bridge every Monday and Thursday at 8.00 a. m.,
touching as above, arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting with Pullman night train for
Boston and the West.
Oonneets every trip at Rockland with Sanford

tor

WALTER FICKETT,
Stroudwater.

nunaca

Vlillbridge Jonesporl,
leaves
Returning,

eodBw

oct29_

STEAMBOAT CO.

rrrvA

Inquire of

JOHN C. PROCTOR,
93 Exchange St.

I,on* Wharf, U..i.>

Portland, Bangor & Machia
FALL

with all the modern improveof the most desirable locations

one

Room Included.

iO

To Let.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will ontll further notice leave Franklin Wbaif,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
t. M., and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will tonch at Vinevard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passago, Including
State Room, 15; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 87, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can oe obtained at 3*
Bxcnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no passengers will be taken by this lino.
decAdtf

Photographer
THErecently
occupied
W.

s Rooms 518
Congress st.,
by «T. M. Peck, and now ocHearn, and also other rooms.
Applv to ELBltlDGE GERRY.
Portland, Oct., 14th, 1881.

cupied by C.

_octlAdtf
W ANTS.
WANTED.
buy Schooner Smack, 35 'o
tons N. M.
TOWell
smack preferred. F. W. M1LLFR & CO.,
oct29d2m#
a

60

Mobile, Ala.

■

Wanted.
Dry
Salesman,
and has
AN furnish good references
good
Goods

experienced

a

of his own.
»ov2

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Cnlnia.

Me

PER

ll fl

WEEK.

AIY» AFTER

fflON-

1»AY,

SEPT. IDth,Steam
erm
of
thin Line will
I.cure ItAilrond Wharf.
foot
of
State
street,
every
Monday.
at 6 p. m., for Eastport and
Wednesday, and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,

I" 11 I I H0Dt

V
~

BUSINESS CARDS.

Friday

St.

dtf

A8ent*

wanted for Life of Presi'Hrfleld. A complete, faithII
ilMIII I LLUful history from crad'eto grave,
by the eminent biogcaphwr, Col Couwe'l. Boohs
all ready for de ivery. An elegantly illustrated volume.
Endorsed edition. Lioe'al erms. Agents
take orders for from 20 to 50 copies daily. Outsells
other
book ten to one. Agents never made
any
money so fast. The book hells itself. Experience
not necessary.
Failure unknown. All make imuiense protits.
Private terms free.
GEORGE STINSON <k CO Portland, Maine.
oct7 dlm&wlm41

PALL ARRANGEMENTS.
TRIPS

who can
trade

Address P. U. Box 856, Portland, Me.

P A D r I r I fl

tat

John, ». B„ Halifax, N. §.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

OX

"St

Line to New York.

po-tlaad,

THREE

^

eod3w

Insurance one-half the rate of

'sailing vessel.
irretgnt for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
bv connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eight Dalian. Bound Trip 815,
Meals and

En-

JOHN C. PROCTOR,
S3 Exchange St.

oc20

From

houses on Free Street.

of

Saturday.

HVls.su* Inge.
m.

desirable residences and thor'

ONEooghly finished

quire

Andrews,

Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, lMgby, Annapolis, Yarmouth.
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalbeusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brans wick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, aud Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Hail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in£4f~Freighl
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agont, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Slate Rooms and further information applv at
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HERSEY. President, and Manager.
sepltidtf

STEPHEN

$cob; Job

The .avorite Steamer, Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’eloek p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’, rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Tickets aud Stateroom, for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, UTS Middle Street,
Through Tickets to New York, via the viariou,
Rail and Sound Lines for ,ale at very low rates.
Freight takeu as usual.
J. «. COYLE, Jr., Genoa
Agent.
»»rb
aa

BERRY,

and {gaid

Wdnde’i,

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOST A MORTON,
FRESCO PAINTERS.
t‘J Jliiktl Mquaic, Pettluud.
Pito.* reaionablo and eatiafaetfon gnaraotead.
dly
_

BUSINESS

FARE $1.00.

OEO. P. ROWELL * CO.

7.00
9.30

sel 4

Steamers !

f those capital novels—Guy Earlscourt’s Wife—A
Voaderful Woman—Mad Marriage—Silent and True
-Lost for a Woman—etc.
Beautifully bound,
rice $1.50.
5. W- CAKIjJKTOJT dr CO., Publishers, N.
oct22eodim
r. City.

Peaks.

and

Evergreen Landings.

A.M.

4.30
6.10

A

<

Diamond, Trefetken’s

2.00 P.M.
3-16

BOSTON

Changed Heart. .Anothor Intensely In
1 eresting now novel by May Agnes Fleming, autho

Line,

STEAMER MINNEHAHA

-AND-

To

THEJSLANDS.

Tourists’ Steamboat

and water Linos.
h Through IUte* named and Bills of Lading :lven
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
1&6 Washington Street, Boston, Maas.
Wra. P. Clyde & Co*, General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave.fefct*

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

named

TELEPHONE 453.

OLD COLONY BAIL.
ROAD.
HOSTOINr TO THE SOUTH,
rime* f.ovr
Serai-Weekly Line* Quick
Rate*, Frequent Deyartare*.
received
and
forwarded
Freight
daily to FALL
HIV Eli, there connecting with the Clyde MtenmWfcDNDSOAY
and SATURerw, Mailing ever;
DAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at
with
Steam
to CharlesLines
Philadelphia
Clyde
ton, ». €)*. Wawkington, D. C.,
D.
€., Alexandria, V*., aud all Kai
town,

PASSENGER OFFICES

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

above

ISLAND STEAMERS

with

Enslnnrt.

aw, S».

lading given by the

of

Bur-

BOSTON

AKBANGEMEKT.

On and after

and Georgia
Points
Waldo A.
No. 229 Washington Street, Boston,

follows:

England
in connection

Steamahipv.

to

Portland.

FROM

(lam

Norfolk and flnltimore Including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class, 812 2d Class, 89*
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washington, or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent, Central Whuri. itn*fo».
noSMt-f

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia A Hew

Portland and Worcester Liue.
WINTKK

Carolines

Pearoe, Agent,

STEAMERS.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

17th,

Eirst

\7TKTO Pf\P'TT iW11

station*, through

m.—For all

a.

A

dt

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER,
f nut Bsusu dlrrci every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY at 3 P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake aad
through rates given. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all Point* South and 8onth
west vlt Va. and Georgia Air Uuo.
C. P Gaither,
Agent,240 Washington street, Boston Mass. To all
points of North anc South Carolina and beyond via
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Lins to
Raleigh, Charlotte
Spartansbnrg, Greenville,

burg.
£.15 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate stations.
ARRIVING AX PORTLAND;
11*45 a. m.—From Fabyan’a.
5.57 p. nt.—From Burlington and Swanton.
J. HAMILTON. Sup't.
ocldtf
Portland. Oct. I, 1881.

X. EcukUM! Ticket* Ur*t aad second clou* (or
9'- John nj*d UaUfatoy nale at reduced
rate*.
Oct.

run as

address

JOHN HOPKi 8,
WM. LAWRENCE,

further notice passenger trains
T IT

on or

STEAMSHIP I.1NE,

L

CHARGE OF TIHE.
Monday, October 3rd, 1881,
will

only

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

On and after

.Until

Panama

easKjBKkx STREET.

Through bills

Brunswick,

not

particulars oall
4S»‘X

n

dtf

jgggfggggj

Isthmus of

T. P. McGOWAY, Bookseller,

Mass.

ill.lop.

Range ley Lake, Monmouth,

for

Cabin and Steerage Tickets by tbs
Canard, Allan, Inman, While Star and
Anchor Line* of European Steamer*
sailing weekly from Boston ami New Fork. For

ments. First cl&se Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Sot'-n may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Uniou
Ticket Office, 40 Excliange St.
JAS. T. FURBISH. Gen. Supt.
8. H. STEVENS, Gan. A gout PortWid.

RAILROAD^

On and after Monday, Oct. 17th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for At. John, Halifax and the Provinces,

Head fluid. West
Anson. 12.30 p.

Acapulco,

European Ticket Office.,

Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John aud Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh-

lington, Swonton,

{gSJSg,

MINE CENTRAL

below.

S.:8. Colon. ..Nov. 30 J F.8. Crescent
City,. .Nov. 29
For freight or passage tateeaudthe fullast infor
station, apply to the General Eastern Agenfe
Cl, Ir. OARTLBTT A UO?,
111 Winn- S treet, coi IJroml Ml., Boston.
or to vF. D. LITTLE St
CO.,
SI Exchange St.. Portland.
Ia38dtr

on

octlG

Islands,

new an
on the

S.^S.

in.

Morning;

Trains

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

Train*
17, 1881, Fawruer
LKAVK
PORTLAND
FOB BOMTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.00
and 3.30 p. m.,
arriving at Boston at 1.16, 6.30,
and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30

____

ROUTE.

May Agnes Fleming.

JORIIAAV AIfred, Maine. !

1,000 Oak and Spruce Piles.
500.000 ft. Oak, for Car Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. Hemlock.
100,000 ft. 7-8 dry pine box
boards.

steam

"Edith Lyle—Edna Browning-*-M,irian Grey—West
.■awn—Forest House—etc., etc.
ALSO, SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS:

hereby given
IS existing
between the

B. (i

BROOK

or

S$W&wt5tnos23

lun

ROLLINS & ADAMS
ers

»a»re to

New York aad KdlwUlpU*

(MB.Alton

removes

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. €0

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

S.£5

A lovely tonic and Hair Dressing. It

To tans Be« Insurance.

^ GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

■■■

EXCHANGE

PORTLAND,
oo20

pamphlet, which we desire to
53P*FulL particulars
scad free by moil to every one. §2©^“The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggirtB at $1 per package, or six packages for (5
or will be rent free by mail on receipt of the money, by

■

Mrs.S. A. Allen's

are

BECAUSE

Of Its Financial

bay tickets (at any railroad
boat office tn New England) via

He

ON

WORLD.

N. B.—See the roanv letters from policy-holders
expressing their gr tincation with the returns from
their Tontine Savings Fund Policies.

AFTER TAKIHO.
BEFORE TAIIM.c^um^ttaT.Vl
Premature Grave.
in

Express Trains, Double Tracs. Stone Balias

CHANGE OF TIME.

OF THE

oclSdtf

Passage

Grand Trunk Railwav of Canada.

■THE

N. B.—Bead V.nr Policies. Compare the
short and simple form used by the Equitable, with

long

dly

0ct4d3m

OTIS HAYFORD, Snpt.

1881.

agents.

a.

a

17,

Oct.

AJSI> TIDED AND SEEKS SI'S.

—

and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &<:, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of our country of Vdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale nneqnaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It. For sale by all Druggists
As

dtf

AijTRADE

STATION IN NEW YORK «2M«Si.

0ctl3tf

SCHNAPPS.

EQUITABLE LIFE

Largest

Philadelphia.

Most Central Station In Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Readmit R. R.
NINTH AND OK8ER STKSETS,

Portland,

Scbiedam Aromatic

TIT IQ

BROADWAY,

eod&wly22

TTTriT Li'l b’l’O
vv uur Ay u

43 MILLIONS.

Seminal Weakness.
all
Impotency, and
Dieeanea that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuee; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many,
other Diseases that

New York, Trenton &

MAINE.

Igy-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_gH
je

INSURANCE

c. E. JOSE & co.

TRAD! MARKlleh.Eemedy.

-BETWEEN-

J. XV. KITTREDOE, Agent,

m.

120

has Mold

Elixir of Life Root Company,

jy-The People’s Spiritual Meetings, Mercantile
Hall, Farrington Block Congress street Speakingat 2.30 and 7.30 P. M., by George A. Fuller of
Dover, Mass.

Duplex, Oxford

Eng-_

Bound Brook Route.

a

Friday evening.

Assurance

dtf

and all

over 1,000 Bottles
Rockland, Me., April 25,1881.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a ease where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM, H. KITTREDGK.
Nearly Dead nod One Bottle Cared Dim
1.
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1
J. W. Kittredoe, Agent Elixir of Life Root
Dear Sir—Having suttered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining
ief, I was induced to try a bottle of your
El.
OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. 1
recommend it as the onlv valuable and certain cure
for kidney troubles I have ever seen I would add
that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
T. F. McMAIN.
Truly yours,

Young Men’s Christian Association, Congress Street, corner Elm.—Meetings at 0 a. m. and
7 v* p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7 Mi

Sale Wholesale and Retail.

The Great

octl5

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Bricfe Dust Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female
Complaints, and all Diseases
or the Urinary Organs.

Outstanding Insurance

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Passenger and '» cxet Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation,

A Positive Cure for Kid*
ney & Liver Complaints
es arising
andallDise
therefrom such as

Miss
Communion at 3.
Kimball, announced to preach in the evening, will not be present.
West End M. E. Church, Rev. Parker Jagues
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
immediately after. Prayer meeting on Sunday
evening at 7.30; on Itiesday evening at 7.45. Class
on

and

General

mti26iltf

TBS BANNER

Druggiitt

and Turner,

■-VffrT■■

LIFE ROOT!

Preaching at 10.30 a. m; Sabbath school
pastor.
at 3 p.m.
Prayer meeting at 7 p. m,
Woodford’s Cong. Church, Rev. S. Winchester
and 7
Preacbin* at 10Mi
Adriance, pastor.

the

oclO

40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for
Mcaa
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

-OF-

wugi ogouuuaj,

v/nuncnt

Rockport,

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Cheisea and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 p m. ••onnectiug with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Trains leave ISoatou.
At 7.30 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12 05 p.
m. at 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. at 7.00 p. id. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
in.
7.00 p.
and trait s leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. in).
t
and
'£hrough ticket* to all points
Kdutft may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Offlco

BOUND

ELIXIR

As

n iLLiarun

Gloucester,

CONCERT

m.

Thomas and

Salem,

Newbury port,

Lynn, Chelsia and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p in.
At 1.00 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, scarboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

eod&w3m39

PI ANIST, and Teacher of Piano forte.
Address, Mersrs. Furbush & Son’s Piano ware
435
aug30eod3m
rooms,
Congress St.

A

a. m. and 1.30
p. m. I.eave Lewi,ton
and 1.C7 p. m.
tickets to return Monday at reduced

in.

Portland,

m.

PROF. M. SAUCIER,

©ust St. Rev. Arthur W. Litte, Rector. Services
at 10.30. a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral Church. (Episcopal,)
State St., (neai Spring ) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely Rector, Rev. C. Morton Sills, Canon; Sunday services
Morning at 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
during Sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May, »t 7 o’
clock. Week day services daily at 9 a. m,, (On Holy
Days at 11.00,» and 5 p. m; From Advent to Trinity on Friday, Evening Prayer with Lecture at
at 10.30.
T.SO. Holy Communion every
a.'m. on Holv Days at 11.' 0 a. m; Also at7.00
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.

and Harvaid Burners.

For

Adiresa,
Mum.

aug9

m.

Unprecedented.

English

■ rauebea of S
■BPUCaTIOH,

H
■

ooll*total

iufortnatkia,
Purtiaud,

I

State Street Congregational
Church.
at 10% a. m. and 7 p. m. by Rev.
Henry L. Griffin of Williamstown. Mass. Sunday
School at 3 p. m.; Communion service at 4.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton. Rector. Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday

With Kfeautful Pottery
Centres.

complete with

■ the kind
struction in

n

Thorough in- ■

a. m.

Its Cash Returns

Fitted

SEWARD,

usinessflollege

Preaching

school at 2

m.

CLARK,

nov4

Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1% p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Yonng People’s meeting Thursday evening at 7%
o’cloc*.
Stevens Plains Universalist Church. Rev. C.

TABLELAMPS
Japanese,
Sarreguemines,
Satsunia, Kioto, &c.

Bradbury’s

Jly23eodtf

Teacher of Elocution,
T. M. C. A. Rooms, Congress and Elm Sts.

No Arduous Conditions.

Limoges,
iiongwy,

a.

French, Latin and
Residence 782 Congress Street.
eodtf

sepS

BECA USE

dRk

Miss

a.

Sumner

SI
Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newbcryport, 8*iem, Lvnn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A special
Sleeping Car will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00

At

to-

St.

Liberal redac-

ELEGANT

In class

7.20

prices.

Private Lessons in

English studies.

Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
©or. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor. Preaching
at lOVa a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 1*A
p. m. Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
and Friday eveuings. All are welcome.

the

en-

We hustled
him
and returned
to the bed.
Dr. Burnaby shook his head.
“It’s a question of moments now,” and as
he spoke, Miss Corbett’s head fell hack on
the pillow; Miss Patty broke into a loud fit
was Jonathan Marillier.
out with scant ceremony

TEACHER OF FRENCH ANO DRAWING, also

On receipt of satisfactory proofs

sat tu &th&wtf

ODELL,

MISS MARIA E.

iJuSISISifSaLewlaton.
Leave
'm

X

Weekly services from GLASGOW, aALWAYf
AND
LONDONDERRY
QUEENSTOWN,
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT TO BOSTON AND QUEBEC. Fortnightly steamers from Liverpool and
QueeD.town to Baltimore.
Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a
specialty and guaranteed.
For passage and Information apply to E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St., or
LEVK St ALDEN, 207 B'way. N. V.; 201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South 6th St, Phila.

Leave Canton for Portland and
4.20 tud D.30 a. m.
Portland for Canton, at 7.30

——-—-j™

LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.

Stage connections with Beuils, Bangeley Lakes,
Byron, Mexico, itlxflpld, Peru, Livermore, West

7.30.

Paid

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

oct29

a

Special Attention will be given to French.
For further particulars apply at Convent of
56 FREE SfRKKT.
Meroy,
aug29dtf

vice.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, Free
Street, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Servioes at 10.30
Sabbath school at 12 m;
a. m. 3 and 7 p. m.
Prayer meetings Tuesday and Friday evenings at

-DO WOT FORGET-

light while she made a
shaky but perfectly legible “Annabella.”
A tap came at the door; she threw the pen
down. “It’s Jonathan! Keep him out!
It

September 5th, 1881.

stipulating that the contract of insurance “shall not
be disputed’’ after it is throe years old, and that
such policies shall be

thrt the IDEAL (76 cts.), by Emerson, is the book of
the season for Singing Classes.

TIESJEtias:

flNHE School affords every faoility for acquiring
JL Bolid and finished education.

(Congregational.)—Rev.
D., pastor, Preaching at
10.30. Communion service at 3. No evening ser-

Incontestable

should begin to practice some good Cantata, as
jMeph’a Bandage. ($1.00) Chadwick.
Christmas. <80cts) Gutterson.
There arc many others. Send for Lists !

Academy

Re-opon lor tbe

FAXiI.

Plymouth
Church,
Dwight M. Seward D.

quality.

Parker held the

speechless.

Will

Preble Chapel.
Sunday, Nov. 6, Sunday
School at 2 p. m; Preaching at 3 p. m. Temperance
at
Free
7
in.
to all.
p.
meeting
Pine St. M. E. Church, Rev. D. W. Le Lacheur,
pastor; Communion service 10Va a.m.: Sabbath
school 1% p. m.; Preaching by Rev. G. D. Lindsay
at 3; Prayer meetings 6 and 7.

At this season, choirs ar# much iu need of new
Anthems. In the above five books will be found all
that possibly can be needed, and of the very best

"quick f see here!”

fell

St. Elizabeth’s

ALLAN

RAZXaJEiOAX).

Saturday

and is attached to this train for Boston.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11
p. m.
At 8 45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

__«lt£^

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld

at

p

143 Pearl Street.
Jim’24

Park Street Church (Second Unitarian).—
Rev.W. R. Alger, will preaeh at 10% a. m; Sunday
sud ect,
School at 12 m; Evening service at /.
morning, “The strength and weakness of man;**
“The
of
a
vacation.”
improvement
evening,

($1.26). Johnson, Tenney and Abbey.

GEM GLEANER. ($1.00. j. m. chadwi*.
Perkins’ Anthem Book. (8i.50.)

pupils by tbe subscriber.

J. W. COLCOM),

Rev. Parker
Kniohtville M. E. Church.
Sunday
Jaques, pastor. Preaching at 2% p. m.
3% p. m.
Prayer meetings Sunday and
Wednesday evenings at 7%. Class meeting Friday
evening at 7%.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Divine Services at 10%
Rev. D. V. Bowen of BoBton
a. m. and 7 p. m.
Highlands, will preach morning and evening, morning subject, “Laying down one’s Hie;’’ evening subject, “Seeing God.” Sabbath School at 12 m. Religious meeting in Church Library room, Tuesday
evening at 7% o’olock.
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizabeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2 %
p m. Sabbath school immediately after the preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7% p. m.

ROOKS.

ANTHEM HARP. (*1.25.) W.O.Perkins.
Emerson’s Book of Anthems.^)
American Anthem Book,

we

and then

Given to orlvate

school at

tered

He’ll mnrder me!”

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

Temperance Hall.—Meeting of the
Spiritual Society at 2% p. m. Subjects to be givAll are invited to participate.
en by the audience.
onvncc.
W&oa
Oo^eKseA'i'iUAAii
Sunday
School at 11 a m. Preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev.
Me.
of
Eastport,
Prayer meeting
George W. Kelley
.

Fall and Winter Arrangements will go
into effret on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER lGtli, 1881.

_

First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Kim
St.—ltev K. G. Fitegre. pastor.
Regular service
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.
High St. Church—Rev. W. H. Fenn, paetor

A.

Railroad,

Mrs. ©’IVEI EE will also be prepared to receive
pupils in private instruction at the above rooms on
and after Sept. 5tb.
gepl5d3m

Sons op

Compressed

Eastern

STEAMERS.

_RAILROADS.

The term opens on the 12th of September, but pupils may enter at any time.

Prayer

tj

want you at once,”
“Most extraordinaand he hurried me off.
ry freak of the dear old lady’s! She has
made a new will leaving $20,000 lo mel At
least I’m to have the life interest and then
it’s to go to Freda! She has taken a fancy
to her.
I can’t witness the will, of course,
The rest of the money
so we want you.
goes to th3 county charities, as I expected.
Nothing to that man down stairs.”
room
The
We entered Miss Corbetl’s
old iady sat upright in bed supported by
weeping Miss Patty. In the gloom I could
just discover a pair of very bright eyes looking out of a lialcbet face surmoundcd by
voluminous frillings. Parker and the old
housekeeper were present and the doctor.
On the hearth several sheets of torn blue
paper smouldered—the previous will, I supposed. The new one with Writing materials
was on the table near the bed.
“Do just what she tells you,” whispered
the doctor, “any discussion or excitement
may be fatal. She is quite rational, I can
testify to that.”
“Is that your son, Mr. Rivers?” asked a
high, shaky voice from the bed. “Then give
me the pen.
Quick!” she gasped a little—

to inform bis numerous friends and tbe public
that be will be prepared to receive pupils for
PRIVATE EKSKOIVK,
on tbe 6th of September at Ills new and elegant
rooms, IV®. 146 Tremont street, over Arthur
Schmidt’s Music store.

First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m.; preaching at 3;
Missionary meeting at 7.
meeting Tuesday
evening at 7.30. Young people’s meeting Friday
at
7.30.
evening

preaeh

®f the

begs

First Universalibt Church, Congress Square
at 10% a. m., and 7 p.m. Sunday
sohool at 3 p. m. Preaching by Rev. A. B. Hervey of Tannton. Mass.
First Free Baptist Church, corner of Cumberland and Casco St.—Rev. J. M. Lowden, Pastor.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m Preaching at 3 p. m.

will

Physiology

and

Services at

The Rev. A. P. Tlnke of Auburn,
morrow at the usual hours.

Italian Kinging
Voice,

Teacher of English and

Bradley Chubch.
Sunday, Oct, 30. There
will be a Sunday School at 10.30 a. m., and Mrs
Morgan will preach at 3 p. m.
CAi’K Elizablth Depot M. E. Church.—Sabbath School at Turner’s Island at 10 o'clock and
Sabbath School on
preaching at 11 o’clock.
Brown’s Hill at 1% and preselling at 2%, Prayer
meetings at both places at 7 Sabbath evenings,
Hill Claes
Wednesday
evening on the
on
Commeetings at both places on Fridcy evenings.
Hill
the
on
flrBt
the
Sabbath of each
munion Service
Rev. M. C. Pendeiter, preacher In charge
month
Chubch or Christ.—Cor. Mayand Danforth Sts;
Preaching at 10% a. m. Lords-day school at 12 m.
Ixrrd’e Supper at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. mPrayer meeting Tuesday and Friday evenings at
All are Invited.
7%. All are welcome.
Congress St. M. E. Church -Rev. O. D. Lind8 Eastern Promenade;
No.
say, pastor; Residence
Preaching at 10% a. m; Sabbath School atlVs
at
6%, and 7% p. m.
p. m; Prayer meetings
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McKeown, D. D-, pastor. Residence, 219 Cumberland street; Baptismland Communion at 10% a.m.
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p.m. Prayer meetings
at 6 and 7 p. m. Sundat; Tuesday evening social
temperance meeting. All are ooraially invited.
Church of the Messiah—Cor. Congress and India Sts. I ipened for services to-morrow. OrganizaPreaching
tion of a Sabbath School at 1.30 p. m.
at 7 by Rev. C. A. Hayden; subject, “The song of
Invited.
AU
are
victory.”
Christ’s Faith Church, Corner Congress and
Chapel Streets.—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor. Gospel Temperance meeting every evening at 7V*
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sunday
School at 10% a. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Season
of song at 7 p. m.
Prayer and Praise meeting at
7% P- m. All are welcome.
Free Street B aptist Church—Rev. Jas. MoWhlnnie, pastor. Morning Service at 10% a. m.
Sabbath school at 12 m; Evening Service at 7 p. m-

was

hastily.
“Tom, my boy,

MR. H. N. O'NEIL.1.,

at 7.
Bethel Church.—Services 10% a. m„ 3 and 7%
p. m.; also Tnesday and Friday evenings at 7%
p. m. All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.

Sunday

Gaff, Fleischmann & o.’s

should be happy to make it; but for a stranger to be her; just now is—you must excuse
ray saying it—a—a species of intrusion.”
“Miss Corbett sent an imperative summons to my father,” I replied.
UYt.ranrH inarv f
A
VA.rv A«i.ra.nrHinary proceeding. I am Miss Corbett’s natural guardian and protector; I’m her nephew.
She only took the name of Corbett with the
property. Dear, dear! Rhoda ought to have
been here now; a lady can be of so much
use—such a pity to have brought your fathAnd Dr.
er here at this time of the night!
Burnaby refuses to allow me to see my aunt.
Dear, dear, it’s such a pity to detain you
here!” and so on he maundered in a querulous monotone while I listened to the clock
chiming the quarters, and wondered what

going on.
Jonathan Marillier had talked himself
sleep in his armchair when my father

m.

St. Paul’s Church,

unobtrusively
gently
approaching the poor old woman,
were

from
who looked feebler and shakier every Sunday. Poor Miss Patty’s eyes and nose bore
signs of much weeping and we heard of no

kept

Be wary of the man who tells you there is a
fortune in some speculation, He may want to
get your fortune in there also.—Cincinnati

Absolutely

puzzled as myself.

“I wish your friend could be induced to

ufhon

One thing is certain—Parnell will pay no
rent for the abode he at present occupies.

RAILROADS.

EDUCATIONAL

Sunday Services.
Church.—Preaching service at 3 p.
at 4% p. m.
sohool
Evening meeting
Sunday

Abyssinian

■

tilling

and had the satisfaction of

family

Wit and Wisdom.

a

like a little Jew

■cut

of sobbing; tbo unsigned will slipped from
the bed and fell at my feet, a useless heap
ot waste paper, and in that moment Brockwood and all its belongings passed from the
of Jonpoor old lady’s hands into the grasp
athan Marrillier.
My father behaved splendidly. No allusion to his loss ever passed his lips. He officiated at the funeral of course. I went
and found myself in the same carriage with
a brisk young solicitor from London, representing the firm employed by Miss Corbett,
“He’s an awful cad, that Marrillier”, said
Harry Blew, discussing hie client with engaging frankness—“the meanest screw I
I hope he’ll withdraw hie
ever met with.
Think of his
business from us, that’s all
disputing his servant’s claims fora month’s
wages, and recommending us to send that
poor little black prince to the union. He
makes me sick, he does. I can’t stand him
much longer. I must stay down here till affairs are wound up, though.
Lucky for me
the major’s come.”
“Major Marillier, from Ireland?”
“Yes; didn’t you see him? He’s here,
man—monkey and all. His affectionate
cousin isn’t overjoyed to have him, hut he
week,
seems a cool hand, says he’ll stay a
and evidently doesn’t mean to be turned out
[CONCLUDED MONDAY.]

DIRECTORY.

Accountant and Xotarj Public.
<

JKO. c. CODJ1ASI, Odlce I¥«. IM Mfldd!*
Pertlan*!.

Book Bindont.
1

ra. A. QEINCV, Moots’ II, Prime,a
E'xchnnse No. S 11 Excbnucr Mtrrrt.

!• I»

me.

Pattern and Model Maker.
B.4RUI/B) !12 ifroM 8t», Portland

^

